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this study has been the analysis of the
:hich confront the eleentsry school teacher in Orissa

The purpose of

problems
and South western Bengal and to determine what training and
help they need to solve these Droblems. The procedure in

the study has been to analyze the Indian milieu, trace the
historical development of education in India, describe the
present status of the elementary school and the eleraentair
teacher training program. In considering the Indian iilieu
the J'oilowing factors were prescntcd: populátion and language,
physical and cliatic conditions of the country, the health of
the people, the agricultural and econoiic situation, the
social and religious life and the political and educational
organization of the country. A considerable portion of the
factüal data used in this analysis was drarn frrn a Rural
and
Survey made in India in 1934. The writer was chaimen

secretary of the Mission Rural Sirvey Corirnittee and difted
their report. The section in which the historical developin India
rient of elementary education and teacher training

is divided into four periods on a chronological
basis: Ancient or pre-British education, education under

was reviewed
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the East India Company, education from the assunption o clireci
ParliEunefltary control until 1935, and situation oÍ education in
the new organization of India under the Govermiont of India
Act of 1935. ïost of the iiaterial for this portion of the
study was dram from official governnent documents nd other
studies of Indian education. Trie third section, which deals
with the present status of the teacher training progrsrn, end
the typical rural elerientary school, present the methods of
enlistment and selection of candidates for training, the
procram of the training school, placement, supervision,
conditions of service, and a typical school situation. icor

these matters official docuients of the Bihar and (Jrissa
Education Department, and the U-ovornment of ndia have
served as principal. source materials. The writer's experience
as school sunervisor and in serving on a mission educational
survey committee was also used. having analized tie task
which confronts the elementary teacher in India the atterpt
was made to meet constructively the problems raised.
After presenting the riter's point of view regarcin.g
the reanin and objectives of educetion in India the sources
of aid in olvin the robleris are indicated. The attempt
is made to ljring togetlier suggestions for the solution or
the elementary teacher's probleis derived froi educational
philosophy and hisiory, present social trends, educational
theory and cxrerinent, and the revision of the content,
suervsion and athinistration of instruction. The solutions
suggested are arranged in the orcr in .rhich the problems are
discussed in the analysis described above.

Among

the more
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i]nportant proposals made are:

outline of a suggest ive
progrun of studies for the proposed Union Christian Orìya
Elementary Training School for rien; a program of suporvision and in-service-training; plans for the enhistrent
and selection of cdidates for training, placement and
an

the adjustment which can be made in meeting the problems
Remedies are proposed also
or multiple class teaching.
for the problems of increasing enrollments, securing
regularity of attendance and reduction of retardation and
elimination. Iiission policies, religious eductthon and the
coiiniunity 3fri of rural education are discussed. Educational
finance and administration also presented probloas for ßolution.
Village problems of health, population pressure, agricultural
and economic iraproverlent , social stratification and the
degredation of women viere net in the ndeavor to fi-t the teacher
for constructive service to the entire coimunity.
This study will be of value to the following groups and
individuals: (1) Those interested in Indian Elementary education
as teachers, supervisors, administrators or training school staff
members; (2) Those in other countries dealing with similar
problems; (3) The Home Mission Board upon which the control of
Mission elementary schools has devolved; (4) the Provincial
Education Departments of Orissa and Bencal; (5) and the writer
as he returns to educational responsibilities in India.
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Introduction
The Prob1ei and Objectives of the Study:
In the course of six and one half years of missionary

work

:i.n

India it was the writer's privilege to be connected

in various ways with a wide variety of educational work,

carried

on by the Ìxnerican Baptist Bengal-Orissa Mission,

Supervisory and administrative responsibility for a
considerable number of schools in the Oriya language area
has given him some insight into the practical difficulties

confronted by teachers in this section of rural India,

Participation as chairman of a committee making an
intensive rural survey and as a member of a group making
a thorough study of the educational work conducted by the

American Baptist

LilSSiOfl in

the Provinces of Bengal and

Bihar and Orissa, India, during the year 1934, has deepened
a previous interest in the problems of elementary teacher

training and supervisory in-service-training of those who
are to teach in these rural elementary schools,
In the published report of the Educational Survey

2

Committee the following statements appear: "The fundamental

problems in primary education are the

maintenance and

provision for

Christian teachers
efficiency; -

of

following: (i) The

an adequate number of trained

fine 'Jhristian spirit and professional

It is anticipated that it villi be

- -

possible to work out a Union Christian Teacher and Preacher-

Training Institution at some rural place in Orissa to
provide for the great need for Christian Oriya Guru Training and a grade of Bible Training more suited to the needs
of the churches, at least three fourths of which are located

in small villages.tT*
In order to better prepare for responsibilities

connected with the teacher training phase of this program
and the supervision of village elementary schools this
study has been undertaken.

thesis on

a study

It is proposed to base this

of some of the problems confronting

elementary teacher training in India with special reference
to Orissa and South-western Bengal, with a view to making

recommendations for the curriculum of a Union Christian
Training School and for the conduct of supervision in

village primary schools conducted by the American Baptist
Bengal-Orissa Mission.

The objectives of this study re-

quire an analysis of the problems of the village elementary
"A Survey of the Educat ional Vlork of the American Baptist
Bengal-Orissa Mission, 1934." Pe 122, 124.
'
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school teacher and the attempt to define the najar issues

upon which Bupervision and training should be centered.
There are certain movements in progress which nake it

peculiarly fitting and iriportant that a re-study

problns should be made at this time.

o

these

First, the Orissa

Province is just now being separated from the larger unit
of Bihar and Orissa to nake a separate political unit.

In this Thrìnative period, a constructive, forward looking
iuiSSiOfl

educational program nay have profound influence on

the final form of the Uovernment educational program.

Â

second movement of considerable importance to the mission-

ary educational system has been the transfer of the control
and supervision of primary education to a board, predominate-

ly Indian.

A well conceived, clear cut policy in reference

to these new responsibilities can be formulated but

gradually and a study of this nature should throw light on

many of the practical problems which the new board will be
called upon to face.

In such a time of transition it seems

important to set up guide posts to show the directions in

which progress is most needed.
India is today in a ferment.

The age old culture, and

static condition of her social order is being rudely disturbed.

She is in a state comparable to that of Japan in

the 1870's.

Nationalism is rampant.

She has received a

larger measure of freedom from the British parliament than
was previously accorded to her.

Within the disturbed and
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seething nass of India's social, intellectual, political,
economic and religious life a renaissance is taking place.
it

is important for education that the trends and tendencies

of these movements be discovered.

Their apDlication to the

education of Indian youth is imperative if a satisfactory

training progroin is to be outlined.

The schools of India are bound up with a complex and
comparatively rigid system of Governmental and socio-economie
control.

It will be of service to point out untapped

possibilities of enriching the work of the schools within
the limitations of the

control.

presit system

of finance and

The westernization of the schools which has been

a dominant trend during the last century is being gradually

overcome through the influence of India's renascent culture.
The values of comparison with the experience of others
in the solution of related problems in similar situations

may to a limited degree be secured.

The perspective and

objective view which is possible when one is removed from
irruriediate

participation in the work should be wholesome.

A

view of the work of other teacher training institutions of
the new schools in Ilexico, Negro Schools of the South, or

the conclusions of educational workers in similar situations
in Africa or the Orient should prove suggestive.

Significance of the Problem.

While probably more valuable to the writer as a
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preparation for specific responsibilities to which he expects soon to return than to anyone else a study which

helps to clarify the problems involved in the development
of a thoroughly trained staff for elementary schools should

prove of value to missionary colleaßues, and the supernd administrators of other schools.

visors

The direction

of Mission attention toward the central problem in an

efficient system of elementary schools should prove helpful.

iany urgent problems confront iission educators today,

such as:

the continuous revision of the curriculum to keep

pace vjith charwing social conditions; the provision of a
dynamic, trained native leadership capable of applying the
best techniques to problis of course of study, content and

teaching method; the clarification of the aims and outcomes
toward which education is to be directed; the inauguration
of a system of objective measurement of the results of

education; the selection of

phases most needed in super-

vision; the determination of policy in connection with
the expenditure of funds, whether concentrated intensive

work should. be done or a policy of

maxum

expansion to

cive at least limited educational opportunity to a large
number, should be followed.
other

probls

Some help on these and many

should be derived from this study.

The

degree to which the potential values will be realized depends upon the overcoming of certain limitations to which

this study is subject.

Limitations.
Dis-tance from the sources of first hand information,

while partially overcome by the advantage of previous
experience, has proven no small handicap.
ence has been necessary.

Sanie correspond-

Personal visits, always more

satisfactory, would have brought the desired information,

whereas, response to letters has not always been forthcoming.

The ten or twelve weeks time required for mail to

travel to India and the answer return has nade it impractic-

able to carry on much of a study by correspondence.

Saine

phases of comparative study of various teacher training
centers, highly desirable thoug1i they were, have not been

feasible because of time limitations,
The factor of limited experience, confined to a

comparatively snail area, makes possible a background in a

measure inadequate for so complex a problem.

Six and one

half years were spent in India.

Not all of these years

were spent in educational work.

Only a few schools outside

the area (11,000 sq. miles) of Baptist Mission activity

were visited.

Those schools within Mission control numbered

approximately 112, including all types and grades.
The time limits of a furlough year, and the necessity
for narrowing the scope of the thesis

satisfactorily
its field.

iii

order to do a

thorough piece of work have circumscribed

It has been possible to delve into but a few

of the ramifications of the present problem.

It has not
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feasible within these limits to prepare a detailed
course of study for teacher trining, though much of the
been

ground work has been done.

flany problems cormected with

finance, Governmental regulation and the like have
necessarily been neglected. in favor of those in which a
study of this nature might be reasonably expected to bring
about constructive changes.
The rural survey that forms the principal basis of
the factual study of the Indian milieu is incomplete on
some points and subject to the inaccuracies of the question-

aire technique at all points. Scientific completeness has
not been possible but some correction and confirmation
have been gained by a comparison of the facts given with
those recorded in other studies of the Indian situation.
Published studies on the problems of Indian education
and more particularly elementary teacher training have not
been very numerous, nor very objective in

their

treaent.

Consequently verification by reference to other studies
in the field has been possible in very few instances. The
results of this study in view of these limitations cannot
be regarded as anything but tentative conclusions. Their

ultimate verification will be will be possible only as they
are tested out in the Indian situation.
Review of Similar Studies.

Four studies in Indian Education seem of

sufficient

E1

significance to the problem of this thesis to receive
special mention.
Dippie

H.

Suggestions for }'rary School Teachers,

Oxford University Press, Calcutta, 1931.

Condensing the results of years of experience as a

member of the Indian Educational Service, Lr.

Ii.

Dippie,

then Government Inspector of Schools for the Province
of Bihar-Orissa, wrote this very practical little book in

which he classifies his suggestions for teachers under
three croups relating to school organization, the teaching
art and the practical difficulties met by teachers in

Lower Prxnary Schools.

Coning as it did from a man high

in official rank in the provincial department of education

this book has had a profound influence upon the subordinate
officers in the inspecting staff.
insight into the

prob1s

The volume is rich in

of rural elementary teachers and

in feasible suggestions for solving these difficulties.

McKee, William J., Developing a Project Curriculum

for Village Schools in India.

The Association Press,

Calcutta, 1930.
This volume was prepared as a doctor's dissertation

submitted at Teacher's College, Columbia, in 1928.

The

this

background of Indian experience for

work was obtained

while 1\iT. McKee was under the Presbyterian Board of Foreign
lUssions acting as principal of the Training School for
Teachers, at Moga in the Punjab, during the period 1920 to
1924. In this work education in India and the Punjab is
reviewed with reference to curriculum making. Present day
educational practices in India arid particularly the work of

social analysis of
village life in the Punjab and a consideration of modern
social and educational ideals both taken up with reference
to curriculun making follow an historical review of education.
The book is brought to e. close with a chapter suinarizing
the weaknesses of present day education in India revealed
by these three considerations and the statement of basic
principles for curriculum making and suggestions for a
the school at

Moga

are discussed.

A

grade by grade method of procedure in

instituting the

changes recommended.

school at Ioga under the principalship of lir.
McKee and his successor, Mr. A. E. Harper, has been one
of the most influential in aU India. Dr. McKee's book has
been as widely read by missionary educators as any treatise
The

on

education in India.

OJJason,

"Village Scho ois and T eachers in India,
Association Press, Calcutta,j..926." (out of print).
In 1925 Mr. Olcott submitted a doctor's dissertation at

its

Teacher's College, Columbia entitled "Preparing Village

Primary Teachers in India."

This formed the basis for the

book published the following year in India..

The following

quotation gives a good idea of the author's exceptional

background:

"After a year and a

hlf

of

experience with

Indian education as vice-principal of voorhees College,
Vellore, he (Mr. Olcott) spent sometime in agricultural
study in America.
Conxrn.ission

He later accompanied the Fraser

on Village Education during their investiga-

tions in America, the Philipines,

assistant to the secretary.

Tapan,

and India as

With the first hand knowledge

gained from that careful survey of all parts of India, he
spent three years at Teacher's College, New York, bringing
the resources of this outstanding institution to bear on
the problem herein treated.*

The book takes up three questions for extended treatment:

What condition prevails in the villages7

rural education be reformed and extended?

teachers be prepared and developed?

How can

How can village

This publication is

one of the mile posts in missionary educational progress
in India.

It has exerted a wide influence.

*Fron the Foreword by D. 3. Fleming.

II

Van Doren,

1ice B., Christian Education in the

Villages, Association Press, Oalcutta, 1932.

Originating from a iaster's thesis at Teacher's
ColleCe, Columbia,

entitled "Teacher Training and Extension

Work íor Village Schools in India", this book applies
modern educational principles to the training of Indian
teachers ror religious education.

Miss Van Doren's work

in a girl's school in South India and as Educational

Secretary of the national Christian Council of India,

Buna

and Ceylon gave her exceptional opportunities for the study
of Indian educational problns.

The chapter headings of

this book include the following:

"The Village Setting",

"The Child", "The Experience of Worship", "The Content
of the Curriculun", "Learning Through Life Activities",

"The Child's Place in the Church Sunday

choo1",

"Extending

the School's Influence", "Demands of the Teacher", and "What
Is It All About?"

There are a considerable number of other publications
which deal with various phases of the problem of education
in rural India.

Many of these are referred to in the text

and listed in the bibliography of this study.

Many studies

in the realm of the economics, politics and sociology of

India take into account educational needs.

A very large

proportion of the studies of Indian Education from the

missionary standpoint which have been carried on in this
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country have ta.ken place in the graduate school of Jeacher's
College, uolurnbia.

Library facilities for the study of

Thdian educational problems have never been built up on the

Pacific Coast.

Consequently, it has been necessary to

select only the more important works relative to the problem,

aside from those locally available, for careful study.

Procedures Used in

na1ysing and bolving the Problems Treated

in the Study.

An indispensable preliminary to the solution of any

problem is its careful definition and the analysis of its
setting or background.

The

u'oblems of the elementary school

teacher in India are discernable only as they stand out in

their light and shade amid the Indian milieu in which that
teaching takes place.

What is the nature of the social,

economic, physical,

political and religious environment of

the Indian. school?

how are the schools set up, organized

and administered?

history?

VIliat

What has been their developmental

has been and what should be their aim?

What

is the actual task that confronts the village elementary

teacher?

What is his preparation for it?

Such questions

as these must be answered before an adequate conception of

the

probls

of rural teachers and the training suited to

their needs can be obtained.
The sources of information concerning the problis of

elientary teachers

in Thclia used in this study include the
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writer's experience, data gathered in connection with the
educational and rural surveys mentioned above, and material
taken frau the literature wbich has grown UI) about various
phases of Indian life during recent years. The foiu1ation
of a philosophy of education which will meet the needs of
Indian education is possible only as the history and present
status of that education, the culture of India and the trends
of modern Thdian 15f e, and the suggestions of modern educational theory and experirnent are dravm upon. In the light of

accurate knowledge of the Indian milieu and a well f oundec
philosophy of education the possibilities for the solution
of the educational problems selected for this study will be
disclosed.
Specifically, the writer's experience in Indian
educational work has been dravm upon for a first hand
knowledge of the practical difficulties confronted by
rural teachers. It has also served in suggesting possible
solutions to some of these problems. Six and one half years
in India, most of which time was spent in rural areas gives
one an insight into the culture, customs and needs of the
people of India that would not be secured by reading. For
approximately four years of that time the writer had aciministrative and supervisory charge of schools varying in
number from four to thirteen. lie has served on the mission
educational committee, the Technical School managing
committee, the educational survey committee and other groups

14

or committees which dealt with prob1is connected with the
112 schools of the iuerican Baptist Bena1-Orissa Ivliss ion.
The work of the survey committee in which iiine well trained
missionary and Indian educators co-operated in a study of

all the

schools of the mission has been peculiarly helpful.
Contacts with teachers, inspectors, adiïnistrative officers
and normal school

staff

members have been numerous in

recent years. These have been supplemented by visits to
a number of outsiTie institutions more or less fanious in
Indian education; both "Santineketan" and the "Rural
Reconstruction Institute connected with Rabindranath
Tagore's International University at Bolpur were visited.
"Usharain" at Asansol, and Tidato M. E. Co-educational
School at Pakaur have been studied. The Union Christian
Guru Training School at Hat Chapra, in Nadia District,
Bena1, and the C. M. S. schools there were visited. A
further opportunity for study of the life of the vi1iaes
caine through the chairmanship of a rural survey committee.
The report of this group brought together iiffornation
cleaned from a careful study of forty four village areas
within the territory to which this thesis has special
reference. ituch of the data used in describing the
physical, economic, social and religious conditions of
the villagers has been drawn flDm the unpublished report
of

this committee.
A fruitful source

of help in the analysis of Thdian

it

conditions and the indication of possible solutions for
the difficulties against which India struggles has been

found in the rich literature that has grown up about India,
her political aspirations, economic and agricultural
problems, her religious and social customs.

LLuch of

this

material contains inforittion of value in determining the
trends in the movement of India

must take account.

'

s

uf e

of which education

The range and variety of these

publications is very great, from parliamentary commissions
of inquily and studies inspired by problems of mission

control, finance and policy to the

iotional reactions of

Indian would be leaders, advocating some panacea for India's
ills and the dispatches of sensation hunting correspondents.

Many of the publications are sane and worthy studies of
economic problems, political aspirations, religious
differences, and the social upheaval in progress, in con-

trast to an age long stratification on caste lines.

These

may well be taken as indicative of trends of thought, and
points of strain in the renascent life of India of which a
sound system

01'

elentary

education must take account.

If

the school can make common cause with such of these trends
and forces as are working toward worthy educational ends a

mutual re-enforcement of great value will be possible.

In

any event the school cannot live as if it were alone in the
world.

It must not cut its pupils off from life.

The

importance of bringing the instructor, pupil and the school

16

into vital relations with economic, social,politieal and

religious life can hardly be over estimated.
to

mrrow the gap between school

The attempt

and co.unity life will

serve a very useful function as a guide in disputed issues

regarding policy, teaching methods, school organization and
the like.
The sources of many of the educational problems which

must be considered are rooted in political hIstory, the
shifting policies of successive governments and school

administrators.

These causes having been unearthed one

can attack with larger hope of success the difficulties

confronted today.

Ancient Indian culture is inextricably

connected with the pre-British school system decadent
though it was under the uoghul and Ivlahratta empires.

perspective of hi stoi

io al

,

educat ional

d

The

evelopment will

help one to understand recent changes in the course of
study for elementary grades and in school policy.

These

must be considered, for teacher training must take into
account changes in the content of instruction and the

methods of teaching advocated by government departments
of education.

A paradox in teacher training is that some of the
skills of good teaching cannot be taught but must be

learned.

The training school alone cannot solve the

problem of producing an adequate teaching staff.

An in-

service-traihing characterized by friendly expert guidance,
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opportunity for refresher courses, professional reading
and frequent association with other teachers is required
to round out the work of the training school.

Consequent-

ly the problems of elementary teacher training include

far more than the program of studies of the normal school.
Thilistmertt,

selection, training, placement,

supervision

and the like are all parts of the same process, so
interrelated as to make them vital to the production of an
efficient teaching force.

The consideration of the

possibilities in these fields has been a necessary part
of the attempt to solve some of the problems of elementary

teachers in rural India.

However, efficiency of a teaching

force can only be detemined and secured in the light of
a definite educational philosophy and aim.

What philosphy of education will meet the needs of
the India of today and tomorrow?

An adequate philosophy

would direct attention to the points of strength and

weakness in present Indian educa1ona1 practice and
clarify goals which Indian elematary teacher training

should set up for itself.

The goals having been selected,

the present position of Indian education may be detennined
and the direction and successive stages by which those

goals may be reached indicated.

iuch therefore depends

on an adequate formulation of an educational philosophy

for these Indian schools.

It cannot be an American

philosophy for the two countries are still poles apart.

Ir1

It

niust be a blending of eastern and western ideals as the

nations of earth are beine rapidly drawi into a web of
cormTion life which the leaders of India recognize as
inevitable but face with natural trepidation. The history
of education both Oriental and Occidental, must be dravrn
upon for the insight and perspective needed. An attempt
must be made to understand the Indian mind and get at the
heart of Indian culture else the philosophy will still be
foreign to Indian life. The best of modern educational
theory and practice will have inportant functions in
building up a suitable philosophy. The experience of
other countries and other institutions in India in dealing with similar problras has proven very suggestive in
building up a philosophy and applying it to the specific
problems of this study. The inadequacies of the all too
brief consideration of these factors makes the writer
realise that, while aelmoviledging with deep appreciation
the fact that his work is necessarily a building upon
foundations laid by others, the philosophy indicated and
the conclusions reached must be regarded as largely
personal and tentative.
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uhapter II

A Description of the

.!?resent

Progran of Eluentary

Teacher Training in Relation to Its Background and
Development.
In this chapter the background against wlich Indian

education takes place, the historical development of
elementary education and teacher training and the present
status of the program are presented.

The setting is

described in considerable detail because it furnishes
ari

important basis for subsequent evaluation of the

present educational progran.

The population and languages,

the physical and climatic conditions of the country, the

health of the people, the agricultural and econonic
situation,

the social and religias life and the political

and educational crganiation of the country are considered
in the first part of the chanter.

The second division

traces the development of elementary education and

teacher training through pre-British times, the period
of the East India Company control, the connection with the

iipire,

to the situation under the act of 1935 and shows

the missionary connection with this education.

The final

section of the chapter gives the present status of the
elementary teacher training program in ternis of the
enlistment and selection of candidate, their teacher
training, placement and conditions of service and con
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dudes with

a description of a typical school situation,

The Setting.

The Population and Language Problem.
There were in l9l' 352,837,778 persons in all India.
In British India

the number was 271,526,933.

numbers 33.78% were between the ages of

5

0f these

and 20 or of

school age. 119,188,601 persons in all India, 91,721,798
in the ten provinces of British India of school age.

24,5%

of the total population were within the limits of compulsory

education as carried on in the United States, that is be-

tween the ages of

5 and 15.

86,445,256 prospective students

in the more inclusive division and 66,524,099 children who

should be within the first nine grades of the educational
system in Eritish India.

There were at this time, however,

only 12,689,086 pupils studying in all classes and types
of educational institutions included in the ten provinces.

Over nine million of these were in primary schools that is

WAll figures given in this chapter where other source is
not given are taken fran the Uensus of India, 1931, Vol.
Report or derived from data given therein.
I, India, Part I.

British India refers to the ten provinces: Assain, Bengal,
Bihar and Orissa, Bombay, burma, Central Provinces, itadras,
northwest iirontier Province, Ïunjab and United rovinces
which are under direct .Uritish control. The all India
figures given include 562 native states which aro not
British territory and whose inhabitats are not British
subjects but all of which bear some sort of a contractual
or treaty relation to the British Crovm and are within the
boundaries of India as cOEnmonly indicated on the map.
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within the first five classes.

It is estinated on the

basis of figures for 1932-33 that 500,000 of this twelve

million odd pupils were over 15 years of age so that
actually considerably less than 1/5 of the total
population in British India between the ages of

were in school.

5

and 15

The percentage of pupils in all education-

al institutions to the total population in Bengal and in

Bihar and Orissa were given, 5.7% in the former and 2.97%
in the latter.*

In other words 12.12% of school age

children or one out of every eight were in school in Bihar

and Orissa in 1932-33.

In Bengal 23.26% of children of

school age or not quite i out of 4 were in school.

The

American Baptist Mission had in Bengal and Orissa, during
the year 1932-33, 4,304 pupils in 112 schools.

In the

face of an increasing public demand for education and for
a better trained teaching staff mission financial support

has been cut again and again and Uovernment appropriations
have increased but slowly.
In regard to the percent of trained to untrained

elementary school teachers the number of women trained
in proportion to the relatively small total number of

women teachers is very high.

The figures for women are in

Bengal 50.3% trained, in Bihur 86.6% trained.

The per-

centage of men teachers trained in Bengal is only 29.1

while in Bihar it is 50,6%.

All four of these figures

*uEducation in India 1932_33??, p. 4, Table II.
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represent an advance over previous conditions.

further complication which adds tremendously to
the magnitude of the task and dirficulty of securing
trained teachers is the fact tbat there are 225 distinct
languages in India aside from dialects. The multitude of
languages and dialects makes vernacular instruction
difficult, and lxge scale production of text books
A

impracticable.

In the area under study the princ:Lpal
languages used are Bengali, Oriya and Santali, The nun-

ber speaking a language as their mother tongue is a pretty
good index of the quantity of ptinted natter available in
that vernacular. 53,807,642 are reported as Bengali.
11,290,784 have Oriya as their mother tongue and 1,628,95?
are listed as Santali, In the eleven thousand odd square
miles of territory in which the A. B. B. O. LI.* has work
there are approximately 4,625,000 persons of whom about
2,200,000 speak Bengali, 1,600,000 use Oriya, 500,000
Santali or closely related dialects, 22,000 speak hindi
or Urdu nd 100,000 other languages. The schools are
carried on in Bengali and Oriya for the most part, with
English as a second language in nearly all secondary
schools. Many are of course bi-lingual and a few speak
several languages, Sanskrit is the classical language
of the area. Almost every language has a script of its
*These

initials

wherever subsequently used in the text stand

for the American Baptist Bengal Orissa Mission.
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which complicates learning to read. The Santal! group
without exception have to learn one of the other vernaculars
own

before they can ogress in school as there are
in the area which teach their language.

no

schools

Physical and Climatic Conditions.

Physically the porLion of India with which this study
is principally concerned is very largely a coastal plain,
lying but a few feet above sea level. Iich of it is
subject to periodic indunations. A little higher in
elevation and further back frOEl the sea along the fringes
of low jungle covered hills which are largely in the
Orissa states, there is a band of territory which is
somewhat less level in character. While this strip con
tains many low lying fields, it is characterized by a
large amount of highland, relatively dry and unfertile,
frequently underlaid with latente or other sedimentary
stone.

night and day temperatures for this area
of approximately 11,000 square miles varies considerably.
It has been given for Orissa as 86 degrees Farertheit for
the twelve months and 91 degrees for the nine hottest
months. Rainfall also varies considerably from season to
season but the average is approximately 70 inches annually.
In the four months from June 15th to October 15th approxirnately 92 of that rain falls. The rainfall the balance
The average
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year is very 1i1it.

The period from February

to Tune 15th is one of increasing heat.

1th

Day temperatures

are frequently well above 100, running occasionally above
110, night temperatures rarely falling much below 90.

The

rainy season is characterized by an oppressive steamy heat.
The thermometer is often in the upper nineties at maximum
and not often below 80 at minimum.

The cool season

temperatures are a bit more moderate running from a minimum
of about 50 for a day or two at the coldest to a maximum
of well up in the nineties.

The alternation of extremes of drouth and flood, and

the intense heat of the dry, hot

iinds of suiaier with the

steamy period of the rains has considerable effect on the
schools.

They usually have one session only in the

hottest weather starting about

6

or 6:30 A. M. and closing

by 10 or 10:30 A. M., and during the rains attendance is
often cut by flood or a senmi-indunated condition which

makes it difficult for small children to cone to a school
at a distance from their homes.

Health.

Health conditions are very poor.
fevers, mostly malarial in origin,

The incidence of

is so great that the

death rate of more than 18 per 1000 annually in Bihar and

Orissa and 18.61 per 1000 in Bengal has characterized the
period 1921-1931.

The total death rate was 26.7 and 25.3
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per 1000 respectively in these Provinces,

These

statistics

are probably in error of under estianation by about 20%, as
are those of birth. The birth rate for Bihar and Orissa
is given as 36.3 per mille and that for Bengal as 28.5.
Infant raortality per 1000 live births is reported as 185
in Bengal and 140 in Biliar and Orissa. Studies of the
percentage of still births indicate that about one out of

three is a still birth. Death takes forty percent of the
children born alive before they reach their fifth birthday.
The average census family has 4.2 live births, Approxiriately 3 of these live in each family group when children
of all ages are included in the count. Taken with the
figures for still births (33%), sterile marriages (6%)
and wows (15.5%), this means that on the average the
remainder of the married women add the burden of eight or
niore pregnancies to health, economic and social disabilities already too heavy to bear.
F. L. Brayne has well expressed the need: "We must
bring worien opportunity for something else than preparing
rice, making dung cakes, bearing and tending to interminable pulling, squawling, dying babies in filthy poverty.
Give mothers more leisure and education for child rearing
and the
provement of health conditions in the home and
village, cleaning of the village and the adoption of a
few simple measures for public health.ht*
*Bray1e, F. L., in "The Remaking of Village India."
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The expectation of life in India as deduced by the

actuary from the 1931 census returns shows an expectation
at birth of 26.56 years for f en.les and 26.91 years for

males.

The unusual fact that the expectancy of life for

females is lower than for males is due in part to the high

mortality among the f orner in child birth.
The incidence of diseases other than fevers is very
high.

Leprosy in carefully tested. areas has been proven

present in 4.5 to 5% of the population.

variously estimated.

Hookworm is

The most accurate figures available

are for iiadras, south of the areas studied which give 73%
as infected.

On the north in Bengal, the estimate ranges

from 60 to 80%.

There is no reason to believe that Orissa

is less affected though exact studies have not been made.

Elephantaiasis or filaria is another disease very
prevalent, especially in Balasore District, Orissa.

No

definite figures of the incidence of the disease are
available but it is considered to be as great as in

Travancore where a careful study showed 10.53% of the
population infected.
In concluding remarks on the health situation, a

quotation from an article by Philip, P.

O,

(Correspondence

from India), Subtitle "India Overpopulated and Underfed.",

which describes a contributory cause of ill health is
appropriate.
*Thilip, P.O., in "The Christian Century, Vol. 50, No. 39,
p. 1218, September 27, 1933.

2?

'tThjs j the conclusion of an investigaUon
recently niade into the health conditions of rural
India by the director-general of Indian Medical
Service. Taking India as a whole 39 percent of

the people are well nourished; 41 percent are
poorly nourished and 20 percent are very badly
nourished. The average span of life, now fallen
from 25 years to 22, is less than half what it
might be. One of every five villages has
perpetual scarcity or famine and epidemics of
cholera, plague and snallpox are common place
occurences." In the following words this hißh
British official describes the prospect that is in
store for India: "The outlook for the future is
gloomy to a decree not only for the masses of
the people who must face intensified struggle
for bare subsistence but also for the upper
classes whose incories depend on the production
of surplus crops and other comriodities. If the
entire produce of the soil is needed to provide
the urgent needs of the cultivators, nothing
villi be left for the panent of rents or revenues,
nothing to exchange for other coeinodities or even
for the purchase of railway tickets, and the
whole social structure of India must inevitably
be rudely shaken, if not completely destroyed."
Being the conclusions of an official investigation
they cannot be said to have erred on the side of
exaggeration. The real condition of the people
of India is far more pitiable than is indicated
by

this report.

malnutrition affecting 61 perct of the people
of India has seriously undermined their physical stamina
and reduced their ability to combat disease and to labor
efficiently. It also has its affect on the mental life
and energy of the child. It is intimately related to
the economic problem as well as to physical and mental
health.
Tuis

The

Agricultural and

Economic

Situation.

A very larCe proportion of the people of India are
engaged in agricultural occupations described in the
census as the exploitation of animals and vegetation.

Only ll

of the total population is described as urban

in character.

Incidentally this 11% has had much better

educational opportunities than the 89% living in the

villages of India.

27 out of each 100 of the urban

population are literate in some vernacular while the allIndia figure is 18 per 100.

Literacy in English in the

city population is lO.3a while in all Lidia it is but 1%.*
Of the total number of actual workers of India 71%

are occupied in cultivation, pasture and other phases of

agriculture.

Only 4% of these follow it as susidiary to

some other occupation.

0f the 67.1% of the total workers

of India who derive their living from cultivation 4 in each

100 are described as rent receivers (i.e. non-cultivating
ovmers)

;

27.5 as cultivating owners; 35. as cultivating

tenants, 32.4 as agricultural laborers;
of shifting areas, and .3 as agents,

.8 as

cultivators

clerks, etc.

This

figure of 68.4% tenants and laborers shows a definite

increase over the preceding census in these classifications.

The land is gradually being concentrated in the hands of a

relatively small group of rent receivers and cultivating
*Literacy for all males over 10 in Bihar and Orissa 10.8;
females .8% and in Bengal males 20.1 and females 3.4%,
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owners.

The census reports 2.9 acres of cropped land for

each agricultural worker.

these acres in the hands of

however, the concentration of
s

relatively few people niakes

for a great deal of economic misery.
In the Indian system of land tenure all land,

theoretically, belongs to the Government, and is leased

from that authority in great estates.

The holders in turn

contract to pay the State certain ariounts in taxes or rent.

These landholders sublet large sections to ezradars, who

then sell to the "cultivating owner", a permanent right in
the land for a (usually) generous price, and the agreement
to pay so much per year in rent and taxes.

The average

percentage of the crop paid out in taxes on a group of
44 villages studied was 20.5%.

The range was from O to 50%.

These rents and taxes are not collected as percentage of
the crop but in cash.

So in low price periods rents are a

higher proportion of the total income.
The fees involved in the exchange or sale of land
under tuis landlord system are very high.

The landlord

takes an amount from the purchaser equivalent to five years
rent or 25% of the purchase price, whichever is the greater,
as a mutation fee.

The peasant owner who sells is required

to get pennission to sell from the landlord at the expense
of a gift

(salami) of an indeterrainant amount.

Further the

landlords are able to demand certain days of labor and
special services and gifts from all those living on their
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estates.

The landlord's agents often use his name to get

things for themselves as well.

The mutation fees,

salami,

pressed labor, and special contributions required, are all
over and above the purchase price and registration fees

involved.
The cultivating owners who have more land than they
can personally attend to often let the

on

Usually 50% of the crop is taken in share cropping.

shares.
I.

ba]nce out

large group of landless laborers must compete for the

extra work available at the times of sowing and reaping.

Most of this group average only about 5- months of employ-

ment per year.
In 30 villages in which landholders,

i.e. cultivating

owners, were reported in the Rural Survey* there were a

total of 1300 owners of land.

The population computed on

the basis of the average census village of the area 484.4

persons was 14,532.

This indicates that i out of 11.18

persons or just under 9% of the population of the
land.

0f course these owners had dependents.

area.

own

The

proportion of day laborers to land owners was reported as
2?s

to 1.

Setting aside one obviously exceptional case and
giving statistics for only 15 villages where the figures
given were complete and fairly accurate the average holding
of these cultivator owners was:

lowland 1.58 acres; high-

copy of an Thiglisli version of the Bengali questionaire
used in this Rural Survey appears in Appendix I of this
study.
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land.

2.38 acres or 3.96 acres per fatnily.

There is a

sliGht discrepancy between the figures given above for
the proportion of landowners to day laborers and the

average size of a family in this area, 4.% persons.
This is jirobably due to the fact that among the tenant

farmers and day laborers a considerable number of the women
also labor in the fields.

A calculation on the basis of

census fiCures of 368 women per 1000 men working in

agriculture shows 1.53 men and .97 women classed as
agricultural laborers in this group of 2.5 day laborers
to i owner.

The ccrius figure for all India. gives 2.48

day laborers to 1 ovmer cultivator, confirming to a
degree the accuracy of the survey figures.
On the basis of the above figures it is readily seen

that these cultivator owners have .88 acres per capita of

their dependents.

.33 acres of this is lowland on which

they nay expect a fair crop nearly every year.

.55 acres

are highland from which a crop will be taken two or three

times in five years.

If we set aside five villages in

which the upland holdings totalled 5 or more tines the
average of the other ten, the average highland holding per
capita in cultivator owner families was .1866 acres, i.e. a

total per capita holding of high and lowland of slightly

over one half an acre.

Vlhat

income may be expected from

such holdings
The average income per acre deducting costs aside

from the owner's labor and that of his bullocks amounts to
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Rupees* 10 per acre of paddy, about

4.O0.

The income per holding of 3.96 acres would be Rs.

39/9/7 ($15.84)

.

A very conservative estinate of what it

would cost to support a fanily (4.5 persons) on
village standards is Rs. 180 (72) per year.

niinimirn

Approximate-

ly 22.25% of the income needed comes from land ovmership.

Only 10 of 44 reports give winter crops other than paddy
as being grown.

So less than one quarter of the land

holders are supplementing their income by growing a second
Obviously even three crops a year at the present

crop.

net profit on paddy would not be sufficient.

Investigation shows that the system of paddy
cultivation in vogue involves approximately 50 days labor
per acre and 29 days of bullocks time; 17 days plowing;
2 days

carting and 10 days treading out the grain,

A

good yield of paddy in the area studied amounts to 1200
pounds per acre.

The highest n.rket price quoted in the

last few years for that amount is Rs. 30 (l2.00)

.

Costs

seed Rs. 4 (i.6o),

average as follows: rent Rs. 3 (l.2O)

,

manure Rs. 3 (1.20), marketing Rs.

(4.so, necessary

hired labor Rs. 8 (3,2O)

2

making a total of Rs. 20 (8.O0),

leaving a balance of profit not considering the owners
labor, or interest on indebtedness or capital expenditure

*The present value of the rupee is in the neighborhood of
37.5 cents but for convenience in subsequent figuring it
has been arbitrarily set at 40 cents or 2.5 per anna. Par
value was until the devaluation of sterling and the dollar
32 cents.
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of Rs. 10 (4.00).

yields,
poor.

Out of 5 successive years, crop

one is good, two are indifferent,
So even this

and two very

iali margin is not secure.

A cattle census connected with the survey showed:
3.85 cattle (cows, bullocks, bulls and buffaloes)

per

3,96 acres; 1 goat or sheep to 1.7 acres; 1 pig to 14 acres

and a very large number of chickens, ducks and pigeons.

These figures are but slightly higher than the reported
average for all India.

In very few instances are the

cattle anything but a liability.

Goats and fowls more often

pay their way, but are often a doubtrul asset as kept.

cattle are of very low efficiency.

Plowing can only be

done after the rains when the ground is soft.

are not grown.

The

Fodder crops

Milk production is definitely lower than

the all India average of

2

or 3 pounds per day.

The cost of equipment needed to farm, using the family
labor, approximately four acres of land is given as follows:
i each plow, harrow,

sickle, axe, yoke, bhangi (yoke and

rope net used by men carrying

lds),

basket and hoe, Rs.

5/13/-; an average pair of bullocks, Rs. 25; a cart Rs. 15.

Some duplication is necessary so total capital expenditure

would amount to Rs. 76 (3O.4O) or nearly Rs, 19 (7.6O) to
the acre.

This is a fairly high expense item when one

realizes that the average daily wage paid laborers in the
area was 2 annas, 3 pies, slightly over 5 cents,

The

amount represents 608 days wages for the equipment needed
to farm four acres.

Näturally the accumulation of that much
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capital to say nothing o1 the purchase price of the land
is a very difficult problem.

IJo

figures are available for

the average cost of land per acre.

Lediun priced land in

the depression years in northwestern Orissa cost 150 to
200 rupees an acre when the various fees are counted.

This

6o to $80 per acre is only about 2/3 of the cost a few

years ago.

The significance of this capital cost can be

seen when it is computed in terms of average daily wages.

At $70.00 per acre 1400 days wages (nearly four years)
would be required to pay for each acre.

The purchase of

sufficient amounts of manure or other fertilizers

prevented by the low economic conditions.
is unknown.

is

Green manuring

ertility is being gradually diminished.

Lack

of fences, free grazing of cattle in all but the rice
season, fragmentation of holdings and poor water supply

during eight months of the year put a serious check on

attempts to increase the income by raising a second crop.
These factors have an important influence on school

attendance.

The necessity of keeping the younger members

of the family out of school to herd cattle, care for younger

children, and cook the meals while both parents work, is a

frequent cause of poor attendance.

The relation of poverty

to school attendance because of costs for fees, books,

hostel charges and the like is obvious.

In.

one area care-

fully surveyed out of 1200 children of school age 135 were
on the school rolls while the average daily attendance for
the whole school year was 87 or 62

of the enrollment.
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The average number in attendance was about 7% of the

children of school age, a figure admittedly above provincial average but still pitifully low.

A further glipse at financial conditions in the
rural (Jhristian* villages studied is imperative.
The average income per wage earner per month was Rs. 3

(l.2o), the range being from
rupees (2.oO)

.

eht

annas (20 cents)

to five

The average daily wage per person was -/2/3,

a trifle over 5 cents.

This was frequently paid in unhusked

paddy rather than cash, seven pounds of grain being given.
The meen number of months that men are employed is

5-g-

per

The average food expense for each person is Rs. 3

year.

(l.2O), the lowest being Rs. 1/4 and highest Rs.

5 (.50 to

2.00).
The average expense for clothes was given as follows:

For a man
For a woman
For a boy
For a girl

Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.

4/8/5/5/3/-I4/-I-

(l.8O)
(2.l3)
(l.2O)
($1.60)

Bedding or other cloth used by the family was not
estimated.

woman was

The highest amount spent on either a man or
s. 12

(4,80).

The average cost of a wedding for the bridegroom?s

*Christian here means villages in which one or more
Christian families were living, selected for study by the
committee, the percent of the population Christian ranged
from 15 to 90o, the average being 21,9%.
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family is Rs.

55 ($22.00) and

for the bride's family Rs.

cost more than this. among
the wefl-to-do lavish expenditure is the rule and those less
fortunate borrow to the limit, if necessary, in an attempt
28

(ll.20).

Many weddings

to emulate their sumptuous weddirirs.
The village indebtedness reported averaged Rs,
($504)

.

The

average debt per family was given as Rs.

1260
17

($6.80), 116 days wages for a conimon laborer. The conìniittee
considered the estimate considerably lower than the facts.
The average rate of interest paid on these debts was 65%.
Some of the people of seven of the 44 villages were
coopeitive society members. There was, however, no
cooperative marketing. Sale of produce in bazaars and
markets was subject to the wessure of economic need for
imediate sale and minimum prices received because of the
seasonal glut of the market.
Despite the poverty of the people the average amount
of ornaments possessed by the women viere valued at Hs. 27
per female. This is probably considerable over valuation
of the real worth of the oniaments, if not of the price paid
for them. 'Jewelry serves as an expensive type of savings
bank for the average Indian,
An economic situation such as described has little
meaning unless it can be compared with some standard. 1roper
food in a tropical country should be the primary factor in
the family budget. The following tables have been made to
show the cost of a balance diet of Indian foodstuff per day.
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They are based on a table from Ghosh and Das, "A Treatise
p. 119.

on Hygiene and Public Health",

uiet for a man, per day.
rice, i pa
atta (wheat flour)

.73 cts.

8 oz.

-/-/3j-

C

oz.
4 oz.

-/-/6-

(

1

chattank,

G

dal (pulse) 2 chattanks
Butter or cheo J.- chattE:n
Fish 2 chattanks

!3

o'

4 oz.
15 oz.

1 lb.

--/3
-,/s

1.354

)

'73

C

5.6
"
2.5
"
(11.644
per day
(

-Ji!-/4/8

)

(

Rs. 8/12,- or $3.50 per month.

Diet

-for a

woman, per day.

8 oz.
3
atta (wheat flour)
6 oz.
c1iattanks
4 oz.
2
chattanks
dai (pulse)
oz.
1
chattanks
ghee
3/4
butter or
4
oz.
chattanks
fish, 2
G oz.
veotab1es, 3 chattar±s
12
oz.
milk, 1 pa
5 oz.
2 lbs.

rice,

1 pa

-/-/3-

.73 cts.)

C

-/-/6-/-/3-

-/i/i
-/1/-/-/3

(

1.354

"

(

.73

"

2.812
2.50

"
"

.73

"

(2.812

"

(
(

-jj;

TEi.668

-/4/8

)

'fl

per day
..

Rs. 8/12/- or

per month.

Diet for a child, ages 5 to 12, per day.
rice, - pa
atta (wheat flour) or bread
3

ehattauks

chattank
butter or hee,
dai (puise) 2 cìiattank
fish, i chattank
vegetables, 1 chattank
seer
milk,
sugar, 1 chattank
fruit
-

2

.365 cts.)

4 oz.

-i-/i 3/4(

6 o':.
i oz.

1.354
-/-/6
1.876
-/-/9
.73
-/-/3?
1.25
-/-/6
.25
-/-/i i/5(
3.75
-/1/6
.61'7
-/-/3
-J-13
(

"

(

"

(10.808

"

4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
2 oz.

lbs. 5 oz.

(

(

_

-/4/4
plus fruit
month.
per
Rs. 8/2/- or 3.25

H
"

(
(

"

(

The above prices are based on Balasore bazaar prices
in the fall of 1934. The prices are as low for most things

as could be found in any place in the area studied.
Bought in large quantities the cost might be a trifle

less, perhaps Rs, i per month per person (.40 cents).
This means that for an averace family of 5 persons the
monthly incorie required to cover a balanced diet of food
would be not less than Rs. 41/14 or l?.25, whereas the
present average income per viace earner is Rs. 3 or l,2O
per month in the villaGes studied. Accordino to the
average expense for clothes civen above 66 cents or Rs.
1/11/- monthly of the fsmily incone vould be required for
that item. This amount is admittedly inadequate. Rs. 4 or
nore monthly is required to keep five people caifortably
clothed according to the estiìiates of a iissionary who has
had a number of years experience in keeping an orphanage
where it is necessary to buy the children's clothing. The
expense for shelter must be taken into account in f iguring
the total needs of a faraily. The minimum recuirement could
not be met on less than Rs. i per month per family in arr
portion of the field under survey while in nany places it
would cost two and three times that amount. The cost of a
moderate sized well built house consisting of two small
rooms and a kitchen would with the land on which it stands
rarely be less than Rs. 100 and in many places would be
Rs. 200. When interest, repairs and taxes are considered

it

could not profitably be rented for less than Rs. 2/8
per month. In the Educational Survey it is shovm that the
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average cost to the parent in school fees for each pupil
is

1.6O

(Rs. 4)

annually, or l3

cents per month.

Two

of the three children should be in school making a fee

cost of 29 cents monthly, which would be supplemented by
en expense of not less than 20 cents monthly for other

school supplies.

A total educational expense of Rs. 1/2/8

monthly.
In summary, expenses for food,

shelter, clothing and

schooling per family of five would run to approximately
Rs. 45/11/8 monthly 018.29 or Rs. 548/12/- ($219.50),

annually.

Tills

leaves out of account expense for religious

or social ceremonies, purchase of property, tools or
equipment, interest on indebtedness,

Miscellaneous expenses.

edical and other

In Wadia, P. A. and Joshi, G. N.,*

the per capita average annual income in i3ritish India is

given at Rs. 44/5/6 on the basis of the net aggregate

production of 1913-14.

In 1921 Dr. Mann calculated the

average annual income of a family to be Rs, 167-13-0 and the
per capita income Rs. 33/12/_.#
.L)r.

In a 1933 publication by

Pickett'estin.tes derived from a study of 3,452 house-

holds in ten areas are presented indicating a probable
*ttThe

Wealth of India", Wadis., P.A. and Toshi, G.N.
"Land and Labor in a Deccan Village."(Second.
Study)

jvIann, H.H.

'Pickett,

.

Waskom,

"Christian Mass Movements in India."

total

fai1y

income of Rs. 172 per year or Rs. 33/9/-. per

person, as the firni1ies examined averaged 5.06 persons

There is little doubt that the item of food

each.

representing Rs. 502/8/- of the total annual expenditure

given above in the budget which includes a balanced diet

for

a

family

of five is the item out in actual :oractice.

The rural survey figures for average actual

food

expenditure

per person were rupees 3G per year ($14.40) or Rs. 180 per
family.

While a large percent of the people are able to

et enough of certain cheap coarse foods to satisfy the

pangs of hunger most of the year the effects of malnutrition
and an unending
every hand.

strule

for a bare subsistence are seen on

tiStarvation and severe economic distress

produce the hungry child type of nind that is influenced

far more by the exingencies of present needs than by

future welfare.

This explains lack of restraint, candor

and mutual confidence of the Indians in facing their present

problis, and the

difficulty

of

organizing them for self-

help.*
Oornuit

Ofl

tile

further

plications for education of the

economic oonditions described must be reserved for a subsequent chapter.

The social and religious life of the

people are next described.
*ItLaymen?s Missionary Inquiry.
India-Burma." Voi. IV.

Fact Finders Reports,
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Social and Religious Life.

1ie

The

which goes on in the 750,000 villages of

India is in many respects similar to that of isolated
rural hamlets the world over,

horizons are narrow.

An

intimate knowledge of the affairs of each inhabitant of
the hamlet leads at times to petty feuds and frequent

irritations.

The window on the life of the world at large,

which literacy and a free circulation of books mould open
for them, is shut.

Only 8% of the people are able to

read and write in all India.
is

In rural India the percentage

even lower ond few indeed are facile enough in reading to

enjoy it and seek it at expense to themselves.

or the most

part the people in the area studied dwell in houses of mud
and thatch, averaging about 2.1 small rooms (9'xlO'

usually)

s

or 12'

Their cattle and goats and fowls are in the

building and often in the sameroom with the family.

sanie

The

village houses are crowded together in a &iall area in
groves of mango, palm and bamboo trees,

frauented fields of the cultivators.

surrounded by the
Over crowding in

the village is often as bad as in the poorer quarters of

cities like Calcutta and Bombay.

Contacts with the world outside the village are

maintained through weekly markets to which men go to exchange the news and gossip as well as to exchange their

agricultural produce for the goods to supply their simple
wants.

Jiaerican or German lanterns, kerosene,

and a f ew

other foreign products cone to the village in limited
quantities.

Some villagers go by the railroads on p11-

grimages to the various shrines of India.
out by economic pressure go to rice,

Others forced

jute, or steel mills,

to tea gardens or personal service in the cities and the

like.

They never relax their hold on the village of their

birth, freQuently send back money to their relatives and

return to retire or to avoid seasons of unemployment.

The

Indian peasants interests are rooted and grounded in the
soil and in the ties of family life.

Contacts with the

outside are temporary and but very slowly are they recon-

cued to the city or

the strange ways of modern life.

The position of women is as a rule much more restricted

than that of men.

The girl of the fwnily is compelled to

remain to a greater or less degree, according to caste or
the social outlook of the fonily,

zenana or purdah.

If an orthodox,

in the seclusion of

caste, Hindu,

after

puberty no man but her father, her brother or her husband

must 1e allowed to look on her face.

The strict Mohaiimedan

will take even greater precautions and when compelled to
travel envelope the women of his household in great f lowing sheets through which but small, net covered holes are
cut for the eyes.

The position of women in the household

is frecjuently little better than that of a maid servant,

body and soul the property of her master husband.

In many

families as yet undivided the mother in law or wife of the
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eldest son rules the other women with

tyrannical zeal.

Some women have risen above these situations through the
sheer force of native ability and personal

cured for themselves a position of

chai

ane

e-

resect and influence

In general woman is, however,

in the family councils.

still expected to walk a pace behind her husband, to eat

what is left after his hunger is first appeased and to do
a very considerable amount of monotonous, heavy labor.

Uaste is still one of the great factors in the social
system of the country.

Ivlr.E.A.

Gait describes: "The main

characteristics of caste as a belief in a common origin
held by all the members and the possession of the same

traditional occupation."

Caste may be defined as, "An

enaagomouse group or collection of such groups bearing a
common name, having the same traditional occupation, claiming decent from the same eource, and conrionly regarded
as forming a single homogeneous community.*

in times past served much the

sarao

Caste has

function as the trade

guilds of China but because of its rigidity and require-

ment that each individual follow in the trade of his father,

and its insistence on intra-caste marriage it has not

proven as satisfactory.

It encourages a group of individ-

uals to despise other groups as lower than themselves and
to be envious of those higher up in the social scale, and

an inferiority complex results.

i!ost

*fticyclopedia of Religion and Lthics

taboos of caste have
Vol.111, "Caste."
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with eating certain things rearded as unclean and
association with the lovï. TTIt is of course an essentially
religious system and cuts across, and usually ultiately
controls all the spiritual movements that have arisen in
1dnduisn.ht*
In the opinion of Prof. Rapson the system
"rests ultinately on two doctrines which are distinctly
rabrnanical - the doctrine of the religious unity of the
fsnily, which is symbolized by the offerings made to
deceased ancestors, and the doctrine of svakarina, which
lays on every man the obligation to do his duty in the
do

state of life in

which he has been born."'

Indian villager is surrounded on all sides by
this senso of obligation. The inexorable hand of hoary
custom binds hii to the ways of his forefathers. Economic
poverty and the fear of he demon-filled environment makes
hn unwilling to take risks by trying the new, even when
he still has the health and physical energy to do so if
he would. iiarriage is almost universal. It is usually
early, though the recent Sarda Act (1931) raised the age,
in name at least to 14 for girls and 18 for boys.fl***
The

*LIacnîcol,ijicol, "The Living Religions of India." p.53.
**cambridge History of India. Vol. 1. p. 54.
***Rural survey f
are of interest in connection with
marriage ages:
Girls
Boys
Marriages
17
Christian
Age of
20
n
12
16.7
General
" Marriages in

ires

Lowest Average Age

8

5

The most

rii
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religious

and

social sanctions are applied

to prevent the intermingling of the sexes aiTher puberty.
The bride and groom often do not see each other till after
the wedding which has been arranged by parents or relatives.
In the words o an Orienta]. "they marry first and fall in
love afterwards" and "surely ones relatives know better
than callow youth what to seek for, as suitable in a mate."
But vioe unto the unhappy one who fails to "fall in love
afterwards" for in the Hindu community, at least, divorce
is well nich impossible. iir. Gahdhi has said, "By sheer
force of vicious custom, even the most ignorant and worthless men have been enjoying a superiority over women which
they do not deserve and ought not to have.tt* Custom has
also prohibited the remarrying of 27 million widows, no
matter how young they may be.
Amusementsw come largely in the forni of dramatic
presentations given by travelling actors, great religious
festivals or fairs, and occasionally wrestling, cock
fighting or sie other forni of smusent. In general
JL

*Quoted in the Indicn Social Reformer, Oct. 29, l922/D.l35

connection with rural survey of 44 villages: Feasts
of a ceremonial nature were reported in all but two of
the villages. Dramas had been presented in eight villages
while nineteen reported not having had such presentations.
Cockfights or wrestling were carried on in twenty one
villages, while three gave a negative reply. Other games
were reported in sixteen villages while five denied having
other amusements. Nineteen villages reported recitations
by bards of some of the famous legends of India, while
eight said. that they had had no such recitations.
#111
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there is very

spontaneous or team play in the

girls are almost universally left
of what play there is.
Religion is not really judged by its results in

villages
out

little

and v.raìlen and

India but rather by the emotional response of the untutored peasant to the beauty or horror, malignancy or 'oenif icence of nature conceived in many forras.
hinduism is a great aggregate of religious ideas
from many sources bound together by certain great ideas
such as harna, transmigration, Urabma, the pantheistic
. N. Parquhar surnarizes the
All Soul, and caste. Dr.
hindu system as follows: "Here, then, we have the hindu
world theory in

all its

permanent

essentials:

God

real,

the world worthless; the one God unknowable, the other
gods not to be despised; the Bralimans with their Vedas the
sole religious authority; caste a divine institution,
serving as the chief instrument of reward and punis'onent;
man doomed to repeated birth and death because all action
leads to rebirth; world flight the only noble course for
the awakened man, and the one hope of escape from the
entanglements of sense and transraigration.?*
The individual is conceived to be in the grip of
inescapable, impersonal forces which control not only his
fortunes 'out also his acts. The world is coiionly conceived of, as steadily degenerating from the age of
"Crown

of Hinduism", by vr. 3.

N.

Farquhar.
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complete virtue to the ace which is three-quarters good,
then to the half and half time

arid

finally to the present

age when only one quarter of the good survives.T1*

Hinduism has been described as "90% demon worship
overlaid with a veneer of higher beliefs."

Certain it is

that it is full of animistic spirit worship; that much of
the worshippers efforts are directed toward the propitia-

tion of gods of disease and malignant forces represented
by the cults of mother goddesses.

Many of the people

dwell in constant dread while many others are so absorbed.
in the struggle for existence as to feel as a cultivator
of Eudelkhand. is reported as expressing it:

"All I kaiow

about religion is that every day I call Rem morning and
night.

All my time is taken up in work.

do not do the

things which would outcaste me, associate with the low,
or eat forbidden things.

This is ali my religion.**

"A man may remain an orthodox Hindu without believing
in any god or any theology, and without knowing or reading

any sacred book.

He may be a Christian, a Hohammedan, an

agnostic, or an atheist in his convictions so long as he
*AdaiDted from Olcott, Mason,
in India." p.
ff.

"Village Schools and Teachers

**Liacnicol, Nicol, "The Living Religions of the Indian
icyclopedia of Religion
People", from a quotation in
p.201
and Ethics, Vol. V,

conforms to usage.tT*
The customs described are the expression of a

psychology surcharged with the haunting of hunger and the
dread of malignant spirits.

Indian conditions tend to

discourage thrift and fore-handedness.
as an illusion.

This leads to

Hindus regard life

otiona1ism, an unwilling-

ness to Cace realities, gullibility and defeatism.

The

social institutions of Hinduism have been tried in the

balance and found wanting.
The aboriginal tribes are aniiuists except in so far
as they have absorbed Hindu ideas.

The Indian Musl5i is

with notable exceptions lost in a fatalism, a rigid
religious doua, an insistence on formulae and the observance of forms that have lost their meaning,

i-le

has,

]owever, done away to a large degree with caste

distinction and recognized a brotherhood which includes
al].

adherents of Islam.
Some of the causes of social conflict are: "Insecurity

of the necessities of life, over population (crowding),

the tyrannies of the caste system and of some landlords,
illiteracy,

custom and tradition, religious differences,

heterogeneity of languages, inadequate institutions, the
leaders.**
agitation of impecunious lawyers and other unsafe
*parquhar, J. N., "The Crovm of Hinduism,"

p. 218

**Adapted from Laymen's Missions Inquirr, Fact Finders'
Reports, India-Burma, Vol. IV. Supplementary Series, Part
II.

p. lO?.
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In a study connected with the village survey of law-

suits and quarrels of importance in the villages, eleven

lawsuits were reported as connected with land, two as
caused by oppression,
quarrels.

and two as the result of personal

According to the reports two-thirds of the

villages settled their own quarrels without taking them to
court.

Brink seems to be a larger factor in Santal villages
than in Gcngali or Oriya but very few are listed as drunkIn Midnapore district nearly all the villages re-

ards.

porting have toddy (liquor) shops nearer than two miles.
In.

Balasore these liquor shops seemed to be less prevalent.

Orthodox MoharnTiedan and Hindus are both against drink and
the aboriginal groups use it in connection with their

religious ceremonies.
The hold of same of the religious beliefs and social

customs is slowly weakening.

barrier to mutual helpfulness.

Caste still

foms

a serious

The inequality of the sex-

es makes very difficult the attainment of educational

goals.

The religions are in a measure being reformed from

within by evorwidening contacts with Christianity and with
each other.

Yet for the vast majority the hope of loosen-

Ing the grip of the dead hand of the past lies in educa-

tion.

There is grave danger that in the attempt to edu-

cate toward a larger adaptability to changing social, economic, political and religious life much that is of value
in the past will be dropped along with the worthless.

The Political and Educationoì Organization of the Country.
There are three forms of Government which have been

adopted by the British in India.
then as follows:

"Anont

the vTild

W.

Hunter describes

i,

Qiands

(an aboriginal

hill tribe) we attcrnpt nothing like an exact administratian,

levy no revenue from thi, and content ourselves

with maintaining a native Agent, to prevent blood feuds
and similar crimes on a large scale.

Our Government of

the Tributary States represents the next step.

It amounts

to a cautious surveillance, by which we adjust all

important disputes and punish heinous offences, taking in

return a small fixed tribute from the chiefs, hut not
interfering in any way with the revenues or the people.
The third and most complete forn of (J-overnment is the

Administration of the three British Districts of the
delta.

This part of Orissa forms in every respect an

integral portion of our Indian Empire.
C

-------

A

on]missioner belonging to the (Jovenanted Civil Service

administers the vrhole from Cuttack, while the local
charge of each of the three Districts is entrusted to a

covenanted officer, entitled a Magistrate and Collector,

aided by a small staff of Assistants and Deputies.
Throughout the three .uistricts we claim the ultimate
ownership of the aoil, and exercise all the functions of
Goveriient.

These functions, as understood by the Hindu
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mind, are three in number, and rest fundamentally on the
idea of proprietorthip of the land.
a right to the rent;

As

and1ord, we have

and as landlor i, we are bound, in

return for the rent, to protect the country from armed
violence,

and to administer justice among the people.tT*

The section with which we have to deal is comDrised
of Tributary States and British Districts.

Some of the

best and worst features of present day (overrmient grow
out of the Hindu theory of the functions of Government

and its relation to land. ownership as described above.
The system of land tenure involved tends to perpetuate
a group, whose functions the Government has taken over,

as parasites on society.

major,

It emphasizes the land as the

if not the sole, source of all revenue and narrows

the concept of Government to a point where, even to this
day, the protection of the coumtry from armed violence,

administration of justice and collection of revenues
absorb the major efforts and funds available to Government

while public services as education, roads, public health,

agricultural improvement and the like eke out an existence
on the small balances of income left over after the ex-

penses of the older departments are paid.

A large proportion of the village cOElnunities had in
ancient times a panchayat (council of five) who controlled
the affairs of the village by the consent of the villagers

*Second Volume of W. W. Hunter's work on "Orissa." p.121 ff.
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and by

virtue of their personal prestige

influence.
There was a division of labor between the caste groups,
and the conrnunity was very largely self contained. having
its own watclinan, smith, carpenter, weaver, sweeper,
council, etc; each receiving certain fixed returns from
the harvest in exchange for his services. This organization has largely broken down today, though in places
the panchayats of co-operative organizations, of caste
groups, or individuals of considerable prestige or
property exercise some of the functions of local Government. Ieïany minor disputes are settled by village elders
and

in this way.

British Indian Government has according to the
Snons' Coiission UI) to 1919 been characterized by
three cardinal points.
The

"(l)

concentration of authority at the center.
(2) The control over legislative functions exercised
by the Executive.
(3) The ultiriate responsibility of Parlisnent for
the whole of Indian Government.
The

With the coming

into effect of Montague Reforms

a

system of Government known as dyarchy was introduced. The
Governmental powers and responsibilities were divided into

classes, one temed reserved subjects and the other
transferred subjects. Provincial ministere were appointed
two

*Report of Indian Statutory Uoimìiission, Volume

I. p.

111.
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to have charCe of the transferred subjects.

enera1

In

the subjects transferred were those grouped under the

heading of public services in a preceding paragraph.

The

Governor in Council is in charge of the reserved subjects.
The Governor and Councilors are appointed by the British

King and the

overnor nay at his discretion over rule the

Uouncil or the Ministers on any natter in which he feels
the safety, tranquility or interests of his Province, or

any part thereof, to be essentially affected.

In other

words the reforms gave a larger rieasure of experience in
Governnent to certain ninisters, councilors and legislative

meMbers but left the finsi responsibility and authority in
the hands of direct representatives of the hing.

was among the transferred subjects.
Education

irere

Education

The Departments of

set up with a Liinister of

Eduction at the

head and a permanent staff, the highest officers of which

were members of the Indian Educational Service.
officer of this group is called the lJirector of

The chief
ThjThlic

Instruction, under him is the Frovincial Inspector of
Schools, Divisional and Distr5.et Inspectors and a group of

Sub-inspectors.

The training and nunber of inspectors,

especially in the lower categories of the service is often

woefully inadequate.

A Sub-inspector is often called upon

to do inspection of 100 to 170 or more schools.

Liuch of

the finance for primary and middle schools comes through

the District Government and their Local Boards so that the
pay of teadhers, except in so far as it comes from the
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parents in fees, is given through a local Government which

assumes authority over teachers, which in other countries
is usually conbined

with the supervisory function.

teacher is here subjected to a threefold
Ing pressure;

and.

The

often conflict-

from the parents and their representatives;

from the committee of local board of the district and from
the provincial inspectoral staff.

The authority to recog-

nize the school rests in the provincial department.
or many years there has been a group of nationalists

among the leaders of Indian thought who have sought to win

increasing self C-overnment for their countrynen.
of swaraj

The cry

(self rule) and swacleshi (the Indian counter-

part of the Buy British slogan) has rung through the land.
"The political agitation in the country under Mr. Gandhi
has created in the rural mind a desire for political life
and a deep yearning for information and knowledge regardIng civic rights and responsibilities.*

Not only has a

dissatisfaction with their 1ard lot become more or less
connected with the British rule but an emotional wave or

national enthusiasm has helped to bring a small measure
of increased unity and hope of better things to the

peasant.

Ligland has given, by the Government of India Act of
1935, some added responsibility to the Indian people for

their own Government, while being uareful to safeguard
*Gangulee, IT.,"The Indian Peasant and His

ivironme,"
p.
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her ovm interests in India. Whatever the future holds for
India there will be an increasing demand on the Dart of the
masses for effective participation in Government. This

calls for

a

training for citizenship which has not hither-

to been attempted.
The

Historical

DoveloDment of Elementary Education and

Teacher Training.
The

Status of Education in India Prior to British
Occupation in India.

In gaining an understanding of the present status of
education in India saine knowledge of the ancient Hindu

education carried on by the Brabmans is necessary. Speaking of Brabnanic education heay says: "Bra1man schools
of Sanskrit learning were indeed scattered all over the
land in numerous tovms and villages. These institutions
were known as tols. - - A tal consists generally of a
thatched chanber in which tue pand.it and the class meet,
and a collection of mud hovels round a quadrangle, in
which the students live in the simples-t manner. Each
student has his own hut, in which there is scarcely arar
furniture except his brass water pot and mat. A student
remains at the toi often for eight or ten years, according to whether he is studying
or logic. The pandit

lv

5G

does not always

live at the tal, but

comes every day on

which study takes piace, fron an early hour

until sunet.

huts are repaired and built at his expense. Lo fees
are charCed, and until recent years the pandit even helped
to provide his pupils with food and clothing. He himself
obtained the necessary funds by grants and by the presents
which his fane as a teacher assured him at religious
ceremonies. The usual number of students in a toi is
about twenty five though there may be more. These, in most
cases, have no means of subsistende. The teacher provides
them with shelter and free tuition and food and clothes
they obtain from hin and also from shop keepers and land
holders and by bogging at the chief festivais.T1*
Brahinanic education started with the idea of the
teacher passing on to the pupils the traditions he had
himself received. This involved pririly the learning
by heart of the sacred books . lt was later broadened out
to include the Vedangas -phonetics, metre, grerimar,
The

etiinology, astronoriy, ceremonial and religious practices.
Still later law, logic, medicine, matbiatics and all the
important subjects, the knowledge of which was necessary

for life, were included in some degree, though not ali of
then were taught at any one place.
Among the objectives of this ancient education were:
*Keay, Rev. F. E., "Ancient Indian Education." p. 51

ff.
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certein attitudes toward life, nature
and. (tod and the perplexing problems concerning existence,
salvation and the universe; cu1tivatin attitudes of
obedience, patience and v?i11inness to vîork; acquiring
self control and abstaining from lumry; reverence for
what is established, respect for constituted authority;
The development of

fuller understanding of God (Brahnian), the
only reality, all else being considered illusion; the
development of self reliance and a sense of responsibility
in matters concerning living arrangents.*
to attain

The

a

greatest weakness of the system

reality of the present vorld vrith
activities and its lack of social contact
of the

its denial
all its

was

and emphasis.

education was supplemented by a certain
amount of vocational education conducted by the different
castes and by patshalas for the twice born castes and even
children of other castes connected with these
The Bralimanic

hier

castes in the villages, by bonds of coniunity service.
These viere usually conducted by the Brabman specially
attached to the village tutelary idol. The teacher subsisted on land given to the support of the idol and received from his pupils free will offerings and occasionally fees. Other groups such as landlords and traders,
also started schools. These schools were generally

Jiiiia J. "Developing a project
Curriculuri for Village Schools in India." p. 5 ff.
*Adapted from icKee,
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narrowly utilitarian in aim, confining attention to the
three

flR?sfl

with a few applications of these related to

the business of life.
The East India Company ±eriod.
In describing the development of

eucatìon up to the

end of the 19th century a few paragraphs
fleport are enlightening:

fri

the ilartog

"There is no country where the love

of learning had so early an origin or has exnrcised so

lasting and powerful an influence.

From the simple poets

of the Ved.ic age to the Bengali philosopher of the present

day there has been an uninterrupted succession of teachers
and scholars.

The immense literature which this long

period has produced is thoroughly penetrated with the
scholastic spirit; and the same spirit has left a deep

impression on the social conditions of the people among

whom that literature was rroduced.

-

-

-

"But at the beginning of the 19th century, after a

long period of foreign invasions and internicine wars,

Indian learning was at low ebb.

Vlestorn education had not

been introduced, and there were hardly any printed books
either in the classical languages or the vernaculars.

"There still remained a net work of "indigenous"
schools, some of them perhaps the oldest in the world; the
tais in which Bralinin teachers instructed Bralimin pupils in

the sacred books, the philosophy, literature and science of

5g

their orefat1iers; the pathsalas in

vrhich elementary know-

ledge was given the loweT castes; and the corresponding
schools of the i±ohaniiedans, the higher schools called ria-

drasahs, the
all this net
population.
an impartial

lower called rnakta'Ds. - - But the pupils in
work were few in number compared to the

vast

In Bengal, at any rate, according to W. Adams,
observer, the unfortunate teachers in the

elementary schools viere as incompetent as they were 111
paid, and education uas altogether inefficient.

"It was the rcviral of Indian learning that the Bntisli authorities in India first directed their attention.
In 1'71, 'Jarren hastings founded the Calcutta Madrasah.
The Sanskrit College at Benares was established - in l?92."

"In the early days of

its

dominion in India, the East

India Company had little inclination for what it considered the doubtful eperiiaent of introducing iestern learning

into India. Warren Hastings, the dominating figure of the
time, was a genuine admirer of the laws and literature of
the East. His policy was to e:.ble the anc5ont 1eorninr
to revive and. flourish under the protection of a stable
Government and to interfere as little as possible with
the habits and customs of the people.**
*Reviev, of the Grovrh of Education in
the Auxiliary Committee of the Indian

Sir Philip hartog, Chairman. p. 9ff.
**Th(lian Year Book, 1923, p. 450.

British India,

by

Statutory Commission.

"So

policy,

far as it

it

India Company) had a conscious
was to keep out those forces of education and
(The East

reform which might (and indeed certainly would) modify or
overthrow its own absolutism.T1*
In the renewing of the company's charter in 1813 the

British Parliament ordered the company to devote a lakh of
rupees (4O,OOC) to "The revival and nprovement of
literature, the er1couragerent of the le:rned people of
India, and for the pmotion of a Jrnowledge of the sciences
among the iThabitants of British Territories in India,"
The result of this was the esta'olislinont of several
Sanskrit Colleges and the printing of Arabic and Sanskrit
cluding both orital classics and translations
books
of European books.

In 1816 Rajah

Ram Llohan. Roy,

founded

with the assistance of David lIare and others the Calcutta
Hindu College, which was established in order to extend
Western learning.

controversy grew up over the auestion
of the intention of the parliamentary order. Some contended that it meant to encourage Oriental 1 earning and others
that it was directed toward the establishment of "Western"
education in Lidia. For a time the former view won out.
Not much attentión was given to elementary education,
however, "The first missionary college on '7estern lines
was inaugurated at Serampore in 1818 by Carey, Marshnian,
and Ward. Twelve years later, Alexander Duff, opened his
A

'Thdian Year Book, 1923.

p
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school (later a college) with the avowed am

of providing

'Christian education carried eventually to the highest
level and given through the
"As to whether

iglish

niediuìm

of English.'

or the languages of India,

and if the latter, which of them would be the best vehicle
ffr its

(Western learning) diffusion,

o.

fierce controversy

raged for many years before iLacaulay's vigorous

February
-ìglish.

2,

1835,

inute of

irrevocably closed it in favor of

Even the, however, few of the "V/esternt

school

contemplated such neglect of the vernacular as subsequently occurred, with the disastrous result that higher education has remained top heavy

because it has always

lacked the solid foundation provided by a broad system of

popir

oducation.T?**

Two successive Governors -General, Lord William

Bentinck, 1935, and Lord Aukiand in 1839, endorsed

iacaulay's policy.

The schools for Oriental learning

were maintained, but the translation into Janskrit and
Arabic was discontinued.

The system of "English

Education" was adopted and encouraged by Government, and
developed along side the vernacular schools.**
*McIee, William T.,

op. cit.

**Chirol, oir. Valentine,
i**rtGrov1ii1 of

p.

l'7

'TLndia."

p.

72-73.

Education," op. cit. p. 12.
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next great step in the bistory of Indian Education
is marked by the parlianentary inquiry into the conditions
0± India in 1853 which preceded the confinnation of the
The

te

charter. For the first
Pariicient investigated seriously and syripathetically the developrient of
Indian education. The evidence submitted to coinittees of
the Lords and Cannons formed the basis of Sir Charles Wood's

Company's

epoch making education despatch of 1854, which

deteiined

the vrhole subsequent course of Indian education. This
great schene for the reorganization of the educational
system and its extension to the hunbier classes vhom it had
not yet touched, cane just before the iutiny (1857) which
resulted in the assumption, by the Crovrn, of direct rule in
the territory f olTierly held by the British East India
Company.

Education Under the

Iipire.

In the year queen Victoria assumed the Government
(1858) , the great Universities of Calcutta, i.Tadras and

established. The Macaulay Ilinute of 1835 bad
determined that the 1anuage of higher education should be

Bombay vrere

English and Western education in terrs of the humanities,
a purely literary affair divorced from Indian culture and
life, was even more imly fastened on India by the new

Universities. Unfortunately these institutions were
modelled on the University of London which was not a
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residential college or a teaching body but rather a 1oart
of exaniner

that conferred degrees after examination of

candidates frani a number of affi1iate

co11ees.

It also

prescribed the text books and standard.s of proficiency upon

which its examinations were

-Lo

be based.

It had no other

control over the institutions affiliated with it.

The

Senates of these Universities have been largely corposed of

men prominent in public life rather than educators.

An

almost blind belief in the value of exariinations as the

criterion of education was fixed on both secondary and
higher education.

The influence of these factors on the

elementary school must be considered in a later chapter.
The despatch of 1854 had as one of its main features a
strong emphasis on primary education.

considered of vital importance.

Female education was

These elements while :ore

or less neglected had some influence.

The vernaculars were

to be given some additional emphasis in the lower grades.

Two important features of the despatch that were carried
into effect beside the fomation of the universities

ment i on& abov e ver e

:

the inaugurat i on of a Department

of Public Instruction in each of the Provinces, with the

object of increasing the number and quality of the schools,
and the encouragement of private education enterprises

through a system of "grants-in-aid."

Annual f inane ial

grants were made to private schools on the basis of the
attendance,

character of the staff and standard of
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instruction as judged by inspecting officers.
The progress of these Departments of Thiblic Instruc-

tion in estab1ishin

new schools

vías

at first slow but the

possibility of Government sharing the cost of schools
encouraged some private enterprises, especially missions
to start quite a number of schools.

rose from
and.

9

schools

rind

In Orissa the number

279 pupils in 1848-49 to 63 schools

4043 pupils in 186869.

"Until 1869 no machinery

existed in Orissa for training teachers.

In January of

that year Goverment opened a Normal School in Cuttack
City.fl*

In 1913 a new policy was announced by which it was

intended that primary education should be extended more
rapidly.

Additional grants

';ere

nade to that end.

The

number of primary school pupils increased by approximately
a million in the following ten :rears.

Reforms, education

vras

In 1931 under the

transferred to the 2rovinces, and

Ministers made responsible for its progress.

An astound-

Ing increase of more than 2,500,000 pupils in the primary

Grades followed in the next ten years.

This increase

must be in a measure discounted on account of stagnation
The numerical progress of education in i3ihar

and wastage.

and Orissa is typical.

In 1933 there were 25,011 boy's

primary schools and 2,415 girl's prinary schools with

826,667 boys and 199,052 girls in classes I to V in the
*Huntcr,

''r

T

.,

Orissa, p. 147-8.
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Orissa. There were 36,685 men and
1,588 women teachers in these schools, (38,27: total) of
is number of prinary teachers JJht1y over half I(
teacher trainn. It is readily seen that the vast
majority of these schools arc one teacher inst±tutîons.
C93,992 oL these 1,O?F5,?1O pupils were in DrTnarr schools
on which the Governnent spent in all approxinateJr
2,3OO,OOO. There viere in 1933 two teacher trainino
institutions for h1h school graduates with an enrollment
of seventy two, and ninety four institutions giving trainIng to primary and middle school graduates with a student
body of 1964 of whom 244 were girls. Real progress has
been made when one considers the problem over a period of
years. Yet the quality of many of the schools is very
poor, the number of pupils is but one out of eight of
school age boys and girls, and wastage among the group who
do attend is enomous. Out of every 100 girls entering
Class I, 2 complete Class III and enter the subsequent
class. Of 100 boys entering Class I, 9 complete Class
III and enter Class I\T.*
From the total revenues of a Province in which
42,329,583 people dwell, 2,300,0O0, even when matched by
Province of Bihar

and.

-

an almost equal sum frOEl

district

is pathetically small as

compared with the need.

it

and

local governments,
What

represents as compared with the econoriic status of the

*Statistics, "Progress
p.142,174.

of Ed.in India.t',l92'7-32,vol.

I.

the share in total provincial revenues
allotted to education can only be surmised in the absence

inhabitants
o

full

and

and.

reliable statistics.

the Indian Statutory Commission after
reviewinF, through an Auxiliary Committee, the growth of
education are of interest as criticizing the waste and
staCnation of Education under the Reforms. "We are
satisfied - - - that a sustained course of instruction
for a minimum period of four years is essential to
establish a literacy that lasts. Consequently the figures
of attendance in prinary classes in successive years - rule out any sanquine conclusions from the purely
quantitative expansion which has undouhtedlly followed the
Reforms. - - - We are inevitably driven to the conclusion
that the efforts of the past few years have resulted in
much less real advance towards the attainment of the
goal of a literate population in British India than the
gross total of nunbers under instruction might suggest,
and that, if these efforts are continued on the some liies,
they afford little promise for the future.
"Vilille the ignorance and indifference in raatters of
education which still, though to a dininishing degree,
envelop the ordinary Indian household constitute the main
obstacle to real progress, we cannot resist the conclusion
that the failure, even in the existing circumstances to
achieve more substantial results is due mainly to ineffectThe remarks

or
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ive control, direction and administration. Until these
are iprovec, figures of cuantitative expansion ri1i be
wholly illusory as an index of increasing literacy, and

the present expenditure of money, enthusiasm and
effort will be futile. We do not mean to sìigest that
stagnation and wastage are new phenomena, or that the oneteacher school and the inadequately qualified and under
paid primary school masters (factors which largely discount the value of the priiary education imparted in riany
parts of India today) , arc novel features of tbe Reforms
period. 'ar from it. It is, however, undoubtedly the
fact that the operation of these causes of waste was
unconciously and unrittinly intensified by the very
enthusiasm which inpelled iinisters to insufficiently
ctin under the
consider advance on the old lines.
continued pressure of public opinion and assisted by
legislatures which readily voted progressively increasin grants for education in their desire to remove the
national reproach of illiteracy, they embarked. almost

much of

evcrywhere on large schemes of quantitative expansion

without securing to themselves any adecuate power of control and direction. in some cases indeed they actually
abandoned much of the power which they had

holding apparently that

inherited,

sort of school and some sort
of instruction, however inefficient, viere better than no
school or instruction at all. Their own quite sincere
and well intentioned efforts have been crippled by
some

radical defects of organization, usine that tern in its
widest sense, defects which have been proresively revealeci b,r the increasing strain put upon
In surnnin up the probleni, educational administrators
have to face in india, the Indian Statutory Coninission
writes: "bflatever view may be taken of the merits or
demerits of the past or present administration of Indian

education, the hard fact remains that the inherent diff iculties of the problems which ministers have to face, and
which their predecessors have to face, are inriense. To
spread education anona the masses of India, to make it
effective, to maintain a good. standard, and to adjust it
in its various grades to the needs of the people is a very
big task indeed. ven if the zealous educationist con-

centrates his efforts on the development of snple literacy, he encounters obstacles which he cannot quickly remove or evade. The Indian vlllaer may be willing for
his child to go to school for a year or two, but, as soon
as the child can give help in the fields or the lione, economic pressure and lone tradition ai: strong inducements
to take the child away, especially as the cultivator does
not, as a rule, value education for its own sake. kline
tenths of the Indian population, that is, to say about
one sixth of the human race, live in the villages of india
and most of these villaßes are so small and scattered that
*TtThdian

Statutory Commission Report." Vol. 1, p.384 ff.
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the provision cf effective prinary education is expensive
and difficult to organize.

There are formidable obstacles

arising from caste and coriunal feeling.

It is not too

much to say that the establishment of a really satisf actory system of nass education in India, and the creation

thereby of an educated peasantry, constitute one of the
most traendous probicuis which educutionists have ever had
to

face.*
The reporb of the Statutory Coiission and the

various conferences which followed it eventuated in an
Act of Parlisment in 1935, whereby numerous changes have

been nade in the f orn of Indian Government.

Some of these,

inevitably are fraught with consequences, for the future
of Indian education.

The Government of India Act of 1935.
The new act gives a Federal tyDe of Governent to

India including not only the portion previously

knom

as

British India but also the independent Indian States.

The

now Government gives wide autonony to the Provinces and
States and greatly increases the proportion of representatives to Provincial and Thperial Legislative Assemblies
elected by the people.

Elected representatives will far

outnumber official appointees.

Voters in India are

increased from 7,000,000 to 35,000,000; Women voters from

*Indian Statutory Couission, Op. Cit. p. 381.
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315,000 to 6,000,000.

Education remains a responsibility of the Provinces.
The Federal Government has renounced povíer to legislate

concerning.
India.

Sind.

Birnaa has been separated from the rest of

Orissa has been made a separate Province as also
The results of these changes for education in India

are likely to be very great.

Orissa, for instance, is very

poor in Provincial revenues.

Her fiscal resources are

likely to be even more tied up with the needs of adninistrative, legislative,

judiciary and police services to

the hurt of education, public health, roads, agriculture

and other public services, Than under the old regie.

Economy will be even more necessary.
The task of preparing a people so largely illiterate
and village-minded for intelligent participation in

Provincial and Imperial Government is no small one and
one for which education must assume major responsibility.

Coiaunal voting will tend to strengthen religious ties
and antagonisms.

dUCtiOfl must build a bond of unity to

tie together this great polyglot, socially and religiisly

divided people.
The Compulsory Primary Education Acts.

Both Bengal and Bihar and Orissa have compulsory
educationects.

The adoption of compulsion has been left

in these to local option.

Almost complete inaction on the

part of local bodies has followed.

There is hope that in
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Bena1

preress

at least some

villi

soon be made under an

arnmended act.

TO compel children to attend or stay in ineffective,

ill equipped and badly staffed schools such as are round
at present,

in larCe numbers in many Provinces,

can only

result in a serious addition to the existing waste.

Peal

expansion must, therefore, be based on an improved priary
education and compulsion must not, if waste and injustice
are to be avoided,

o

in advance of improvement.

Its

application must therefore be partial and local in the
first instance, and depend both on the willingness of an
area to adopt it and its ability to bear its share of the
cost.

-

-

The poorer districts or parts of districts

should therefore be required to bear a smaller share of
the cost of compulsion than the richer ones.T1*

There is need for considerable education of the people
of local areas before the majority are willing to lay

additional taxes on themselves and renounce their right
to the labor of their children for a period of years that

the whole group of children in the area might have

adequate schools and schooling.

Lore of the missionary

spirit is needed to get action on this basis than is commonly evident anong the econoriically harrassed and illiterate

peasantry of rural India.
*Growth in Education, op. cit. p. 87-88.
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The

Influence of i.iìssionaries on Education in India.

In an earlier section reference has been made to the
work of the Berarapore trio (Carey, Marsilnan and Ward) and
of Duff in establishing institutions of higher learning
along 7/estern lines as an integral part of their missionary program. The names of missionary educators must
necessarily be prominent in the annals of the growth of

education in India.

Statistics for missionary education given in the
Directory of Christian tissions in India, Burma and Ceylon,
l93233,* give the total number of schools and colleges as
16,791; the number of scholars 708,864 of whom 342,074 are
Christians and 236,276 are girls. The contribution of
missions in India frora funds raised abroad to education
as given in TTProress of Education in India, 1927_32,T?**
amounted in the

latter year to

Rs. 10,199,986 or approx-

imately 4,O79,994. These figures are iipressive.
The following statistics, from the above report, for
Teacher Training in India in 1931-32 are of interest:

training institutions for men and
23,248 pupils.
172 Teacher training institutions for women and
4,779 pupils.
28,027 pupils.
613
*Directory of Christian Lussions in India, Buxna and
441 Teacher

t?

Ceylon,

l32-33, p.

t?

XXV.

**progress of Education in India, 1927-32, Vol.
Appendix

I.

II.
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these institutions 113 with 4,822 pupils were iission
of
schools. '73 schools with 2,4-08 pupils for the training
for the training of
women and 40 schools with 2,404 pupils
were in Bengal l lower
men teachers. In that year there
college
traininc schools for men «ith 2,593 students and 2
Of the
grade training schools for neu v.Tîth 151 students.
with 93
lower grade schools six were îission instftutions
schools
students. Por women there were in the Province ten
giving teacher training with 241 in attendance, six of
In Bihar
these with 137 pupils were under Mission control.
with 1720
and Orissa there were 83 lower training schools
98 pupils viere Mission
men attending, of these five with
of
teacher training schools. There are two institutions
collegiate grade for teacher training with 83 students.
244
or girls there viere 11 lover training schools with
are
under instruction, five of these with 115 pupils
Of

i.lissIon schools. There is no Mission conducted training
school for men in the Orissa division with 11,000,000
Oriya spealdng people.

Mission institutions in India

of
are making a very great contribution in the training
teachers, especially of women teachers.
Hunter, W. W. writes as follows of missionary
education: "The missionaries have been pioneers of
popular education in Orissa, as indeed evervhere througha
out Bengal. Their labors date from exactly half
have
century ago (1622); and during this period they

not only made a small population of converts, but they

th!

by schools and printing presses, introduced a new

have,

culture and a new literature into the District Capitals
of Cattack and Balasor.fl*

McKee, William J. writes of missionary education in
the following terms:

?vSince

missionaries began, as did

overnment, mainly with higher institutions of learning,

the

1±SS5-Ofl

colleges and secondary schools have for years

occupied unique positions of influence.
"The efforts of missionaries on behalf of neglected

groups of people have also been oustanding.
schools for women in all

The first

dia were started by them in

direct opposition to public opinion and to native
religious teaching, and they also were pioneers in their
efforts in behalf of the depressed and criminal classes.
"As the years have passed, the scope of missionary

education has been enlarged, not only in the extent of

territory covered and the nurnber of people affected, hut
also in a greatly broadened conception of the aims of

education.

In the beginning, as was natural, the

evangelistic appeal and leavening influence of Christian

education were stressed; but as Christian conriunities
developed,

it was found necessary

the general development of the

to add education for

mnbers

of these communi-

ties.
"A number of factors, however, have tended to modify
*nOrissat?, Vol. II,

p. 141.

- -
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the amount and character of i.isionary education, such as

the large extension of the

Li-overniient

system of education,

the growth of nationalism, the increasing influence and

capacity of Indian Christian leaders, and in some instances,
the decreasing financial support frani the Home Societies.

As a result many missions feel that their educational

contribution in the future must be a relatively smaller
share in the total educational effort of the country.
This seems inevitable as progress is made toward universal

education, and the question therefore arises as to the

place of the educational vrork of missions in the future.

Certainly the present duplication of effort should be

elinated,
to strong,

and such cooperation encouraged as will lead

efficient institutions, strategically located,

even if this should mean a considerable reduction in the

number of mission schools.

In other words,

the future

contribution of missionary education in India should be
one of quality rather than

quantity.u*

There is no doubt that while the ratio of pupils in

mission institutions to those in Government schools was
in 1932 one to seventeen,

the proportion under instruction

in mission schools must decrease with the rapid spread of

Government institutions.

The place of and necessity for

Christian educational institutions has been a question of
profound concern for many years.
LicKee,

105-106.

.Jilliam J.,

"Developing a Project Curriculum", p.

IL1

Statutory Coirmaission pays the fo11owin
tribute to naisionary education: "The many admirably
conducted schools and hospitals founded and raaintained. by
Christian missionaries of varicus nationalities and
denominations, sarac of which we visited during our tour
t1rough India, compel a tribute to the splendid services
they render. It was the nissionaries who were anong the
pioneers of education for the illiterate. They maintain
some of the best medical institutions in the country; and
their work among wien and children, and for the deressed
classes is of special significance. Not the least admirable feature of their activities is that they have
carrii on their labors without off ending the susceptibilities either of Loslem or Hindu, and have lived at peace
and amity with their neighbors.
"The Indian Christians stand high in the table of
literacy. iore than one in five of them is returned as
able to satisfy the test, a remarkable result, considerIng that so many are drawn from the lowest strate of nindu
society. The Parsees and the .Uuddhists are the only
Indian religious conunities which make a better showing,
In Thiglish education, the Ïndian Christians are second
only to the Farsees, whose advantages are enornously
superior. The achievement is a great one and shows the
good work being done in mission schools.*
The Thdian

cit.

p. 31-32.
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on

iissions in India are, however, not content to rest
past laurels. The purpose of tiission education, they

contend, must be re-examined in the

ligt

of changing

conditions. vr. Waskom Pickett reports tii e f ollowing
three aims as those most frequently given in his study
of Christian education in mass movement areas:
"1. That many Christians might learn to read the
the bible, and that through them their
families and neighbors might become familiar
with the scriptures.

from among the
2. That leaders might be developed establish
then
to
help
would
new converts who
Christian
to
the
others
win
to
and
as Christians

faith

and

life.

social oppression and
3. That some abatement of
effccted.Tt*
of poverty niight be
The Phelps Stokes Fund

report

on Education

in

Africa, writing in connection with the aims of iiissionary
Education in that country describes the two essentials of
Christian Education as:
of the Spirit of
"--first, the appreciation
Tesus Christ, and second, the application
needs of the
of this Spirit to the
comunity.h1**
individual and the
challenge in these aims which the
missionary educator has not always been able to meet.
One phase of the handicap imposed on ission institutions
There

Pickett,

is

a

T. Viaskori,

"Christian

Liass Movements

in India."

p. 265

*Tones, Thomas

'esse, "Education in Africa." p. 11.

"Christian schools have shared
the handicap impoe(' on India' s entire educ3tional system
by the popular conception of preparation for emploment
as the prime, major and aariost solitary function of
schooi. Of education in India a recenb inquiry has
produced this statement: 'A fixed curriculum and selection
of pupils by riCid examination system are its chief
characteristics, and to produce competent clerks has been
said to be its chief aim'
Prof. D. T. Fleming suns up the mistakes of liission

is described

by

Pickott:

.

education in the following words: "The mistakes made by
our schools abroad as pointed out by the three educat ional commissions sent out by the missionaij societies of
Lreat Britian, and America (to India, China, frica) are
for the most part the mistakes of current [estern
education - - unifonnity and autocractic control have
tended toviard the repression of rersonality. Teaching
has been conceived as indoctrination. rflle development
of thinking power in pupils has not been made a major
objective. Curricula has ignored the native heritage.
The segregation of Christian children in residential
schools has resulted in their alienation f ror. other
groups of the nations. Religious education has often
placed more emphasis on the transfer of ready made
religious ideas and beliefs than on growth. .7estern

*piclçett, i.

Waskoin, op.

cit.

p. 276.
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fornis of worship have been encouraod. An insufficient
foundation has been laid in religious matters for habits
of thought which tend toward an independent interpretation
and

application of religious truth.fl*
Turning fron the airas and mistakes of raissionary

education in general it is important to discover the
policy, aim and attitude characteristic of the particular
mission which occupies the area Orissa and Southwest
Bengal, concerned in this study, in relation to its 112
achools and 4364 pupils.
In a document setting forth the rules and policies
of the Liission sig. ificant statients are nade with

reference to educational policy:
"5. Educational Policy.
A.

1.

not contemplate a program
involving extensive educational develop
(a) to
effort. Our policy is:
highest
the
to
schools
our existing
educationthe
meet
to
(b)
efficiency;
as
conìmunity
Christian
the
of
al needs
and
establish
to
and
(e)
they arise;
maintain Primary Schools for Hindu
as we can staff them
girls in so far Christ
ian teachers and
with qualified
they
adequately supervise them so that
agencies.
may be effective evangelizing

We

do

as much as our aira in all educational
work is to evangelize (i.e. win decisions
for Christ) and to train the Christian

B. In

*plemíng, D. 3. "Whither Bound in Missions?" p.101-192.

conunity and

to develop its leaders,

it is

our policy:-

merely secular
education to non-Christians.

1. Not to provide a

2.

We must aim to staff our schools
with Christian teachers only, - -

3.

In schools for Christian children
we shall continue our policy, when
possible, of admitting non-Christian
children who Imow our aims said are
willing to receive our instruction
and abide by our rules.*

The aims for Primary Schools in the villages are set
forth in these terms:
"1. To develop through the school within the entire

community those attitudes of love, trust, cooperation and
service toward God and men which we find exemplified in
the life of Christ and the lives of Christ like men.
"2.

In addition to providing the elements of literacy

and facilities for its continued use and the promotion of
its development through suitable literature, both

specifically Christian and secular, to present so vivid
and compelling a picture of what rural community life at
its highest and Thllest may mean as to enlist the active

persisten co-operation of every member of the group in
making real tbst ideal.
*jflerican Baptist Bengal-Orissa Mission Conference.
"Constitution and By Laws, Policies, Standing Rules and
Orders." Revised and Approved, November 1930, p. 18-19.

"3. To prepare the maximum nuìibcr of people both old

and young for participation in and creative service directed toward the attainment of that ideal life, by teaching

them the knowledge,

skills, habits and methods that have

proven in the experience of man the most fruitful in the
production of efficient and happy physical, mental and
spiritual life within the h Dma, economic, social, political
and religious life of rural conriunities.
"4. To provide this training on a basis that shall

coand

the respect and recognition of Government and

other secular authorities.1*

A further statement

of policy in view of the

reduction of funds available for school work which sets
up three criteria justifying the maintenance of Primary
schools:
"We find it hard to justify continued maintenance of
I.Iission

Schools for non-Christian pupils with only a few

Christians, in the face of the greater needs of Christian
communities with numbers of Christian children.

It is not

sufficient that the teacher be a uhristian and that Bible
teaching be emphasized, or that there be hope of winning
converts from the comunity.

Three demands must be met;

the teacher's qualifications and Christian character must
"A Survey of the Educational Work of the American Baptist
Bengal-Orissa MlsSiofl, 1934, p. 22." The policies set forth
the following paragraphs are from the same source, p.24).
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respect; there must

the prospect of early
support from public funds; and there must be evidence of
local enthusiasm combined with a willingness to assume some
of the financial burden, nor is it enough that a school
have a Uhristian teacher and christian pupils with a
course of instruction in the Christian religion. Vie liave
a right to insist that a Christian school shall reveal at
least some measure of attainment of the aims (quoted aboye) we have set forth at the beginning of this chapter."
Not only has this Iviission been doing a good deal of
thinking about the part Liission education is to play in
the future education of India but a succession of distinguished Commissions have studies these problems; the
so-called Fraser Commission was sent out by the International Liissionary Council and published a report in
1922; the Lindsay Conimission on Christian Higher Education
in India issued a report in 1931; the Lanien's 'oreign
1issions Inquiry published in 1933, a series of studies
which dealt with niission education in India; the
IJational Christisn Council of India, iuma and Ceylon
has through its Education Secretary and in co-operation
with Provincial Councils conducted extensive surveys of
Lission secondary education in India during 1933-34 and
'35. These studies all show that Liissionary education is
alive to the changing conditions in India and striving to
meet them in constructive ways. The starting point of any
conn.and

be

Í'ar

reaching ehane must be the teacher

school.

and.

the 2rimary

Oonseauently attention must be turned to the

present status of the elementary teacher training program
and the

prary

school.

The Present Status of the Program,

The improvement of instruction in elementary schools

depends more on the quality and preparation of the teachers than on any other single factor.

Tue training of

teachers for elementary schools is therefore at the very
heart of the problem of Ïndian education.

In surveying

the present status of the training program several factors

must be considered., including selection of candidates, the

training given, placement, conditions of service, super-

visory follow up and the school for which they are trained.
These factors are closely interrelated.

The stipends

given during training and the conditic:i

of service in-

fluence the selection of candidates for training and

vice versa.

The

methods of plac

efficiency of training is related to
ieut and
upenrision and the nature of

the school for which they are trained.

Selection of Candidates for Training.
There are three types of training institutions to

prearc those who will teach
women?

s

in the gTmff11&r grades:

lower training schools,

raen' s

lower training
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schools, and nomal schools. The requirenent for each
way: For the hiGher traino:f these vary in the fo11owin
Ing or nomal school it is the equivalcnt of a high school
education. Some of the candidates admitted have passed
the lower division or dunior College, while others have
studied the full four :ìears and failed to pass the final
examinations. When sufficient candidates of higher
qualifications are not obtainable standards may he lowered and teachers of experience with less than High School
graduate qualification may be sent for training on the
reconniendation of the District Inspectors.
The women' s lower training schools are divided into
two groups , those for adult women, as hindu widows who

are selected by e. committee, and who must have passed at
least the third class and reccive an extra year of
preparatory training before being admitted into the two
year training course, if they have not previously passed
the upper primary (Class V); and those in which junior and
senior training is given to younger women. In the second
group of VIICfl'S schools admission is granted on completion of the equivalent of junior high school, A two
year course of training prepares for the junior certificate examination and a further year is required for a
Inforanation as to requirements in relation to selection
of candidates is derived largely from Chapter VII of the
Biliar and Orissa Education (Jode, 1928.
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senior certificate examination. The niles allow admission
of candidates to the junior certificate exrnnination who
have passed the upper prinary standard and two year junior
course. This is not very commonly done as there is a
constant tendency to raise the present standards.
The lower training schools for men admit to training
on the upper primary and middle vernacular basis. The
former requires an academic standing of at least lower
primary pass, while the latter necessitates an upper
primary pass. These schools in actual practice are tendIng to limit selection to those who have passed middle
school, or the equivalent of the eighth grade, the length
of the course being one year for those who have completed
middle vernacular or some higher course before admission
and two years for those of lower academic standing. Candidates are selected by the i)istrict or Deputy Inspector
on nomination of the Sub-inspector in charge of the area
in which the candidate lives or works.
Age qualifications vary, ranging fron 14 as a mmimiva to 25 or 30 as maximum. In Biliar and Orissa no age
qualification is given for men. The candidate for the
women's junior certificate exenination must be at least
16, and 18 for the senior certificate examination.
In some Provinces health examinations are required,
though not in Biliar and Orissa.

The Mission, however,

requires a doctor's eertificate before entering into an

agreement to help a candidate to teacher training.
Character and personality traits are iripertant con-

siderations in Lission selection of candidates. Theoretically, they play some part in the selection as conducted by
District officials though often political infhience is
allowed to override other considerations.
Occasionally the natter of experience in actual teaching is considered in relation to the selection of the
candidate. Other things being equal, a person with some
experience of actual teaching is given preference to one
without such experience.
A nujber of other factors operate to limit the supply
and quality of candidates applying for adnission to teacher
training centers. Women and girls apply in very limited
numbers because of

certain social restrictions. It is

exceedingly difficult for a young unmarried woman or widow
to live in a rural village in India and carry on school
work unless she lives in the hone of Lnmediate relatives,
Iloral reputation and character are endangered by those
factors which have led to the elaboration of the systems
of "purdah" and flzenanalt* to protect the women folk of the

higher social groups.

inability to pursue irther schooling
attention to the possibility of entering the

While economic
may

turn

sOElle

which Indian
refer to methods and practices through
in the
folks
women
their
keep
LIohenmedans and hindus
in the house.
quarters
women's
the
seclusion of the veil or

'These
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teaching xroIession, an even more common ractor is failure
to pass the exaninations that maize further academic
trainIng possible.

In other words, many apply for teacher

training because they are unable to go on to soriething
better.

This attitude is partly the result of the extre.e-

ly low rates of pay available to teachers and the
conditions

under which they work.

stipend offered by the Government

or i.lissions concerned helrs to overcome the
financial

obstacles that hinder continued education in other
fields.
ills teacher training is

lir:iitod,

also, by the

quality of the background. and previous training of the
candidates.

Coning as they do from the villages, with an

understanding of the circumstances in which the people
live among whom they

i:rill

work,

is valuable, but the

terrific economic pressure involved in the struggle for
survival makes impossible as a rule the rich cultural

background which is the beritage of prospective teachers
in many other lands.

Ïndia has a rich cultural heritage

but it is largely the possession of the favored few who

are released in a measure from the spectre of want and

pestilence.

The curricula* of the lower schools have

been largely literary in nature and divorced from the
life needs of the pupils.

They are directed toward an

uncorrelated mass of particular skills rather than a
*Copies of the recently revised curricula, for lower
primary, upper primary and middle English schools are to
be found in Appendices II and III of this study.

grasp of the fundonental issues of rural life.
Caste and racial harriers are influential in determining both acceptance and applications for teacher training.

The Brahriin, of course, has the advantage as being acceptable to all groups and the traditional teacher.

Religious

or öormunal feeling limits the opportunities for employ-

ment and the selection of candidates as well.
There has been much dissatisfaction with the quality
of the candidates secured.

There is a widespread feeling

that those of intellectual abilities great enough to make

successful teachers are in the main lured off to other
employments.

The usual education of the middle school

tends to divert the interests of young men and women to

town life.
The Fraser Commission recommended that the teachers
be young rien recruited from the villages, vrith village

interests, and with several years instruction in some

handicraft, besides a good grasp of at least the
elements of a literary education.
that

nomal training must

They further suggest

be of the simplest character;

that only such educational theory be taught as

cs.n

be

learned from intelligent discussion of the practical
teaching which the student sees or carries out.

School

practice and discussion of modern educational methods

will occupy the greater part of the time-

-

-

The

great things to be called forth in the student are his

ingenuity and adaptability.

-

-

The course should include in addition to the

simple introduction in the methods of teaching, the 3 R's,

nature study and simple hygiene, with the handicraft
already acquired in the middle school and with the
addition, where feasible, of goanes, drawing and music.
That is to say, there will be emphasis on professional as

against academic work.

Also the first year after training

is to be regarded as a probationary year under supervision.

The Training of Teachers for Elementary Schools.

Writing of the teacher, and the selection and training of elementary teachers,

the Auxiliary 6ommittee of the

Indian Statutory Commission has several important paragraphs:
"The Teacher

-

-

As we have already pointed out, the

success or failure of any scheme of instruction, depends
ultiraately on the teacher; and far reaching improvements

are needed in the quality, training,

status and pay of the

teacher before real progress can be made.

In the first

place, it is generally admitted that, as far as possible,

village teachers should be recruited from amongst persons
who possess and are likely to retain a snpathetic understanding of rural conditions.

'Je

do not of course wish

to imply that selection should he confined to any

particular caste or castes or to any particular creed.
In the Punjab, a policy has been adopted in recent years

of staffing rural schools with

teachers who have teen re-

criiited from middle vernacular

schools, preferably from

those to which agricultural farms are attached, and who
have been trained in an environnent and by methods calculated to inspfre in them a desire to take an active
and intelliGent part in the life of a village.

In con-

sequence new recruits are in close contact with their

surroundings and are in a position to exercise a healthy
and progressive influence on the rural population.
"The task before these Provinces is three-fold.

First, to secure an education in the rural vernacular

schools that has a closer relationship to the mass of
the people;

second, to increase the efficiency of the

existing teachers so that the children shall not be
dulled but enlivened in school; and third, to ensure
that all new teachers appointed shall be good practical

aducationists interested in rural life and conditions.
-

-

in Bengal the recommendation of the

deparbnental committee on Guru Training Schools that the
entrants to training schools should be middle

iglish

c

middle vernacular passed does not appear caDable of being
put into effect owing to the lovmess of the pay offered to

trained prnary teachers.
t1The

Training Schools.

If the quality of the can-

didates applying for selection for training is low, so also
is the quality of the training.

In most Provinces the
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period of training is too short, the curriculum narrow and
the teaching staff is inadequate.*

Illustration of the truth of this rather sweeping
condemnation of elementary training schools is not
difficult to find.
Thrnciit

Babu Haribandhu Parida, the Head

of the Balasore Elementary Training School (a

school on the middle basis) writes in a personal letter,

dated the 17th of October, 1935:
"There is no separate syllabus for the Elementary

Training School.

In the E. T.

School the Hiddle English

School Syllabus xrith some additions and omissions is in
force.

It covers the two years'

course of the M. E.

School in one year with the additions of the Teachers?

Manuals and the practical test (map drawing, map pointing,
drill, gardening, handwork and practical teaching), and

with the omissions of geometry and English."
The Middle English syllabus as recently revised is

quoted in full in Appendi
Teachers'

I;Ianual

iii.

Commenting on the

in use in the E. T.

Schools, Babu Roma

Kanta Sahu, Headmaster of the Balasore Christian High
School writes:

"This

1.vas

first published at least thirty

years back and it contains a bit of child psychology and

methods of teaching different subjects.

This has never

*Report of Auxiliary Committee on the Growth of Education
in British India." p. 74, par. 74,75,76.
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been revised.

The Departncnt,

it is a relief to think,

is going to revise the whole syllabus for Elementary

Training Schools."
The Bihar and Orissa Education Code, 1928, gives the

following as indicative of the scope of the elementary
teachers examination:
Table II.
Name of Subject

Time assigned

Vernacular (70)
Composition, essay and writing of deeds
at the middle standard, or grammar
and writing of deeds at the upper
primary standard (30).
Arithmetic (80)
Subhankari (20)
History
Geography and I.Iap-drawing
Science and Hygiene
Drawing
Teachers lianual
Practical Teaching
Iractical map drawing and map pointing
Drill
Gardening

Marks
Assigned

)

)

3 hours

100

hours

100
100
50

)

)

3

)

hours
hours
hours
1 hour
3 hours
2
2
2

50
50

25
lOO
200
30
40
30

775

Total

"The examination in practical teaching, practical

map drawing and map pointing and drill is conducted at
each centre by the superintendent of that centre.

Liarks

for gardening work done during the year are given by the
head teachers and communicated by them to the centre superintendent who forwards them to the School Thamination
Board along with the marks for the oral examination.

Pass

marks are 25 per cent in each subject and 33 per cent in

the aggregate.

This rule, however, may be relaxed in

favor of aboriginal or untouchable candidates at the

discretion of the School

amination Board.n*

Even on such lax basis as that given above a large
per cent fail evcry year.

The figure for all Provinces on

vernacular lower grade teacher training examination in
1931-32 was 68.3% passes among those taking the men's

examination and 57.32% passes among those taking the
women's examination.

The higher grade training examina-

tions showed 66.81% of men candidates and 56.67% of

women candidates as passing.
The examination for the senior and junior certificates
at the caupletion of the women's elementary training

courses are a little less formal and bookish: **
Table III

Theoretical work
Child Study
Methods
Nature Study
Needle work

11aximum marks
50
50
50
50

Practical Work
Notes of lessons
Practical teaching
Handwork (drawing, clay models,
kindergarten occupations,
needle work and drill
20 marks each)
.

Total

*BjiIar and Orissa Education Code,

**Loc

cit. p. 215.

50

100

100

450

192B, p. 205.
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To

and 40%

pass a minanum of 25% in each theoretical paper
in practical teaching and 40% in the aggregate

is required.
higher training schools have a written exarninat ion
consisting of 12 papers.*
The

Group

I. First language- -

Group

II.Principles and methods of teaching.
a. the hunanistic subjects.
b. the naturalistic studies.

a paper on literature
and one on composition and graiimar.
Second language. (textbooks, composition
and gramar.)

School management.

Group

III.Child Study.
a. Physical development.

b. .iental develoii1ent.
physiology and hygiene.

uroup IV. Nature Study.
a. Natural phenomena.

b. Plant and Aiial life.
Drawing (brush work).

Tine assigned for each examination is

3

hours; maxnum

for each paper being 50. Candidates are required to
pass in each of the four groups of subjects and to obtain
30 per cent of the aggregate irarics of each group. If any
paper falls below 20% a candidate is not allowed to pass
in the group in which such paper is included.
The practical examination is conducted as follows:
The candidate prepares three lessons on different subjects
selected by hin from the prescribed curriculum of a

marks

*loc

cit.

p. 200-201.

9

recognized Liiddle School. The examiner c1ects one or
more of these to be given before the assistant exaniner
and himself, after inspecting the practical teaching
records of each candidate which must incIude at least 30
practice teaching and two criticism lessons and attendance
at 20 demonstration lessons, the examination is given in
the practice school. The maximum niarks assigned for the
practical exaniination are 600 of which 100 are for
correct pronunciation and clear enunciation, 100 for
blackboard work, 100 for hand made teaching devices and
300 for general teaching skill. 40% of the maximum marks
assigned are required for a pass. In addition the record
of progress in school deternilnes the final mark in drill,
gyrnnastics, gones, gardening, manual work (hand made
apparatus for use in teaching) and music. The candidate
must secure at least 30% in at least two of the subjects
enumerated, to be allowed to pass, Of those who pass
this higher training the majority teach in high schools
while a smaller number teach in upper prirary and middle
schools.
Oriticii of the higher training school has not been
as severe as that of the lower grade institutions. This
problem of the training school has ree dyed a good deal
of recent thought and attention. The Auxi1iar Connnittee
in discussing the problem points out that teacher training
is dependent on the lower schools, the conditions of

service, and the curriculum and comrends particularly vîhat
the Funjal has been doing by way of tea.cher training.
"It seems to us quite clear that as matters stand in
India effective arrangements for training vernacular
teachers musts generally speaking, precede the expansion of
primary schools, and the training of vernacular teachrs
itself depends upon a good supply of recruits from the
middle vernacular schools. hence money spent on expansion
andflnprovement of middle vernacular schools and on
vernacular training institutions will yield larger return
than aLaost any other of the main objects which are dear to
the heart of the educationist. But efforts to improve the
quality of the teachers cannot in the long run be successful unless steps are taken at the same time to place their
remuneration and conditions of service on such footing as
will enable the profession to attract and retain rien of
good quality.
"Changes in the curriculum - - The ultimate object of
all steps taken to improve the provision and organization
of the schools is of course the improvement of the work
actually done. There are welcome signs that attempts are
being made in most Provinces to review the curricula of
vernacular schools so as to bring them and the methods of
teaching in hamony with the needs and cpnditions of
*Auxiliary onriittee, op.

cit.

p. 77, 78, 82. par. 80,82.

9,7

village children.

thile in primary schools in India
little can be attempted beyond instruction in reading,
writing and elenientary arit]metic, and while the need of
extending literacy is so great that for sometime 'three
H's and no nonsense' must be the motto of the schools, it
is essential that the instruction should be related in the
early stages to matters which the village child sees and
ie should be taught to read and
knows and understands.
do sums about things which are a reality and not a mystery
to him. The great majority of the villages are in urgent
need of better conditions of life, better sanitation,
medical relief, freedom from debt, and social intellectual
awakening. 7e therefore feel strongly that the aii of
every village school chaud include not merely the attainment of literacy, but the larger obiective, narely, the
raising of the standard of village life in all its aspects.
A vieil attended school directly related to the surrounding
conditions can do much toward training the younger generation in ways of hygiene, physical culture, improved

sanitation, thrift and selr reliance. The school itself
can also, as notable examples have proved, claim a leading and respected place in the village, community by
directly assisting, In however simple a manner, in the
provision of simple medical relief, adult instruction,
vernacular literature and attractive recreation,
With the present standards of teaching, buildings and

equipment, progress in these cTirections must necessarily

revision of training and school
courses and the objective aimed at in the injab have
demonstrated hou far a detormined policy can succeed.
"The main object bas been so to train the teacher of
tue future that the viliae school shall become a centre
of village life and progress. yarn work and village
crafts are therefore encouraged at Gahakkhar; but even
more important is the doctrine of service to the village
be slow, but the recont

this purpose in view the students under
training face the problems of rural reconstruction by
actual and practical work in the neighboring villages
in the matter of better sanitation, the institution and
maintenance of co-operative societies, the holding of
classes for adults, the encouragement of village games
and recreation and so forth.!t*
This movement for a different type of school for
teacher training and elementary education has been largely
coninunity.

VIith

furthered thiough the

the American Presbyterian
Teacher Training School at uoga and that of an English
Governmental officer, nr. F. L. Brayne. The curriculun
for the I.ioga Training School is given below from an
work of

account prepared by Rev. A. E. Harper:

*Auxilliary Conimittee, p. 88.
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One-Year Curriculum for Graduates from the

Vernacular
is,

Ivliddle

School (with Optional

Jih), that

graduates from an eight year course of elenentary

education; preparing to teach in One-Teacher Rural
Schools, or Mission Boarding Schools or through the

Sixth Grade of District Board (Governent) Schools.
Note

-

Figures in the first column indicate class or

laboratory hours; those in the second column term
credit hours,

as recognized by Goverìr'ient in

awarding a Govoriaent Teachers Training
Certificate.
FIRST
Observation and Discussion

a

Principles of Teaching

4 - 4

Methods of Touching (Reading and Vlriting)

8 - 8

Rural Social Problems

4-4

liethods of School Gardens and Agriculture

4 - 3

Blackboard VJritiag

2 - i

Library Methods and Public Speaking

2

Indian Ganes

2 - i

Review of Ele:ientary School
Practical

Subjects

- i

4

/ork in School Gardens and

Agriculture

Fractical

- 4

Work in Village Cmfts

(For Mission

Schools) Religious Education

9 - i

2 - i

4

53

28

SECOND TERM

Room Teaching and Discussion

8 - 4

Child Study (How We Learn)

4 - 4

Methods of Teaching (Arithnetic, Geography)

G

- 6

Rural School and Class Management (last
six weeks, 4 periods weekly)

2

- 2

4

-

Rural

Social

Problems and Surveys

Industrial Arts

2 - i

igiish Reading for Teachers

Methods and

4

Supervision of

Games

2 - 1
2

- i

of Elementary School Subjects

4

Practical Work in School Gardens and
Agriculture

9

1acticai Work in Village Crafts

2 - i

Revi

(For Mission Schools) Religious Education

ThIRD

- i

4 53 28

TM

First Four and Last Six Weeks
iphasis on
Practice Teaching with Special
Project.ethod of Teaching and. Discussion

7

Principles of Teaching with Project Method

3-3

Methods of Teaching Drawing, Science,
Indian Music and Art

-

3-

Rural Social Problems

333-

Gardening and Agriculture

3

Blackboard Writing and Public Speaking

2 - i

Thglish Reading for Teachers

2 - i

Rural School and Class Room Management

3
3
3?

-2

loi

Methods of Adult Education

3

School Gardens and Agriculture

7 -nj-

Village Crafts
Play and Garnes
Religious Education (For Ilission Sc]. ools)
Fifth and Sixth Weeks
Field Work - Practice Teaching in Rural
Schools including Comunity Activities
as Dramas, Lectures, etc. on Health,
Agriculture, Co-operation and (for
LIission Schools) Religion

-

l-

1:- j
3j

8 - 4
53 -28

is used with a continual
emphasis on the project method of instruction as the bert
way to integrate the elientary curriculum and bring it
into vital, authentic contact with the life of the child
in village India. This is the best known of iCission
training institutions in Lidia, but the Union Mission
Training School at Vin.ithampet, iT. Arcot, the Rural
Christian Training School at Curabum, Kurnool Dist., and
the Union Christian Training School at Chapra, Nadia
District, are also worthy of special mention for their
unusually fine contributions to the problems of teacher
This course of study

training.
The

staff of the usual training school aside

from

the teachers in the practice school consists of three
persons, the headmaster, and two assistants. The
qualifications of these persons vary widely. Mission
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institutions have very often a westerner of fine educational training as headmaster or principal while Government

institutions of the lower grade rarely have teachers

with

hicr

qualifications than high school graduation

with two years normal training.

The assistants are

usually experienced teachers with even lower qualificat ions.

Placement of Graduates.
There has been no systematic attempt to provide a

placement service Cor teachers of elementary grade in the
A. B. B. 0. M. area, on the part of Government.

Placement

is a function of the inspection service, the Local Boards

and the village school comittees at the present
If the village

comittee or the

I:Lission is not

tme.

in a

position to pay the whole salary of the teacher from
sources other than Government grants the final appointment depends on the approval of the Local Board, a

political body.

The Local Board. members want votes and

will give their sanction oftentnes to the teacher who
can show ability to

win.

the area to his side.

the most men of influence in

The subordinate inspection staff

are not always above accepting "services" or "gifts"

in appreciation of their recomending a particular

candidate and putting subsequent comendation in their
inspection reports.

The men of influence on the local
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viliae

conimittees are 1ookin for soraeone to give their
children special coaching outside of school hours at

favorable rates in return for their support.
Not only does politics but religion and caste and
racial considerations enter into the problem of placement, A Mohammedan teacher rarely receives an aprointrient in an area where his co-religionists are not in the
majority. A Hindu of high caste will taie precedence
over one of low, even when his qualifications,
academically and intellectually, arc not at all superior.
An Aboriginal tribesman is not acceptable to the proud
Bengali or Oriya if one of their own race is available.
A further difficulty confronting the new teacher
:i.s the competition of the untrained teacher and those
who viere trained twenty years or more ago. The economic
factor is so difficult that were it not for Government
pressure and some co-operation on the part of the local
boards in their distribution of grants, the relatively
ignorant peasants who make up a fairly large proportion
of the village managing coittees would accept the
lowest bidder. Naturally those who cannot, because of
inadequate training, get any higher positions tend to
underbid the well trained teacher and keep tile actual rate
of pay down to an amount but little higher than the day
laborers wage. These untrained men and those trained
years ago are out in the field; they have experience and
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contacts already established which makes it difficult for
a new man to get into already established

schools unless

someone dies or voluntarily droDs out by rcsignation.

Conditions of Service.
i.ionthly

(2

to

1o),

salaries for teachers range from Is.

5

to 25

in the primary and upper primary schools,

depending upon qualifications and the local situation.

Higher academic training is required for the headmaster
and assistant headmaster of kiddie English Schools.

Consequently they can coiïmand higher salaries: from
Rs. 35 to 75

(l4

to

30)

.

The latter salary is rare

and given only in L'iddle English Schools for men of long

experience and I. A. degree,* and two years of higher
teacher training.

The average salary for primary teacher

would be about Rs. l2(4.O0) in Orissa, while that for
uiddle Vernacular teachers would be about Rs. 20 (p8.00)
and Middle English teachers nearly Rs. 30

(l2.)

.

The

sources of this pay in Bihar ahd Orissa in 1933 were

approximately as follows:

Govermnent

ñnds 30.96, board

funds 29.45%, fees 24.15% and other sources (Missions,
endovuents etc.)

l5.44%.**

The first two are paid largely

through local boards making approximately 60.41% of the
*Equivalent of graduation from Junior College.

**Education in India in 1932-33, Table V.

n.

8.
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educational funds in their control.

They exercise a

consideraijie influence 1y their privilege of withholding

or granting this support over the other 39.59

able funds.

The Goveririont, through the

departments of

of avail-

ovincial

.ucation, has also a limited control over

the Local Boards through the regulations attached to the

grants distributed through them. For Mission schools and
hostels (A,B.B.0,II.) of all grades the sources of income

reported were as follows:
37.2%, fees

Government and Local Board

l9, Mission appropriations

38.9

and

specifics 4.9%.
The very fact that such a variety of sources of
incorie

exists had led to a triple and sorictimes quad-

ruple division of adninistrative and supervisory

responsibility.

Parents, Local Boards, Government

InsDectors and Lission authorities all have a claim on
the teacher and make, not infrequently, conflicting
demands of him.

Some organizational changes which will

make the teacher responsible to only one authority seem
necessary to a satisfactory condition of service or an
efficient operation of a school system.

The dernds of various patrons of the school for
special help for their children and the not unnatural

attempt of many teachers to supplement their meagre income by private tuition for which they get their board or
or some cash return is a frequent source of conflict.

The
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teacher,

if a Hindu, is rarely able to bring his family

to live in the village in ihich he teaches for various

reasons such as, lack of suitable quarters, membership
in a joint family,

etc.

These village teachers are sub-

ject to transfer by the Local Board of Mission authority.

This transfer privilege

io

not infrequently abused by

Local Boards to satisfy personal grudges or the like.
The ancient respect for the Guru (teacher) has in

many places given way to
the quality of his work.

a contempt for

the teacher and

Mr. Dippie writes:

"As an

Indian village school teacher you have a position un-

rivalled for opportunities of

seing

your country.

The

fact that your pay, social position, and the respect you
get from your fellovis, are still very low,

sens

to show

that as a class you have not seized those opportunities
and used them.

weither your pay nor your position bear any

relat ion at all to the importance of the work you are
called upon to do and for this you must in very large

measure bear the blame yourself.*

Very little encouragement bas been given until very
recently to further training and professional contacts
through institutes, conventions and magazines or other
publications.
fellows,

The average teacher is isolated from his

infrequently visited by inspectors and has few

opportunities for meeting other teachers or expanding his
Dippie,

II.,

"Suggestions for Fr5iary School Teachers", p.1.
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educational horizons.
The Typical Village School.

A large majority of the schools organized on the lower

prary

basis (Classes I to III, roughly equivalent to the

first four American grades) arc one teacher, rural schools.

Those combining upper and lower primary grades have as a
rule two or three teachers.

vernacular basis have 4 to

Schools organized on the middle
7

teachers and middle English

schools if with a lower prinary department have

teachers.

7

The lower primary schools are commonly housed in a one
room, mud and thatch building.

rjie

size of enrollments vary

greatly, most would fall between 25 and 40 pupils.

to

s

class distribution, typically an enrollment of 32 would be

divided as follows: Infant Class 20; Class
4;

and Class III, 2.

I,

6;

Class II,

In upper primary schools of 70 pupils

the class distribution would be approximately as follows:

Infant Class 35; Class

I,

Class IV, 4; Class V, 2.

14;

Class II, 9; Class III,

7;

There would invariably be at

least one trained teacher among the two or three in the

upper primary school.

A very common feature of the typical elementary school
situation is the necessity of teaching two to four classes
of pupils at the sane time.

The head teacher, commonly the

best trained, as a rule, takes the higher classes and
leaves the least efficient instructors to care for the

more numerous and very important beginning classes.

The majority of buiidins used for village schools

are cheap, poorly constructed

and.

ventilation and lighting are bad.

Often the

unsuitalle.

Many of th e school
.

houses are poorly situated, no provision being made

or

sanitation, pure drinking water or space for gardening
or recreation.

The buildings are too small for the

rnnibcr of pupils in attendance and are not "leeped"

(washed vith the mixture of clay, cow dung and water used
to smooth and harden the exposed surfaces of a mud buildins)

frequently enough to keep down the dust from the

mud floors and walls.

The equiuent is frequently even

more unsatisfactory than the building.

i'he

furniture

consists of a stool or two, a table for the teacher, a

blackboard often in wretched condition, the necessary
registers, mats for the children to sit on and possibly
a clock,
niap

and one or two pictures.

A few text books and a

complete the usual equiprient of most schools.

The

economic problen is a pertinent one in remedying these
defects.

liuch is being done,

and capable teachers,
students.

however, by a few energetic

cooperating with parents and

iiaterials are needed for enterprises involving

construction, appreciation, the solving of problems and
for games.

Library facilities would be a great aid to

teachers, pupils and literate villagers.

Not only are

these non-existent in most schools but a vast majority of
the

prnary and upper primary school pupils have not even

the necessary text books.
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The quality of text books available is gradually im-

proving in

niost

language areas, but still very poor.

cost, while low compared with

.erican school books,

prohibitive for the majority of the pupils.

The
is

Not infre-

quently the teacher has no copy of the text book which he
is supposed to teach.

lie

gets along by borrowing from

some pupil or drawing on his memory for the material.

The coimnunity attitude toward the school is such that

irregular attendance is almost unavoidable.

health and

economic factors contribute to the irregularity but a

lack of appreciation of the value of the school and the
need for regular attendance, and a lack of

nterest on

the part of children in the type of instruction given

complicate the problem.

The Inspectors are trying to

bring up the average attendance to 85% of enrollment in
Orissa with considerable falsifying of attendance records as the chief, if not the sole result.

factor in the community

Another

attitude toward the teacher is

the competition among the most influential members of the

community for his services outside and even during school
hours in various matters, as in keeping business accounts,

writing documents and special coaching for his relatives.
The Government requirements in respect to registers
of attendance, fees,

collections, progress records,

acquittance roll, transfer certificates, inspection report books, reports to the Local Boards, etc. add a very
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burden to the school teacher.

The

school head teacher,

teacher is in the school, is responsible
for these. The riost difIicult is the require:cnt of a
standard rate of fees from the members of the various
classes. Ten per cent freeships are allowed and a united
group of aboriina1s md depressed class pupils given
special rates. The atteript to collect graduated fees from
the various classes brings a factor of great potential
difficulty into the teacher's already full schedule. The
average fee collected per pupil in the schools of all
grades, conducted by the A. B. B. 0. M., was, in 1933,
Rs. 2/7/- (75) or over three weeks wages for a day
laborer. The average collected in 1931-32 per
ary
boy according to Governnent statistics was, in Bengal
Rs. 1/7/1 and in Bihar and Orissa Rs. i/i/lo.
Another phase of the problem for teachers is the
lack of objective standards of achievement except at the
8th grade examination (M. V. or M. E.) and high school
graduation excminat ion . Scholarship exaninat ion on
completion of the third and fifth classes make up in part
for this lack. The prescribed syllabus indicates in a
general way the progress expected from rear to year but
there is little to guide the teacher in applying it to his
own. school.
The percentage of failures and consequent
retardation of pupils, resulting from a lack of systematic
testing and redia1 teaching, is very high. There is a
pressure in the upper primary school for the introduction
:11

more than one
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of En1ish as a second

1anuae into the curriculum

be-

cause of the deficiencies experienced by the few who go
on to secondary education.
The task of the teacher in the typical village school

is complicated by the following conditions: understaffing,
isolation, inadequate buildings and equipLlent, uneven class
distribution, lack of textbook and library facilities,
lack of suitable school grounds, coLunity disregard of
the good. of the whole school group, and lack of un..derstanding of its value and needs, Government red tape,
record and fee requirements, and lack of regular check
of the efficiency of instruction by objective standards
of achievement. The necessity for an analysis of the
problOEls of the teacher and for aiding h1 in solving
them is only too evident. It is the purpose of the
next chapter to carry on that process,
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Chapter

III

Proposals for the Solution of Certain Problcns Related
to the Training and Supervision of Elerientary School
Te ac her s

In the preceding chapter the background or setting
of Indian education was exarained: The history of edu-

cation in India

sueyed

and the present

status
of the elementary school and elementary teacher training
program was analized. Fran the investigation of these
factors, many problems have been brought to light. In
this chapter after a brief statement of the point of
view from vzhicb the solution of these problems has been
was

approached and of the sources of aid used in solving the
issues raised, proposals have been given for the OiUt1Ofl

of the ouestions under discussion, classified on the
following basis: Problems revealed by the study of t]e
Indian milieu, those arising from the historical development of Indian education and questions originating from

the present status of the primary school and the elementary teacher training program.
Statement of Point of View Pertaining to the Lieaning and
Objectives of LLissionary Education in India.

It is

that sore philosophy of education is
that a valid philosophy must have reference

assumed

necessary and
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to a particular country,

time and society.

Iii

the present

the country is India or rather that part of it called

case,

Orissa and South '7estern BenCal, the time is the 20th

Century and the society that of the rural inhabitants of

this section.

thile the educational philosophy proposed

must be conditioned in part by the geography,

history, and

group life of the locality and its people, it is assumed
at the outset that a democratic, universal education of

the whole social group is desirable.
is the

priary concern

The education which

of this study is missionary,

i.e.

Christian in outlook and therefore dedicated to the
of human values.

conservation and upòui1din

It regards

personality with reverence and mutual service as both a
privilege and an obligation.

For the Christian, naiad just-

ment within the society or between the individual or group
and physical environnent is looked upon as evil, as a

challenge to be overcome.

This conception of education

views the evolving vJorld order with anticipation such as
that with which the medical profession awaits the dis-

covory of a cure for cancer.

It

seeks to bring the indi-

vidual and the group into fellowship with man's higher

achievements.
The elementary school teacher is in a position of

great influence in the guidance of this process which is

building up the individual and the group.

Secular

authority must not be allowed to train the (Jhristian
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teachcr anj

than government woa1 be permitted to
conduct seminaries for the trETinIr o± ChristIan preachers.
he training ' the teacher miet not on1; lead to
the
mastery o± the content of instruction, to a thoroagh irnowledge o the child and the sycho1ogy o± 1earnhï.g, bat
also develop viithin the instractor deep insights intc the
more

vend in vthich we live, critical social
jadgrnent, integratiiig li±e objectives, and the perspective
problems

et'

the

which comes from habit uall

viewing things in their v:orld

e ontext.

B1endin

the

scientific

the edacator mast seek to

mind with the

elicit

the

mercifal heart

initiative

nd

activit7 necessar7 to "self help" and insare the saccess
o:i the ef±'crt pat forth throagh 'tepert
gaidance".
kealizin; that service to the whole community is the
only lasting Loandation ci' leadership, he will employ the
method of concrete demonstration to win a constantly
growing cooperation withoat which expansion is impossible.

trae teacher, insofar as he meets human need in its
nanifold phases, will anticipate the following oatcomes:
Measarabie increase in bodily and mental ka1th; the
enrichment of individaal and group life through the developThe

ment of happy human

relationships; a vocational adaptation
that combines abiding individual satisfaction with lasting
contribution to the welfare of the group; the mot ivation
and direction of life by the appreciation o± man's

ii

fumbling

proress

divinity; and
the discovery of meaning in life hich shall enable it to
become unified through dedication to a controlling purfrom anima3hood. toward

po:r.

The

Sources of t1d Used in Solving the Problems of This
Study

t times, tne axic.erlyinc. philosophy of educs tian which
has been suggested above has served, as the choice of objectives or destination inevitably v'ill serve, in determmiii:, the processes necessary ta reach that goal. The
historical origin of individual problems by directing
attention to their initial causes has aided in the sciatioii of some of these difficulties. Considerable irnportance has been attached to the trends of IndiaTs renascent
life in the effort to connect the more imperative changes
in Indian educational ork with these aspirations and
currents of life and thus secare a mutual reenforcerneìt.

'reiaently the experiments in education ;hich are being
carried on in other rovinces or countries have saested
possibilities of solutions ihich appear to fit the local
situation. The canvas of the results ;hich probably vca2d
attend thoroughgoiilg revision of curricula, and supervisory and administrative reorganization has been anusualy
fruitful. early all the problems raised have been met
ith some degree of success by some individual teachers
or training schools. The attempt to bring together

i 16.
su.ggetion derived from hi1oophy, historj, ores3jat
ocia1 trends, educQtiouai theory and experiment,..nd
the revision o± the content, eupervision and adm1nitration of instruction is fraught with danger. The situations
in which the work was developed which gave rise to the
suggestions were not in all respects sflnilar to those to
which they are now to be applied.
inal verification of
the solutions proposed mast await the test of their e±'foctivenesa in actual working caiditions in the msion schools
of Orissa axe. South flestern Bengal.

Classification

and Proposed Solutions for the

X2

Y

ana1sis

Prolems Raised

fl2

Indian setting, many educational problems were revealed. The majority of these the
elementary school teacher must be prepared to face conIn the

structively.

In the

of the

ragraphs that follow, the major

questions which coïfront teachers of rural elementary
grades are considered in ths order that they were raised
in the study o± the bac.cground of Indian education in the
precedinc chapter.

first

impression received in connection with the
survey of the educational need o± India bringe ap the
problem of the sheer magnitude of the task and the relatively annil namhr of potential pupils in actual attenThe
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dance.

How can the attendance and enroilnient be increased

to include the vast majority of school age boys and girls

living in the

iiimediate

vicinity of the present schools.

Up to the age of nine or ten vrhen children in India are
able to become earners as cattleherders and the like,

aside from the costs of school books and fees, the problem
is largely one of securing adult faith in the value of edu-

cation as given in the local scbool

and.

getting a degree of

child interest in the school work sufficient to overcome

obstacles of apathy, inertia, and low vitality.

The pre-

ceding chapter indicated that the primary motive for
sending children to school in village India has been the
hope of subsequent enploment, preferably a government

clerkship or the like.
become housewives.

Girls in India, almost universally,

Oonsequcntly, no hope of future

economic gain operates to encourage girls' education
except as an educated girl may hope for a better marriage.

A long time program for the increase of enrollment and
attendance must be launched.

Education must be presented

and demonstrated as something that 'îill help to make better
homes, bettor farms, and better living in the villages;

valuable in itself aside from any possible effect on future
employment.

The employment of additional women teachers of

high quality wherever possible should be stressed in the
effort to make female education more attractive.

aspirations

and.

National

political enthusiasms need to be connected

J.

i8

with the edacatioii at the masses. Public sentiment In India
is anasaai1;7 e±'±ective in 1ringing ociai pressare to bear
iìthiii 0cL ste, fami1y, or tribal groaps. 1±' the ieders o±

these groups can b' brought to see the necessity o education,
the hroblem viil in a large measure be solved. In order to
get that surport, genuine demonstrable educational progress
must be made from month to month by the children ailoved

his reouires efficient instructions and a
content uhìch the child can use in the village situation.
second phase of the problem must concern itself with
making the cost to the parent in fees and books and other
charges the lowest consistent with efficient vbork. The
conviction must be fostered that not lesa than four years
of regular attendance at an efficient school is the minimum
requirement for every child. The economy in terms of pupil
cost iii relation to results attained o± regular attendance
for at least four years, enrollment of the vhole potential
instruction
student group in the locality, nd a caaait:
that insures regalar progress with a minimum of retardation
is a potent argument. í.hen a majority of the inhabitants
of an area have been won to enthusiastic support of the
educational program, the provincial compulsory education
provisions may be aplied to stili further reduce the exto go to school.

pense to the parents.

The exemption of

girls

from the pay-

fees at the lower primary stage has not
proven very effective in securing their attendance. It is

ment of school
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is

unusually effective in bringing social pressure to

bear within caste, family, or tribal groups.
ers of these groups

can be brought to see the necessity

of education, the problem will in

solved.

If the lead-

large measure he

a

In order to get that support,

genuine demonstrable

educational progress must be made from month to month
to go to school.

by the children allowed

efficient instruction and

a

This requires

content which the child can

use in the villane situation.
A second phase

of

the prohlen

must concern itself

with making the cost to the parent in fees and books and
other charges the lowest consistent with efficient work.
The conviction must be fostered that not less than four

years of regular attendance at an efficient school is the

minimum requirement for every child.

he economy in

terms of pupil cost in relation to results attained of

regular attendance for at least four
the whole potential

ears, enrollment of

student group in the locality, and

a

quality of instruction that insures regular progress with
a

minimum of retardation

is a

potent argument.

When

a

majority of the inhabitants of an aree have been won to
enthusiastic support of the educational program, the

provincial compulsory education provisions may he

plied

to still further reduce the expense to the parents.

exemption of girls from the payment of school fees at

The
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stae

effective in
securing their attendance. It is probable that if all
the lower primary

has not proven very

students in trie first four grades were charged a fee of
Rs. 1/2/ - per year (3 cents per month) that the riecessary school library, text books and supplies could ho
secured and maintained as the property of the school.
The assignment of home study for these lower primary
upi1s should be abandoned and careful training in supervised study at school substituted. The direct cost to
the parent minimized arid the quality of instruction
improved, the teacher needs to use all the ingenuity
possible in motivating regularity of attendance; srecia1
time given to nreferred activities, banners, interclass rivalry, and the like may be used to increase child
interest in regular attendance. The school holidays
need to be arranged to coincide with the periods of
greatest labor demand and local festivals rather than to
follow formal rules in the effort to avoid absence during
school sessions. Effort should be made to bring the
teachers as well as the community a thorough understanding
of the reasons back of the administrative desire for
regularity of attendance and to overcome the present
tendency to record absentees as present in the effort to
obtain a good report.
The problem of bilingualism and for some truing-
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ualisrn is

a

difficult

one.

It is

riot

feasible for

relatively small groups such as the Santals to have
schools in their own language when they are so thoroughly mixed with very much larger 1irgiistic groups.
insofar as possible where

niajority of any
racial or linguistic group are in the constituency of a
school, the teacher selected should belong to the predorinant racial group. This implies provision for
training teachers of each linguistic group in approximate proportion to the population. The use of such folk
tales as are morally worthy and somewhat familiar to
the child in connection with story telling, reading and
other activities intended to introduce the tupil to the
new language would prove valuable. The importance of a
However,

a

thorough foundation in the use of the vernacul8rs for
those whose mother tongue and initial schooling are in
the same 1anguae can hardly be overestimated. Broad

vocabulary building has been greatly neglected and
myriads of children read with some facility, words, the
meaning of which is entirely outside their experience,
unknown or misunderstood. The fact that English has
come to be the 'lîngua franca" for official business
and to some extent private business and is known by
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than 35,000,000 of people in India gives it sorne
claim for attention in the curriculum. Secondary
education demands it. Yet for the vast majority of

more

priìrary and middle school students it is a waste of
time and is inclined to lead away from viilarre life.
It is recommended that it not be taught through the
fifth class of any of the primary schools and be offered
as an elective to the uiper third of students in the
middle grades. A special vocabulary of not more than
1500 words based on Basic English, Thorndike's Word
Studies and the like should he prepared together with a
careful course of study for use by teachers who have
taken training after completion of the regular hîgh
school course. The teaching of English by those of
lesser trainirg is futile. Movements toward a common
script or language for India deserve the serious consideration of educators. The possibility of drawing
the country into a more coherent unity depends in a
large rnesure on such a development. Meanwhile, the
development of worthy vernacular literature on a wide
range of subjects needs to be encouraged. The increase
and wide use of the best available vernacular publications should be a part of the active concern of every
teacher and school system. This is especially true in
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Orissa whore the vernacular literature

is

more limited

than in Bengal.
The problems raised in respect to climate aside

from those connected with health were those of access-

ihility of the school

in

the rains and

the difficulties

arising out of the extreme temperatures of March to
June.

In planning

the

construction of new schools or

when old ones are in need of rebuilding, it is altogether
possible to locate them so that the building will be
central for the potential school pou1ation.

It

may be

midway between several small hamlets or at the center
of a larger village.

The cooperation of

interested

parents in improving village paths and in bridging with

bamboo ravines and creeks which make it difficult for
small children to come during the rains would not be

Impossible

to

secure.

The existence of various physical

obstacles to school attendance must he considered in
1ocatin

schools.

The practice obtaining

of having several one

in the Punjab

teacher feeder schools which

carry on infant class and class

I,

i.e.,

the first and

second grade work attached

to

located at points within

radius of about l, miles

a

central schools and

from the central school might help to care for this

problem.

Obstacles which would he considerable for five

to serren year old children might be

inconsequential for
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those eight or nino years old.
where

a

Another

group of children come from one

possibility
locality is

that the parents in that area furnish them transportation for the comparatively few days during the rains
when conditions of flood prevail. In relation to the
heat

of

the surnnier season, no adjustment is possible

whereby children may

entirely avoid

it.

The

school

buildings are usually as confortable as their own homes.
The intense heat of a tropical sun at the times when
small children are going to and frani school is so great
as to be detrimental to health during the height of
summer. The division of the school day into an early
morning session and an evening session has been tried.
Where it is difficult to get good attendance at one
session, a second session seems out of the question.
Unless all the children come from a single village and
have but a short distance to go to their homes, not
more than one-third of a mile at most, the two session
scheme is not

feasible.

A

shortened early morning

session creates a number of administrative problems and
solves only half the problem in that it is usually very
hot before school is dismissed. The ossibility of
including the latter part of this hot period in the sowing
or summer vacation helps to reduce the length of the
neriod. Delaying the adoption of the single morning
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session to the middle or end of April also reduces the
number of days In which the short morning session needs
to be continued.

This can be done only as long as the

season is not too far advanced.

atures

at

Whenever shade temper-

9:30 A.M. are over 100 degrees Fahrenheit,

more or less consistently, it seems necessary to abandon
the long midday session in favor of the

shorter morning

session.
The appalling health conditions

of

India demand

a

major place for health education in the curricula of

elementary and training schools.

Superstition must be

combatted and the knowledge of cause and effect in relatlon to the most prevalent diseases and of the medical
and preventive resources available for them Increased.

Much can be done through pro ject work in the elementary
grades to develop knowledge, habits, and attitudes in

relation to problems of sanitation, ventilation, personal
and social hygiene,

arid

proper diet.

Instruction In

gardening In the lower grades should be directly connected with the problem of securing

a

continuous supply of

fresh fruits and vegetables for family use rather than
a

market gardening type of instruction.

Further problems raised by the health conditions are
the

terrific waste of life and the

of the

poulation

on

the land.

increasing pressure

These are intimately
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connected for any reduction of the appalling mortality
at present merely adds to the acute problem of feeding

the lncreaaed population.

The population

of

India has

the

been increasing under present health conditions

t

rate of over three and one-half million

No

a

gear.

person sensitive to human suffering can deny the need
for instruction in the care of infants, and the sick,
the development of stronger physique through proper

food and exercise, and the

evention of infection and

the spread of disease, but unless this is accompanied by

some form of limitation

of

the size of families, it

must result in the lowering of the standard of living

already amounting to bare subsistence in spite of the

relatively slow improvement in economic efficiency.
Every advance made since British occupation of India such
as

the wide

extension of irrigation has been in

defeated by population increase.

a

measure

Prospective teachers

must be brought face to face with these problems in all
their implications and given an understanding of the

thought

arid

experience of economists

in relation to it.

problems

in

the

arid

medical men

Aside from frank facing of these

training school, literature for adult

education in preventive and curative medicine, infant
care, birth control, and the like should he rreared
in

the vernaculars with the assistance

of medical men
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of

thorough scientific training and the highest

Christian ideals and made available for careful use by
the teacher.

The position of women in relation to education and

Teachers in training school

social life must be raised.

need to be led to think through the historical oripins
of present day social, educational and relIgious dis-

abilities of women.
the results
to women

They need to he confronted with

of different

customs and ideas in respect

in other countries.

The anomalous situation In

wnich the vast majority of professional men are married
to women of

little or no education and the Impossibility

of raising the level of village and national life on

one sex basis must be clearly understood.

a

If the

teachers of India's youth enthusiastically promote the
changes in the position and opportunities for women

which the very trends of IndiaTs national life are
favoring,

they can do much to hasten the transitions and

encourage the education of women.

The possibility of

giving special training to the wives of teachers through
short courses or institutes might hein them to in-

fluence the women and girls of the community toward education.

If the teacherst

it would be possible

wives were trained teachers,

in more cases than it has been in
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vnen

the past to have

school.

tch

the beginning grades in

The danger of neglect of school work for home

duties may be minimized by
the requirement,

in

a

generous salary scale and

cases where both husband and wife

are employed, that arrangements be made which will relieve the wife of the major por bion of the housework.
The importance of agriculture in Indian economic
life makes
that

it

imperative that any educational system

is to meet

the needs

of

the villagers be carried

on by teachers who thoroughly understand

this rhase of rural life.

the problems of

The teacher who has an appre-

ciative understanding of the problems involved in

fragmentation of holdings, capital costs and indebtedness,

tenancy,

land tenure, seasonal

and the like together with

penance

of

sorr

labor, marketing,

knowledge of the ex-

other neople in attempting to solve these

problems has leadership opportunities not open to the
man trained in purely academic

curricula. In the train-

ing and practice of teaching, the elementary curriculum

must be correlated with the rural agricultural environment,

arithmetic, practice in rent problems, farm

enterprise costs,
etc.,

can develop on

accompanied by
of great value.

a

interest cost of indebtedness,

the
a

psychological basis, and he

considerable amount of indirect learning
The writing of deeds, the

ieasurement
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other village matters may be
1erned in the study of the usual school subjects.
If teachers realize that the solution of the
economic problems of the school deoends in the main on
the economic progress of the community, they will he
moro eager to contribute their rart in bringing about
that progress. The possibilities of change in the
of land and

methods of

a

great

many

agriculture, of part time

or supplemental

employment through the development of "cottage indus-

triest,

of reducing the extravagant social expenso for

marriages and the expense for ornamentation, must be
revealed to teachers and through them to the cormnuni-

ties.

agriculture, European rural
crafts, Scandinavian and South African livestock
improvements, the introduction to wht is being done
elsewhere in India and the INorid along these lines
Chinese systems of

must be suggestive and helpful when introduced by the

teacher through practical demonstration.
instructor cannot be expert in all lines
need, but he can 1now

village
of village
thoroughly the means available for

the farmers assistance through c000erative

agricultural departments,

The

societies,

and experiment farms, public

health services and the like and help make the results
of their work available to the villager.
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Sympathetic understandirg of the economic pressures
on parents would helL teachers

to patience

the problems

iii

of educational finaice such es fee collection,

students'

purchase of textbooks and other school supplies.

would bring them

a

realization of the need for

a

It

contin-

uous program of adult education in the values of edu-

cation.

Fees, hooks, hostel charges and the direct

expense of education to parents must be reduced to the
mirimuni compatible with effective work.

The expense to

parents might be considerable decreased by furnishing
books by the school as suggested earlier in this chapter
and by furnishing living quarters for pupils whose homes

are too far from the upper primary schools to make daily

attendance possible.

These students could bring their

own food from home and cook it themselves as
at Ramchandrapur.

Garden space near

ti-xe

is

done

school used by

these pupils under the guidance of the teacher might add
a

good deal to their diet.

Help through increased

knowledge of the principles of selection of foods and
improved methods for the preservation of food stuffs would

result in both physical and economic benefits.
ir.

Education

bud'etir.g and foresight in the use of income, which

is as

irregular as that of farmers, would help to

eliminate the necessity of appealing to rapacious money
lenders when sickness or other emergencies arise, and
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would in the long

run work for the Improvement of the

peasant's economic status.
A problem in character education which grows out of
this fierce economic s truF1e is that of the lack of
candor, deceit arid trickery and cotsequent mental dis-

trust
mind.

which develops out of the
While the

hungry Chi1dt tyoe of

ultimate solution of the problem is

fundamentally an economic one, much can be done by a
frank facing of the results of landlord oporessici-i and
economic pressure and t ho d isciosure of the o osta of these
undesirable tyoes of response in economics and human

relations.

expenditures of time and money in
guarding against loss of property from these causes,
the results in strained human reist ionshins, the de-

struction

The added

of the economic gains

possible throurh effect-

ive cooperation, when thoroughly understood will help to
build up the needed resistance to the oressures abject

poverty put on character.
Certain social and religious situations were discussed which have profound effects upon the life of

village India. The narrow horizons of village life with
their resultant irritations, and conflicts were indicated.
These horizons may be ealarged in the village school by
following the goods used in rural life back to their
sources, indicating the methods of transportation,
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marufactare, ard

production of raw rnateria1s.
Use may be made of the travel experiences of officials,
pilgrims, and tradesmen. The products of village industry or arriculture may be traced to their ultinate
of the

isolation of the vi11e having been
broken down, the interdendence of human beings
realized, it should be rossible to build up a sympathy
toward divergent custois and practices which will make
possible both a readier adaptability to change and the
building of standards of discriminative and critical
social judgment . In this effort the a temot to impart
a functional literacy is of great importance as teacher
community contacts are necessarily limited. A comuellIng interest in various phases of life activity of
consumer.

The

people must be

if

the

inertia,

of the average

all

built

in school and adult education
poverty, and lack of reading facility
up

villager is to result in anything but the

too frequent lapse from

literacy.

The use of

signs

posters within the village mipht help, but coopertive subacriotion to periodicals, nurchase of books,
and

and

their interchange within

the groun would be more

beneficial. Missions and others interested might well
spend a portion of their funds in the production of
carefully chosen well illustrated vernacular material
for semi-literates and literates and the promotion of
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village part time

classes.

ancient
custom of gathering in groups to listen to the reading
of religious and other books and to discuss their conor evening

The

tents could orofitably be revived and extended.
The psychological effects of caste and its denial
of equal opoortunity must be overcome. Arrogance,
neuroticisin, and servility among the Indian people is
traceable largely to the influence of caste produced
Inferiority feelings and co-pensatory reactions. The
artificiality of the barriers in social relationshins
raised by caste is self-evident. The society of the
future must be democratic if the trerds In government
and the rapidly growing industrial life are true
md ica tor s.
The school should align itself
thout fear or favor
against all social distinctions within tue school system
and openly advocate democracy in the representation of

all

communities on managing committees and the

For some time to come in many

rural

like.

it

will
not be wise for the school, as such, to violate caste
taboos relative to eating, hut the school can bring into
intimate active play and work relationshios pupils of
different castes. Here, also, the dignity of manual
communities

labor which has been despised by the more educated grouos
may be emphasized. A large place for creative handwork,
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elementary, industrial,

ad

found in village curricula.

agricultural arts must be
Teachers should have

thorough training in agriculture and one or more village
crafts in addition to their academic and nrofessional

preparation.

As far as possible,

a

sense of kinship

with things such as moves the heart of
man and

a

a

master crafts-

deep resoect for the labor of workers in the

occupations hitherto despised as unclean on which man
is dependent should be inculcated.

Social reform movements as those advocating widow

remarriage,

the

of marriage,

raising of the age for legal consuniation

revision of land tenure laws to make alien-

ation and mortgaging of property more difficult, and the
like deserve the active support of the school.

who have faced the problems

Teachers

thich gave birth to these

movements and thought the matters through, seeing their
implications and probable results, will be able to make
a

large contribution to the ultimate success of such

reform.
The recreational problem of the Indian
be overcome.

village must

Danish Folk schools have in many respects

led the world in the development of worthy recreational

pursuits.

The possibilities of recreative use of

Indian music ought not

to be nerlected.

As

far as

possible teachers should be capable of musical
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production and have deep appreciations and understanding
of Indian music. Dr. Fabindranath Thgore's School at
Bolpur has led tl

the develotment of Indian
musical and artistic talent . The value of a training
sciool staff meniher trained in such an environient as
that of tt3antineketanht
aiding the development of
appreciations and the recreative use of these pFses of
the Indian cultural inheritance would be very great.
The drama is a highly developed vehicle of Indian thought
way in

of greit recreative and educational possibilities.
Supplemented by the art of recitation from the great

poetic epics of India this can become a more important
part of Indian village life. There are difficulties
in the control of both the content and methods of
dramatic presentation caused in part by the association
of these theatricals with dancing girls and things of
morally questionable value. Vith thoroughly trained and
morally sensitive leadership these factors can be
eliminated. The production of modern dramatic materials
of high educational and entertainment value is worthy of
every encouragement education can give. The increased
use of team games demanding

cooeration and teamwork

and

the development of Drograms in which school and community
share in wholesome, whole-hearted recreation is thoroughly
worthwhile. Soccer football in middle and high schools
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has attracted

a

great deal of favorable attention.

and recreative activities which can be continued

adult

Games

into

life and which involve minimal equipment and

financial outlay
prevalent gamb1in

should be given sìecial attention.

The

and cockfihting might well be greatly

reduced by the discovery of more satisfying recreational
outlets.
The school approach to the

problems raised by the

religious milieu must be one of genuine
the hir'her

teachins

apeciation

of India's religions,

such ideals as ahimsa (harmlessness),

a

of

building on

the Buddhist eight-

fold path and the Mohammedan ideal of brotherhood.

It

must not, however, accept the suoerstition, Idolatry,
magic, and fear that has permeated so much of religious
life

.

The Christian school will approach these problems

by presenting the highest and best Christianity has to
offer and backing it with consistent Christian livinp on
the part of teachers and Christian oupils.

Failures and

shortcomings should be revealed by contrasting practice

rather than by direct destructive criticism.

Superstition

and magic may be combatted through the positive promul-

gation of the scientific attitude and the development
of cause and effect thinking.

The releasing sense of at

homeness in the universe characteristic of the

Christian point of view added to scientific knowledge of
the causes and cures of diseases anc

much toward reducirLg the terror
dwell.

It will also be conducive

rather than resignation.
tion

of

in

the powers of

other evils will do

which so many peasants
to an attitude of hope

The active persistent

cultiva-

initiative and the habit of pro-

jecting ends and working toward their realization

combined with

a

knowledge of what others are doing to

alleviate and cure conditions similar to their own should
help make needed changes possible.

Above ali, the habit

of facing realities, honest evaluation

of

the facts and

constructive activity in adjustment to them needs to be
buIlt un to counteract the prevalent belief in the

illusory nature of the world of sense.

The substitution

of the God and Father of Jesus Christ for the vague

impersonal Brahma will do more to counteract the worship
of unworthy man-made

Images than any amount of iconoclasm.

Full understanding of the losses due to excessive
litigation and the social results of the all but universal

indulgence in quarrels eventuating in the use of obscene
and derogatory language, will tend to inhibit these

practices.

The school must lend

its

lnfJ.uence

to the

support of all those forces which tend toward the amicable
settlement of disputes by orderly means.

Education for

worthy citizenship cannot neplect these chases of group
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life.

The perpetuation of the office of village headman

and of

the panchayat (village

promise

of

providinc

the most

council of five) gives

natural and democratic

means of village self control.

Where these are lacking

appeal can be made to church committees, cooperative
panchaysts, school managing committees or other elected
groups to arbitrate difficulties and to lead

welfare projects.

in

village

The school experience should provide

careful training in these types of organized group life.
Because of government control of liquor and drug
sales, active opposition to these evils must he discreet.
The results of the

use of intoxicants

and Mohammedan taboos against the use

clearly shown, Hindu
of liquor

used to reenforce instruction in temperance.

may be

Nearly every

village will furnish well-known Instances of the destruction of human values and economic downf8ll which follows
in the wake of the uso of intoxicants.

A social con-

science in relation to growlng manufacturing or dispensing
these intoxicants may well be

included among the aims of

education.
The paternalism of government in India and the limited

view of its functions creates several problems.

first has to do with the lack of

bility for the public weal.

a

The

sense of responsi-

Paternalism is here

supplemented by the religious idea of karma (a reward and
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punishment based on individual merit) with which interference

is

The indifference to human suffering

immoral.

and gublic welfare induced is appalling.

The second

phase of the problem is the unjustifiable distribution
of

public funds between the executive, legisistive,

judicial and protective functions of government and the
public services.

In the

long run, governments must re-

to genuine public demand.

spond

problem

is

the existerce of

a

A third phase of the

class whose functions the

government has taken over which is now largely parasitical.

Ways in which these difficulties may be resolved

are suggested in the

next paragraph.

The organization of the village

community for the

supply of certain phases of its own need as sanitatin,
better village paths,

a

be brought about by

gradual increase in responsibility

a

community bull or the like must

felt and accepted as individuals and

a

community rather

than passed off in wishful thinking or criticisms of an

economically harassed government.

Throughout school life,

opportunities should be given to particiDate
projects for the

imorovement of the school,

in

rouìi

the beauti-

fication of the classroom, the benefit of some phase of
child

or

village life.

The imagination can be led to the

consideration of what the community or natural groups in
it may do

for themselves through cooperative rrojects.
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The importance of roads, medical care,

schools, agricul-

turai guidance, cooperative organization and other public
services may be so thoroughly understood by children and

peasants that the demand for them will be increased and
taxation to provide these services accepted willingly.
Ideals developed in childhood and through adult education

which demand justice and that each shall contribute to the
welfare of the group will gradually bring

a

pressure to

bear on the landlords which will force them to give
genuine services and adopt just practices in relation to
the villager or relinquish their holdings.

The value of

happy relationships between the landlord and ryot needs
to be better understood by both groups.

reciprocally related.

Their welfare is

The landlord's ultimate welfare

depends on the prosperity of his tenant.

The

tenant's

well-being depends in lsrge measure on the good will of
his landlord.

Unless the landlord is forced out of the

picture altogether, this mutual interdependence maintains.
The need for a new national unity is greater than

ever now that all India

federation.

is

united in

a

great democratic

The common man must come to an understanding

of the machinery of government and

the spirit of democ-

racy if he is to function effectively as

a

citizen.

The teacher of the rural school must he trained for village leadership rather than for mechanical nerfection in
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the conduct of instruction in one to four classes of

academic subject matter in

a

specialized environment.

Unless the teacher understands thoroughly the obligations
and privileges of citizenship, lives in intimate contact

with life problems, and gives himself to the instruction
of living persons his help
be negligible.

He needs

in

citizenship training will

to he

especially familiar with

the governmental educational organization and his own

responsibilities and privileges in relation to it.

The

unification of India must rest ultimately on the sharing
expanding social and cultural inheritance to which

of an

each group

is

allowed to make its own peculiar contribu-

Much can he done

tion.

i

the school in making the

individual aware of that culture.
In

the section of this study which deals with prob-

raised by the Indian milieu, school enrollment and

lerns

attendance as limited in proportion to the potential

school population has been discussed and solutions proposed.

Bilingualism and the place of English in the

elementary curriculum were considered.

Proposals were

made for the solution of problems originating in climatic

conditions, accessibility of schools during the rains
and

a

suitable time for the school sessions in the hot

season.

The need for health education in elementary and

normal curricula was indicated.

Present waste of life
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and vitality through disease and mortality was brought
up in relation to population pressure.

It was resolved

that the position of women can and must be raised.

Ag-

riculture, correlated with every subject in the curriculuni

fort

of rural elementary

schools was proposed in the ef-

to economize school time and

an effective consideration

still make possible

of agricultural problems.

The

economic problems of the school and conmiunity were disclosed as Intimately interrelated.

Character education

was discussed in connection with the psychologicl results
of acute economic pressure.

The methods for and neces-

sity of expanding village horizons were indicated.
Caste social stratification and its regard of manual
labor as demeaning were considered as problems which

democratic education must resolve.

The school was pre-

sented as an aid to social reform.

It was

given the

responsibility of enriching village recreational poverty.
Education is to regard the religious milieu with genuine
appreciation of its highest and best and to furnish

constructive substitute for superstition, maçic, idolatry
and demon worship.

Litigation and social conflict may

he resolved through the promotion of orderly village

government, along the lines of that of ancient India.
The school is to align itself with those forces already

active in anti-narcotic and anti-liquor education.
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Substituting for dependence on governmental pterna1isrn
a

sense of civic responsibility,

functions of government and

a

a

broader

riew of the

sense of shame among certain

parasitic classes were to be fostered.

Preparation for

civic participation and broad understanding of the organ-

ization and responsibilities and privileges of the
various groups and individuals in the state were included in the aim of education.

Proposals for the solu-

tion of the problems connected with the setting of

Indian education suggested in this summary have been
given in detail in the preceding paragraphs.

Attention

will now be given to those which arise out of the

his-

torical development of that education.
Problems

sin

in

the Development of Education in India

Numerous problems of modern education have their
roots in the past.

Ancier:t Indian conceptions

of educa-

tion are in some points at variance with modern educa-

tional theory.

In the first paragraphs of this section,

questions raised in the historical survey of ancient

the

education, that of the East India Company, the Empire and
the Federation, will he discussed.

by

a

These will be followed

treatment of special problems of missionary educa-

tion as revealed in its history.
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In ancient

times the relation of teacher and pupil

was intimate, personal, natural and continued over

considerable number of years.

a

This intimacy, close fel-

lowship and relation of personal service and love is

worthy of consideration.

It seems

important that the

teacher today shall live in the village with his pupils,
shall have opportunities for work, play, and religious

fellowship with them and with their parents outside of
school hours as well as in them.

The position of respect

which borders on worship that was given the guru in
ancient times cannot be approximated today unless the
character and professional qualifications of the teacher
are higher than has

years.

usually

been the case in recent

Effort to rebuild that prestige must fall back

on demonstrable service to the community and the devel-

opment of genuine wisdom and character.

Another phase of early educational life in India
the underlying religious objective of

that training.

is

The

traditional religious character of the schools aids very

greatly in permeating the program of modern schools with
influences which are directed towards the uPhuilding of
fundamental religious attitudes and appreciations.

The

religious motive can be frankly and freely espoused so
long as the spirit of the conscience clause, the freedom
of the

individual and his guardians to accept or reject
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such instruction, is maintained.
The historical sources of school income do not make
it easy to establish the schools on

basis.
a

a

secure financial

Fees payable by all or nearly all the students aro

comparatively recent innovation and frankly selective

in that rigid adherence
of

to the rule makes the education

many worthy children economically impossible.

The

system of befing and depending on religious endowments
for the schoolts income is not very feasible today.
is,

It

however, possible pending the securing of free public

education that cooperative societies, religious groups,
and individual merchants and landlords may he persuaded
to endow institutions

or supply scholarships,

or free

ships for the children of particular groups or localities.

Experience has indicated that, for the most part, dependence on re:ular1y recurring public contribution to the

support of schools on other bases than compulsory fee

payments or taxation is vain.

The whole history of the

relation between schoolmaster and community makes

it

difficult to get support financially from the local

munity for mission schools.
contribution of

a

corn-

In any country when the

particular school or group of schools

to the genuine welfare of the whole area

is

outstanding,

financial resources are readily tapped for its continued
surport.

A policy of cancentration and maximum eCu-
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ciency

ir]

the

schools maintained will bring local support

more quickly than the present policy of extension.
Three great weaknesses in ancient education still
need to be combatted.

First there was

social contact and emphasis.
its methods

problems.

great lack of

a

The school was ascetic in

and in its relationships to society and its
Its aims included individual

knowlede

of God

and salvation rather than the regeneration of society.

The life of normal membership in

a

ìisexual society which

attempts to work out solutions for the great problems of
group and individual relationships was taboo.

The danger

of unco-educational boarding schools setting up an environ-

ment divorced from the problems of everyday social livIng and providing aid to pupils in such

promote

a

a

way as to

spirit of dependence and to wean rural

chu-

dren from village life to the attractions of urban con-

ditions, must be faced.

There needs to be more serious

endeavor to meet the problems of co-education, selfsupport in

a

rural environment and family as opposed to

boarding school living conditions.

The cottage plan

and rural village type of school hostel organization

adopted at Pakaur, "Ushagram" and other places is
ing

a

gain-

well-deserved popularity.
The second of the weaknesses of ancient education

which present day schools have inherited is the belief in
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the illusory nature of the world

its activities,

and.

evil, injustice, and oppression.

The need for

a

of

large

place for science and the scientific spirit in the modern

school

is

advance

conseouent1y very great.

in physical and economic

scientific

The greatly needed

well-being which present

knowledge makes possible are unrealizable

until India learns to face the realities of the "here
arid

now" in terms of cause-and-effect thinking and

a

constructive hope inspired. action which provides denionstrable improvements as its results.
The third great weakness which still holds sway is
the feeling that education is for the favored few and

that the suhject-natter of education should be academic

rather than grow out of the natLire and weeds of the

vi1lae.

Education for the masses to help them to do

better in their common tasks is
most Indians.

still

a

foreign idea for

Much can be done in showing the values

of universal education and creating

a

respect for the

potential contribution tD group life of the common

mari.

A child-centered, village-centered curriculum and in-

structional method used by teachers imbued with faith
in the possibilities of

children of all castes and

classes can do much to counteract the influence of the
past in this respect.
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The long controversy which ended

the adoption of

ir

western education without any reference to its suitability to Indian village conditions has had
influence on education.
swinging back toward

a

a

worthy one.

larger regard for the cultural
his movement is cer-

There are dangers in it if the

shift is too sudden or too complete.

people who can

produce the architecture of the Taj i1ahal, the
of

the Tlpanishads,

profound

Today the pendulum is slowly

heritage of the Indian people.
tainly

a

the science

of Sir J. C.

philosophy

Bose, and

the poetry of Dr. Rabindranath Tagore have a culture,

an art and

literature worthy of far moro attention

a

than has been given them in the education of the 19th

century and the first third of the twentieth century.
Here,

the school by holding up the masterpieces of

too,

India's creative genius can help to build

renaissance that will enrich the world.

a

cultural

The despair

and hopelessness which characterizes the masses may be

shaken by

a

fresh vision of what their fellow-country-

men have accomplished and are acconmlishing.
of

a

The value

curricular use of the rich folk lore and epic tales

of India as

a

unifying and, if properly selected, char-

acter building agency has already been discussed.

Sanskrit language in

which much

of

The

this literature was

first written is dead, though its modern successors are
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living, even as Latin lives in the romance

Europe.
it is

languages of

The resurrection of Sanskrit is as hooeless as

undesirable.

The rouring of its

literary tres-.

sures into the new molds of its descendants and the

adoption of

a

common soeech and script for all India

would he1j to solve many problems.

It would enrich and

bind together the diverse strands of India's polymorphous

life.

Historically, examinaions, particularly college entrance examinations, have exerted an influence upon the

method and content of instruction out of all proportion
to their value.

The recognition of the fact that less

than six out of one hundred children entering the first

grade of school have in the past reached matriculation
would warrant the conclusion that bhe curricula of
schools should be adjusted to meet the needs of the
other

94/h.

The way must be left open for those who are

able to go on to higher education, but preparation for
it must cease to be the sole aim of

ary education.

primary and second-

Standards of achievement which will

serve as effective checks on the quality of the instruction being carried on are of very great value in

country such as India.

a

The preparation and standardi-

zation on the basis of divisional or provincial needs of

achievement tests for the various grades and subject
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fields of scirol work would constitute

a

major contri-

bution to education through its influence in raising
the quality of instruction in the areas.

Missions mipht

well give some of the time of their educational and

supervisory staff to the building of such tests.

The

development of diagnostic and pretesting techniques in
the training school together with training the

teachers

in administering them would be even more beneficial.
It seems

improbable that the average elementary teacher

in view of

his limited background can be trained suf-

ficiently in the time available
objective tests.

If

o

construct his own

the nractice school staff in co-

operation with the training school and supervisory
staff

cari

develop

a

series of unit and term diagnostic

tests and the teachers receive guidance in their use
and interpretation of these considerable improvement
in

the content and

dicted.

the quality of instruction is pre-

A beginning might be made in the development

of intelligence and prognostic

testing through coop-

eration with university departments of education and
psychology.

The

Importance of procedure skills, atti-

tudes, and appreciations which aro not adequately

measured by the essay types of examination commonly in
use needs special emphasis.
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The "top heavytt naburo of the Indian educational

system has been indicated.

The need

for providing

a

broader base of popular elementary schools for the
pyramid of the educational system is very great.

Pub-

lic funds at present go in the proportion of two and

one-third rupees for secondary and higher education
to one

rupee for elementary education.

There are

over ten times as many elementary school pupils as

students in the other two grouPs.

L1his

over emphasis

on higher education is perhaps necessary when
of

a

system

education is first set up, but it is well that the

tide of public opinion is pressing toward

a

more ade-

quate nrovision of at least elementary education for
the masses.

Certain privileged groups regard with

fear the extension of education to the common people.

Their opposition is based on

a

knowledge that certain

of their present practices cannot be

continued among

an educated people and fear of the competition of

trained commoners for positions
economic returns.

of prestige and high

A moneylender or landlord who preys

on the ignorance of the majority is

great influence.

in a position of

Such men are in need of

a

type of

education which shows them their ultimate dependence
on the welfare of the masses and the dangers of long
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continued oppression.

Their opposition cannot be

entirely ignored or overcome but it can be mitigated through the organization of public demand for

educational privileges.

Comment has already been

made on the special emphasis needed to insure the
rapid spread of female education.
advance on

a

Civilization cannot

one sex basis in any country.

The system of "grants

in aidU seems

so firmly

established that attempts to revise it and develop
a

public education on the basis of direct grwernmental

support and control would be useless even if it were
desirable.

However, the evils of the system as at

present administered can be opposed.

Every effort

should be made to take the apportioning of prants
out of politics and

to

make the amount of the grant

as well as its continuance a matter determined by the

actual merit of the instruction given, and the area and

population served.

Religious, caste, or political

considerations must not he allowed to influence decisions.

The

local boards charged with the administra-

tion of public funds for elementary education are the

worst offenders in this matter.
sanction grants to

by way of

a

a

They often refuse to

particular school hut give them

stipend to particular teachers within the
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sCiioO1.

Pressure for political services can In this

way be brought to bear on the teacher more directly.
Grants to the management of particular schools rather
than the stipendiary system work for effective admini-

stration.

It is possible for teachers and training

school staffs to interpret the dangers of the abuses of
grant in

the

aidtt

system to the public in such

a

way

that pressure may be brought to bear on local boards to

eliminate them.

It

is

desirable that grants secured be

piven to the school rather than to individual teachers
as

in

the

stipendiary system.

In a previous section,
in connection

some comment has been made

with problems of enrollment and attendance

which applies also on those of retardation and wastage.
There is no doubt that in Bengal and Orissa the present

school organization in thich

a

vast majority of the

schools are one teacher institutions contributes to
the appalling waste.

It

is

recommended that as far as

possible one teacher schools be changed to two or
more teacher institutions.
not be admitted.

Pupils under five should

The Infant Class should be regarded

as a regular class of

the

school rather than as

a

convenient place for parents to leave children while

they are otherwise occupied.

Admissions should be con-

fined to the first month of the school session.

Tn some
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cases it may be inpossible to ccnbine schools or fin&nce
an increased nurîber of teachers. The suggestion of attractin as feeder schools to institutions of hiCher elementarr grade school which teach only the first two
grades will not always be feasible. .'There other solutions
cannot be carriei out, it is reconnieiided that tite school

that the Infant Class and Class II be
taught one year and Classes I and III the following year.
This alternation would confine the admission of new
pupils to the years in which the Infant Class work was
taught. TraininC in multiple class teaching should be
be arranged so

given in the nomal schools. Prospective teachers must
be helped to prepare a maxnirn number of tne-savin

teaching aids such as a nurfoer of cards providing drill
in the basic facts of the foir fundamental processes of
arithmetic. ia.rents should be encouraged to feel that
taking their children from school with less than a four
year minimum training is a great waste of money, tiiae,
and energy. Added teacher attention must be given the
beginning classes and a careful frequent supervisory
check on actual student progress must replace reliance
on an examination at tue end of four, six, or eight
years of schooling. Teachers need to understand the
principles of psychological and logical progression in

subject content. This is more neglected in drawing and
handwork tian in the more academic subjects. Teachers
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and officials have in the past taken note of the total

nimbera on the roll rather than the number passing out of
school.

In orIer to insure adequate pupil progress, and

reduce retardation and elimination, it is recoiended
that the school year be divided into six weeks periods
and the results of an objective test, over the content to
be covered,

be supplied. by the supervisors and training

school staff and be submitted to the supervisors every

twelve weeks during the school year.
The problem of securing financial backing for educa-

tion is largely one of getting a clear understanding of its
relative importance.

Oriental love of display on the part

of the executive and legislative branches of government

may

vieil be

curtailed in order to increase the funds avail-

able for education.

Loss tì'rough inefficient schools and

inadequate supervision is great.

The funds needed for an

adequate supervisory progrom might be saved. by the resulting increase in the efficiency of instruction.

Three

worthy claimants for an increased share in the funds available for education are:

the supervisory or inspection

services, the training schools for elementary teachers,
and primary schools, with special emphasis on the educa-

tion of girls and the develoient of strong rural higher

elementary vernacular schools from which prospective

teachers may be recmiited.

The value of education for

its own sake rather than as a means to extra-village
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employment must be better realized before local support
will be increased.

The unemployment among young men

weaned from village interests by an unsuitable education
is considerable.

The dissatisfaction and irritation pro-

duced by this situation must be allayed by an education

which fits pupils for making better homes, better farms,
and a better living before parents can be persuaded to

make the sacrifices necessary to make possible added
financial support of the schools.

Directly connected with this financial problem
is that of the scale of pay for teachers.

with

a

dilemma.

One is faced

The quality of service needed cannot be

conimanded on present salary rates except in rare in-

stances.

Funds are lacking for increasing the scale of

pay and a vast majority of parents and pupils are living
on a standard which provides bare subsistence.

unwilling to grant teachers

a

They are

scale of pay commensurate

with the service which the profession ought to render
the community.

Therefore it seems inevitable that the

salaries of teachers must increase but slowly until they

have secured for themselves

a

position of respect and

influence based on genuine service to the community

which makes the community value their services more
highly.

The quality of elementary teachers needed can

hardly be expected on salaries of less than twenty to
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twenty-five rupees per month.

At the present such an

crease is out of the question, but over

a

in-

ten year period

by careful budgeting and graduated increments on the
basis of meritorious work it might be accomplished.
As far as the missionary program of education
is concerned, paramount importance must be given to em-

phases suggested above; the provision of adequate teacher
training for men, especially in the Oriya language area,
and the improvement of the quality and extent
elementary institutions with

of rural

special emphasis on increas-

ing the attendance of girls, and the provision of a uni-

fled administrative and supervisory program for these
schools.

Quality of instruction must not be sacrificed

to the pressing demands for expansion.

Where duplïcation

or overlapping with other schools is present amalgamation,

proven, unique contribution, or some form of effective

cooperation must be secured to justify continued mission
support.

The conflict between the aim of efficiency and

that of meeting the needs of the Cba'istian community as

they arise created by the limitation of available funds

must be resolved.

Efficiency has been held up as of

paramount importance, while in actual practice it has
often been sacrificed to the policy of expansion.

The

experience of the Madura and Arcot Missions in South

India and of other groups shows the intensive policy
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is the most effective.
Effort must be made to secure increased grants
and local or American endowment of certain institutions
or phases of the work. Conditions of service in Mission
schools must be made sufficiently independent of fluctuations in funds available from Pinerica to give the staff
a greater sense of security. Tuis implies the continuation of the effort to increase the proportion of school
funds raised in India. A study of other aided schools
in the area shows that grants in aid. have been more
generous to non-mission than to mission schools. This
suggests the possibility of secuTing increased financial
support from the local governments.
There are three demands made of schools to be
considered worthy of mission support: teachers whose
qualifications and Christian character command respect;
prospect of early grants of aid from public bodies, and
evidence of local enthusiasm combined with a willingness
to assume sorie of the financial burden. Although these
are reasonable, certain safeguards need. to be observed
in the administration of such a policy. First, sane
responsible body, probably the conm-iittee on education of
the enlarged Home Mission Board, must undertake to review

relative needs

from time to time the

nities

and

to supply

a

of various

commu-

type of leadership and adult
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education which will make for a reasonable asarance
of success in carrying out the second and third of

these demands.

composed largely

It is not to be expected that a community
01'

illiterate, poverty-stricken peasants

on the acceptance of Christianity by some of its members
wi_li

at once be in a position to fulfill the conditions

imposed by the policies mentioned.

A carefti study of

the need, a canvass of the political and economic factors involved in securing public support, and the prepara-

tion of the adult local community for the assumption of
some financial responsibility is part of the responsibil-

ity of the group charged with educational administration
and supervision.

The minimum requirements of a school

house built by local initiative snd twenty or more pupils

whose guardians are willing to furnish not less than six
pice per month per pupil

(R

1/2-annually) toward the

cost of instruction and school supplies seems reasonable.

Some provision must be made for a fund to be available
to start and maintain new schools over the period of

three to six years needed for their establisbrnent.

Not

less than R3 240 per year as a minimum per primary

school would be required (Rs 1200 over a five year
period).

A further problem is the maintenance of a

supply of adequately trained teachers with sufficient

pioneering ability to successfully establish such schools.
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Most of the problems mentioned earlier in this
chapter apply to mission schools.

There is no need. to

repeat the suggestions made for solving them.

probli

of mission schools is the religious

program.

A unique

education

The beginning that has been made in building

up a graded sequence of materials for religious education
in the two year course prepared for use in primary schools
is

ed,

excellent.

However, this needs to be revised, perfect-

and extended to include the whole six years of el-

ementary education.

The effort to train and supervise

teachers for the use of this course and limit instruction
in Christianity to trained Cbxistian teachers is very

valuable.

To make these courses not only Christian but

also Indian, and to make them express the implicit religious quality of the whole educational process must be a

major objective in their preparation.

Above all, oppor-

tunity must be given for the exercise of moral judgments
and the building of religious insights into the structure
express
of character through activity and feeling which
right motives and attitudes.

Religious education must

no longer be content to give information or merely in-

formational handwork, but must also provide experiences
of worship,

learning and doing which shall reconstruct

the experience of the child in such a way as to bring

him the growth, the zest and the practice which comes
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from putting religious aspirations to work.
The rural social emphasis

and.

the inclusion of

the whole conmiunity in the aims of village education is
to be coimnended.

The teacher and preacher are key men

in this program of conmunity education, and their train-

ing must give attention to the methods of adult as well
as

child education.

'he conviction has grown in the

minds of many that the education of children In an
(patriarchal) Oriental community is not enough.

The

presaire of the traditional, the conservatism of village
elders and mothers-in-law, and the vast inertia of Indian

custom combine to stifle the independence, initiative,
and innovations of youth however well trained.* Leadership in this broader educational task

rm.ist

be given by

the mission workers who have had the opportunity and
contacts which make the need of a social rural communitywide program evident.

The nature of that program has

been well outlined in the 11Rural Reconstruction Unit11
as portrayed by Dr. Kenyon L. Butterfield in The

Christian Mission in Rural India."

A description of a

A Survey of the Educational Work of the American
Baptist Bengal-Orissa Iviission, 19M, p. 110.
The Christian Mission in
See Butterfield, Kenyon L.
India, Chapter V, p. 68-84.

iG2

similar program in actual progress is given by Dr. D.

Spencer Hatch in discussing his work in direct±ng rural

demonstration in Travancore and Cochin. *
In connection with the problems arising out of

the historical development of education in India, it was

pointed out that the ancient respect for the teacher and
the ideal of an intimate personal fellowship between

teacher and pupil needs to be safeguarded and strengthened.

The foundation of education in India was religious

in its aims and the ttconscience clause" leaves ample op-

portunity for character building instruction of the finest
type on a voluntary basis.

The economic problem has been

complicated by the system of financing in vogue in ancient
times.

The schools of India have been weak in socializing

contacts.

They were established on

a one sex basis,

pro-

vided a paternalistic aid to students which fostered a
spirit of dependence, and in contrast to the older educa-

tion which emphasized the rm'al environment have tended
to lead their pupils to the city.

Science and the seien-

tific spirit are needed in the curriculum and methods of

instruction to counteract ideas of the illusory nature of
the world of sense and denial of the reality, social evil
* See Hatch, D. Spencer. Up From Poverty in Rural India.
Note particularly the program of the Sirnmer School of
the Martandam Demonstration Unit, p. 186-187.
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and injustice.

The early Indian schools were character-

ized by undemocratic ideals, open only to privileged
classes and for the most part to but one sex.
be changed.

This must

After more than a century of dominance,

Western education is giving way, as it should, to

a

larger appreciation of the Indian cultural heritage.

A

shift is sought from an examination ridden, higher educa-

tion-centered curriculum to one in which the village
needs of the masses shall be considered,

and modern

theories of educational measurement employed to improve
instruction.

The extension of the base of the pyramid

of education, the elementary school, is necessary to

give balance to a top-heavy overgrowth of secondary and

higher education.

This extension will be faced with the

opposition of some who are interested in maintaining the
Ustatus quo ante.t

The system of

tlgrants....in_aidfl

in

vogue has led to certain abuses, to which the stipendiary
Effort should be

type of grant is particularly liable.

made to place the control of these on

a

strictly non-

political basis on which merit of the schoolwork done
and the size of the constituency are deciding factors.

Grants should be made to the school management rather

than to individual teachers.

Educational finance was

shown to be inadequate and poorly distributed.

Teachers

are a tthighly underpai&' profession, and if better
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quality of

work

is expected, they

must

te given higher

salaries.
special educational needs include
Oriya teacher train±ng for men, more adequate supervision of elementary work, more and stronger central coeducational elementary schools of high enough grade to
furnish candidates for rural elementarytraining schools.
A policy of concentration must be followed in school
work to guarantee the essential leadership training
services. Increased grants and endorients for various
institutions and phases of the work are required to make
possible needed expansion and to add to teacher security
by making the educational system less dependent on flucThe Luissionts

tuations in funds from foreign sources. It was found
necessary to help new Christian communities to the
leadership needed to establish schools on the basis of
the three minimum requirements; i.e., in regard to
teacher qualifications, support from public funds, and
from the local communities. The administrative committee
must provide for survey studies of relative community
educational needs, rnate available funds for a suîficient
time to establish needed new schools, and supply teachers
capable of strong pioneer leadership.

The problem of

religious education is peculiarly a responsibility of
the bission. The graded sequence of courses begun
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should he extended to cover

tI-ìe

whole six years of

el-

An education both Christian and Indian

ementary work,

in nature must be carried on in such a way as to give

worship and in right doing.

children daily experience in

The inclusive aim of education which takes in the entire

comrunity as its object and carries on a program of work
such as that outlined for "Rural Reconstruction
is worthy of every encouragement.

It

is now necessary

to examine more closely the problems which grow out of

the training school program and the nature of the el-

ementar

school.

Problems Revealed in the Analysis of the Presert Status
of the Trnin School Program and of the E1emnta
School
In the preceding chapter the last main division

dealt with problems of teacher selection, training,

placement,

conditions of service, follow-up and school

organization.

In the following section, solutions for

some of these problems are suggested.
It was pointed out that for the most part those

applying for teacher training did so because they were

unable for lack of finance or of native ability to continue in higher education.

The improvement of the qual-

ity of candidates depends first upon a more suitable
elementary school preparation.

The revised syllabus for

1

6

Orissa gives ample leeway for a thorouh1y sound pre-

liminary training.

It need not be a merely academic

training but can be village-centered and closely related
to the life problems of growing children in rural India.

The difficulty that confronts the educator in securinC
this cbanged trainin5 is that most of the present teachers were brought up in the academic tradition and are

not able to take advantage of the possibilities of the

new curriculum.

This vicious circle can be broken through

effective supervision and the influence of missionaries
and Indian leaders trained in modern educational theory.
The improvement

of'

instruction in elementary schools

will help to raise the qualify of candidates for teacher
training.

The service motive must be stressed in the

elementary school, and the possibilities of service

through teaching presented both verbl1y and through
the example of consecrated Christian teachers of fine

professional skill.

It is recommended that no new, un-

trained teachers be employed by the Mission, except on
an apprentice basis.

The head teachers of upper prinary

schools should have not less than high school graduation
and two years' normal training as academic qualification
for their position.

The lower limit for admission to

the elementary teacher training institutions in the

future should be middle school graduation.

Preference
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in selection of candidates for training should be given
to those who have passed the equivalent of the Bengali

Agricultural Junior High School, or higher standards.
No candidate should be trained who will be less than 18
years of age at the completion of his training course.

Pending their adiíiission to training, candidates who have
completed their prerequisite education before they are
sixteen years old night well be apprenticed to some out-

standing teacher and be given

a

small stipend to cover

their expenses during the apprenticeship.

A health ex-

animation should be required of every candidate for
training.

Evidence of tuberculosis, filaria, hookworm,

or chronic malaria must be especially watched.

Unusual

physical or mental vigor are factors worthy of special

consideration in selection.

Character and personality

traïts should be carefully checked.

In selecting candi-

dates for Christian training schools, the depth of the

religious life and experience of the individual may well
be considered.

The more social prestige which can be attached
to the teaching profession, the higher the quality

candidates for training is likely to be.

ol'

The raising of

scales of pay and provision of adequate provident fund

arrangements would help greatly in raising the reputation
of teaching.

It is recommended that not less than Rs 15
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monthly be paid teachers who have graduated from Middle
school and have passed the old one year teacher training,

and that 20 Rs monthly be the minimum pay for teachers
who have completed the course of training proposed below.
Genuine village interest is hard to evaluate but is none
the less a factor of importance in teacher success.
so far as the exingencies

In

of limited. pre-normal school

training opportunities permit candidates should be

re-

quired to have a background of practical training in

agricultuTe and at least one of the more common village
crafts.

Where this is not obtainable, the possibility

of aiding the candidate to a year of special study of

agriculture and elementary industrial arts under the
guidance of the training school staff before admitting

them to the training course should be canvassed.
In considering the training school itself, zug-

gestions are given below for overcoming the difficulties

indicated by the criticisms which have been made.

There

needs to be increased emphasis on professional as against
academic training in the school curricula.

The correla-

tion of the various subject fields and their relation to
tue problems of growing village children must be stressed.

Added time is required, for the training needed cannot be
given in one year.

For the present it is recommended

that the lower elnentary training course be two years in
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length.

Added training can be secured by

a

further two

year period of probation in which special attention is

given to In-service-training and the placement of the
teacher as assistant to an experienced teacher.
The emphasis of training schools on upper mïddle

school subject matter is misplaced when the majority of

teachers trained teach in the first four grades.

possible that

a

It

is

division might be made in the training

courses to enable the candidate teacher to specialize in
either the lower primary or the intermediate stages of

education.

The men are very insdequately trained for

the teaching of young children under the present set-up.

The need for a thorough training in modern methods of

teaching arithmetic and reading is acutely evident to any
supervisor of elementary schools.

Special training in

the methods of adult education for literacy developed by
Dr. Frank Laubach in connection with his work under the

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
the Philippines would be of great value.4

Iviissions

The

in

proective

teacher during training should be confronted with the
real problems of the world in which the villager lives.
He should. face the need for

a

community-wide service

Laubach, Dr. Frank C. "How and How Soon
Can India Become Literate?" The National Christian
Council Review, July 1935, Vol. LV, No. 7, p. 360Dr. Laubach has a book in the press describing
365.
his method in some detail.

* See article,

J7O

which has as its goal the raising of the village life
in all its aapects.

He needs to be prepared to give

direct assistance in emergency medical relief, adult
instruction,

and the enricbment of the recreational and

cultural life of the village.
The preparation, while in training, of teaching
aids for multiple class instruction has already been

stressed.

The teacher should be taught methods of

school organization and study supervision which will
aid in caring for several classes.

posble

It may be

to organize the school on a two session a day basis,

which will limit the number
one time.

of'

classes present at any

A shorter time in school with more teacher

guidance may prove more valuable than longer sessions
with teacher attention divided between four classes.
Experimental work in connection with practice schools
of training institutions can be of great value in ex-

ploring possible solutions for these problems.
Suggestions have been made of the need of more

training in the methods and techniques of science and
cause-and-effect thinking.

This must be emphasized and

illustrated in the training school program.

Additional

place in the program of studies must be given to the
study

of'

child nature and development, the study of the

nature of individual differences, and of the best
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methods of providing for these variations.

The problems

involved in teaching appreciations and attitude must be
clarified in the course of normal training.

These fac-

tors must receive more emphasis in order to counteract
the present absorption in the informational aims of

education.
The training of the prospective teacher must be

such as to

make it possible for him to function as a

village leader, and to make the school the center of village life.

No training school in Orissa is at present

giving preparation of the breadth and quality indicated
as desirable.

The possibility of inter-mission coopera-

tion in the development of a Union Christian Oriya training school for men has been suggested.

The need of an

institution of this type equipped and staffed sufficiently well to lead in creating the new type of teacher

The strategic value

preparation outlined is very great.

of such an institution in the mission program can hardly

be over estimated.

tentative program of studies for the proposed
school is given below.

The time to be given to the

course as suggested is two years.
into three terms each.

weeks in length.

These will be divided

The terms suggested are eleven

An additional seven weeks each year is

to be given to practical field work.

This seven weeks

i 72

is

taken as follows:

two weeks at the

dee

of the

first term, a like amount of time at the close of the

second term, and three weeks at the close of the third
term.

Forty hours per week is expected to be spent in

class work, including supervised study and the laboratory
and field activities outlined.

These three terms and

special field weeks give a school year 40 weeks long.
It is expected that thu'ing the 14 field-weeks

of the two

year course, three weeks will be given to single class

teaching, two weeks to teaching two classes, and two
weeks to the conduct of the four classes of a single

teacher L.

P.

School under typical village conditions

with careful supervisory guidance.

The other seven

weeks of practical work will be devoted to leadership in

community projects as adult education, sanitation, organization of community recreation, cooperative societies,
agricultural fairs and exhibits, carrying on institutes,
demonstrations, and lectures on agricultural, health,

religious, economic, and social matters, or the like.
In the entire program of studies, the service of the
conmiunity as a whole would be emphasized and the subject

matter of the elementary curriculum built around the
great rural interests and problems of the home, the
farm, and the community.

In connection with the study

of special methods of teaching the various subject
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fields the contents of the e1ementry curriculum would.
be reviewed sufficiently to enable the prospective

teacher to pass the government exeinination.
case the general subject field. of each course
has been suggested

In every
ol'

study

the amount of time to be given to

and.

supervised and class study of theory and to practical
applications of the theory has been tentatively set.
The suggestion is that the content of the courses be
organized as a series of problems arising naturally out
of the life and needs

of a village teacher and leader.

The order in which the courses are mentioned has no relation to the writer's estimate of their importance,
but the time allotted for each is suggestive of his

judgment on that point.
1.

based on

a

Rural Life Problems.

This course would be

survey study of typical village conditions.

The teacher would be responsible for bringing the problems raised into their world context and leading the

students to information on attempts which are being

made to solve them.
cluded would be:

Types of problems likely to be in-

the drift to the cities; ill health;

over-population; farm income; indebtedness; ownership
and tenancy; labor; transportation and conmiunication;

rural isolation; community attitudes; social organization; government;

aesthetic life; possibilities of

corn-

i
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munity organization, cooperation, development of rural
leadership, and of civic attitudes; the functioning of
existing social institutions, as the family, the school,
the church, etc., the possibilities of improving these,
(special emphasis to be put on preparation for home life);

students would be expected to outline what they conceive
to be an ideal community and suggest the steps by which
a

village might be changed to fit their ideal pattern.

This course would be given during all six terms five

hours weekly, three on theory and two given to practical
applications.
School Problems.

2.

This course would answer

questions of the origin, purpose, development,

ganization of education.
securing

a

It

and.

or-

would consider the teacher,

position, his duties, his relation to the

administrative and supervisory officers, the relation
between teacher, school, and the community.

It would

consider problems of school finance and management,

buildings, location, and equipment, multiple class teaching, discipline,

curricular adaptation to local needs,

educational measurement, and the like.
hours weekly.

Six terms, five

Three of these would be occupied by dis-

cussion, demonstration, and observation,

ad

two in

ap-

plying this information under school conditions.
3.

Psychological Foundations of Teaching.

Such
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matters as, the child, its nature and its needs, adolescence,

child and adult learning, mental and social

hygiene, etc., would be considered.

Four terms.

given to

TuTee hours a week could b

hours weekly.

Four

theory and one to its application.
4.

The Principles of Teaching.

Special tech-

niques used in improving study and thinking procedures,
in the teaching of appreciations and ideals,

tion,

in motiva-

and the making of assignments are included in this

course.

The use

story tellIng,

0±'

the blackboard, public speaking,

elementary class and adult discussion

group leadership, as well as other devices and techniques of teaching, are considered.

The final weeks of

the last term would be given to a review and summary out
of which the students would be led to build up an educa-

tional philosophy of their own.
weekly.

Six terms.

Three theory and supervised study.

Five hours
Two prac-

tical applications.
5.

Special Methods in the Teaching of the

Liathematics of Everyday Life.

Special emphasis would be

given to the teaching of the basic facts in the four
fundamental processes of arithmetic, and the discovery
of points of difficulty in learning.

The relation of

all mathematical instruction to the daily life of a

rural agricultural cormiunity would be stressed.

El-
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ementary geometry would be taught in conjunction with
industrial arts, land measurement, and the like.

The

Orlys Subhankari rules for simplifying arithmetical

processes with compound denominate numbers would be
taught.

Proper distribution of practice and methods of

individualizing instruction in aritbmetic would be
Two terms with four hours weekly would be

stressed.

given to this instruction.
6.

Special Liethods in the Teaching of Reading,

Writing, Spelling, and Composition.

The teaching of

reading to adults as well as children must receive emphasis.

With children in this course the development of

interest in reading through conversation and stories, the

writing of simple thought units from the children's
stories on the blackboard, and the gradual development
of vocabulary and phonic understandings,

attention.

would receive

The purpose of communication of ideas would

be held in t:e foreground.

Reading for a purpose, the

development of thought and discrimination would begin

with the infant class and expand as the range and skill
in reading increased.

Pictorial and graphic representa-

tion would be correlated with this work.

Composition

would include the writing of letters, deeds, tax receipts,
and other

corrnnon

documents.

In spelling, major attention

would be given bo the discovery of and concentration on
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points of difficulty.

Three hours

per term for four

terms would be given to this subject.

The preparation

of lesson plans on various grade levels and trying them

out

in the practice school would be given approximately

one-third of the time allotted for this study.
7.

The Teaching of Religion.

This course would

emphasize the appreciation of and building on the best
in the local religious milieu.

It would require an ac-

curate knowledge of Indian village religious life.

A

knowledge of the organization and administration, methods,
materials,

and aims of Christian education, both within

and without the school, would be developed.

Special study

would need to be made of the materials end methods used
in the conduct of worship.

The use of Indian music and

literature in religious services would be stressed.

The

values of dramatization and ttconduct assignments" must

Every opportunity and encouragement

not be neglected.

must be given to the expression of the aspirations of

worship in habit forming action in the service of others.
The substitution

of'

personal loyalty to Christ and that

for which he stands for the worship of idols and fear of

demons, may well be stressed.

Attention must be given to

careful adaptation of the materials of religious instruc-

tion to the age or grade level to be taught and the use
of biographical material to vitalize the study of Biblical
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and Indian religious experience.

The practical applica-

tion of all character education must be continually
sought.

Time

-

three hours weekly for six terms.

At

least one-third of this should be given to applying the

knowledge gained in actual service or teaching situations.
8.

Science.

Special 1ethods in Agriculture and Related

The nature study, school gardening, study of

environment, and geography of the elementary curricula
are included in this study.

A broad foundation in the

fields of agriculture is important, but special emphasis

must be given to the enterprises most common in the locality.

Subjects likely to need attention are:

botany, including plant propagatïon, diseases,

soils,
and.

pests,

farm and special crops, pomology, horticulture, animal
husbandry, farm implements

and marketing,

,

farm management , cooperation

methods of preservation and food values

of agricultural products.

This too must be taught largely

on a project enterprise basis.

Seven hours weekly for

the whole six terms are to be given.

At least four of

these should be spent in project work.
9.

Elementary Industrial Arts.

The study of

industrial arts must be based on analysis of community
needs and usase.

The fields of shelter, foods, clothing,

utensils, tools and machines, and records should be
treated.

Both the producer& and the consumers' needs
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Attempt should be made to enlarge

would be emphasized.

village horizons and to strengthen the sense of mutual
interdependence by tracing the products of cottage and

machine industry back to their sources.

Familiarity with

and moderate skill in the simpler forms of handwork

suit-

able in the lower primary grades would be expected of
all.

The production of

a

considerable number and

vari-

ety of teaching devices and aids would be required of

every student.

Advanced work in one village craft along

the line of the student's previous training would be

made possible.
divided on

a

Four hours weekly for six terms would be

three to one basis between practice and

theory.
10.

Village Sanitation and Hygiene.

This

course would be taught largely through the medium of

specific projects.

It

would include problems of water

supply, waste and sewage disposal, mosquito control, the

recognition and treatment of the most common diseases
and accidental injuries, dietetics, nursing the sick,
care of infants, ventilation, etc.

The time given to

this course would be two hours weekly for six terms.
11.

Study of Indigenous Culture, Fine Arts and

Recreational Leadership.

This is an appreciation course

in which a knowledge and appreciation of the cultural

heritage of the Indian people is sought.

The use of

Indian music, painting, th'awing, and the like to enrich
the life, to beautify the homes of the village, would be

encouraged.

Such special attention as is needed for

history will be given here.

Stimulating the use of

drama, recitation of epic and other poetry, and Indian

games and sports, would be part of the goal of this study.

Training in recreational leadership in school and com-

munity would be carried out in an intensely practical
way in the villages themselves.

Opportunity would be

given each student to develop any talent he might have
in music or art.

The time allotted to these is three

hours a week for the entire six terms.
The primary purpose of the whole program, aside

from the building up of Christian character on the part
of these prospective teachers, must be to prepare men

for leadership through the medium of education in building on the foundation of India's national heritage,

"better homes, better farms, better communities," and a

unified democratic national life.

It is intended that

their schools shall be, to use the Mexican phrase,

escuelas de accion (schools of action), schools in

which instruction is given which has as its outcome
demonstrable changes in conduct.

The students would

"The House of the People,"
See Cook, Katherine M.
for an account of these new schools.
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live in small cottage groups while at the school,having experience in family style buying and preparation
of foods one year,

and using cooperative buying and

Each cottage would have

marketing the following year.

its own garden and attempt to maintain a year around

supply of fresh fruits and vegetable for the use of its
mess.
It

is obvious from the program outlined for the

school that a superior staff of not less than four

teachers, aside from those attached to the practice
schools, would be required.

Locating the school in a

rural center in which there was

a

middle school with

a

strong pre-vocational agriculture and industrial arts

program would

aid.

economy of teacher time and make

sible a better rounded program.

pos-

The extension work with

small groups of students for two weeks at the cloe

e

of

each term would make possible detailed study of the

problems under field conditions, and would give oppor-

tunity for practice in comniunity leadership of various
types.

The stipends given to aid students covering
expenses while in the training institutions should even-

tually come to be regarded as the rewards of outstanding
work in the elementary schools.

They should not be

larger in Iiission schools than in government schools.
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Provision should be made for other types of aid on a selfhelp basis for needy students.
The maintenance of a placement

service for teach-

ers is clearly a responsibility of the training school.

Superior work and the high quality of the preparation

given may be expected to open up larger fields for the
employment of Christian teachers.

It

should create a

demand for them in non-Cba'istian schools, as well as those
under mission auspices.

The experience of Mission train-

ing institutions in other parts of India confirms this
opinion.

A program which helps to educate district of-

ficers and local committee groups to the value of the
type of preparation offered at the training school is

influential in making openings for the school's graduates.

Extension work carried on by the institution and

drawing together of school administrators, supervisors,
and.

teachers in institutes held under training school

auspices, affords valuable contacts for the prospective
teachers.

Effective organization on the part of gradu-

ates for cooperation with the placement agency and the

maintenance of professional efficiency can be of great
service in insuring employment.

No guarantee of employ-

ment can or should be given candidates who undertake

training.
Certain goals need to be set up in relation to

i

the conditions of service of elementary teachers.
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First,

political interference with security of tenure or the

use of transfer powers in a punitive fashion must be opposed.

The tenure of office should be secure as long

as professional growth and efficiency are maintained.

As far as possible provision for living quarters for the

teacher and his family in the village should be arranged.

All teachers worthy of employment in mission or government schools are worthy of provident fund benefits.

Such a provident fund can best be organized on

a

district

or language area basis for primary school teachers.

The

rules set up for the Santal Teachers' Fund or those for
the Oriya Teachers'

Provident Fund in connection with

Improvement in

the Santipore Schools seem adequate.

salary scales has been discussed in earlier paragraphs.

Dependence on uncertain fee collections, while conducive
to fairly high realization of dues,

teacher.

is

unfair to the

Provision for monthly payment of salary in

full is advisable even though "grants-in-aidt' are re-

ceived on a quarterly basis.
The patrons'

insistent demand for personal

services and extra-school tuition for their children
must be overcome through adult education which magnifies
the maximum good of the whole cormnunity.

The difficulty

of triple or quadruple division of authority over the
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teacher must be resolved.

The most feasible plan for

the present in Orissa seenis to be raising the position
of

secretary of the school inanaing committee to that

of school administrator and. seeking to bring local

boards, government, and mission inspectors and super-

visors and the local managing committee to pass their
orders and suggestions for the school through the

secretary.

Part of the secretaryTs function would be

to harmonize the demands of the various authorities, and

call their attention to discordant requirements.

The

teacher would act on his orders and be relieved of a part
of the burden of school administrative duties by this

officer.

The nature of the school managing committee

might well be changed to something more closely resembiing the American Parent Teachers As

ciation.

The ex-

ecutive officers of this group should act in an advisory

capacity in assisting the school secretary on local
problems.

In the last analysis the secretary would have

to observe the sources of income of the school in deter-

mining the weight to be given conflicting demands.

A

wise secretary could usually, however, reconcile any
differences that arose.
The present government inspection service is

little more than an annual visit to see that registers
are kept as prescribed and the conditions in the school

1E5

ìission

are so described in the regular monthly reports.

supervision has

i.n

the past been largely sporadic and

more concerned with administrative problems than with

helping the teachers improve the quality of their work.
It is recomnended that as rapidly as possible, Indian

supervisors who have school experience and fine training
be appointed in each of the language arecs.

These super-

visors are to be given responsibility for the supervision
of instruction in sixteen to twenty-five ruial elementary

schools.

The number of schools assigned dependson ac-

cessibility and ftistance of travel required to visit tbem.
These supervisors are expected to visit each school for
three or four days at a time at least four times

e

year.

They will assist the teachers in any special problems in
the school or community,

end do everything they can by

friendly, expert counsel, deraonstration, and the like to
improve the quality of instruction given.

The supervisory

staff will be charged with the responsibility of directing

monthly meetings of teachers to be organized in circles
including groups of neighboring schools.

They will in

cooperation with the training school staff plan an annual
institute for rural teachers and annual teacherst

conventions to include the secondary and elementary

school teachers within each language area.

vsory

The super-

staff will follow up the work of the conferences
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and.

the training school and help the classroom teachers

apply the

suestions made.

They will encourage profes-

sional reading, and share with teachers of other schools
the knowledge of particularly good practices or devices

discovered in their visits.

They wiLl aid the schools

in securing needed equipment by guiding villagers and

teachers in the construction of simple articles to meet
these needs.

They will also aid the teacher in enlisting

community support in incressing enrollment, regularity of
attendance, and payment of fees.

They are expected to

help extend the service of the school to the entire

munity.

corn-

It is not too much to hope that regular visits

from supervisory officers will help in the establishment
of objective standards of achievement and the adoption
of more effective diagnostic testing.

One of the problems pointed out in connection

with the typical school was the poor selection of site
and the construction of unsuitable buildings.

Provision

has been made in the program of studies outlined for the

training school for giving prospective teachers instruction in the principles involved in the selection of
site and the location,

a

lighting, ventilation, and the

like which must be considered in making a suitable building.

While these things are essential, the policy out-

lined for the rniss±on demanded that the local people fur-
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nish the site and building for new schools, the supervisors or some other officers he deputied to give these
local groups the guidance and encouragement they need
in preparing such buildings.
It is possible to lighten t1e burdens of

elementary teachers by limiting
reports required.

and.

simplifying the

Preparation of mimeographed or

printed form pads with carbon copies on which, with

a

minimum of expenditure of time, the essential details
could be reported, would give assistance.

Members of the

higher classes could well be trained as monitors to perform various duties, such as taking the class roll, dis-

tributing and collecting materials, preparing simple
devices to be used in class drilJ, as reading or arith-

metic flash cards, and the like.

Attention has already

been called to the responsibility of the training school
and supervisory staff for helping the teacher of several

classes to so organize the conduct his work that the

whole group of students will be kept constructively busy
at all times.

Several suggestions have pointed out ways

for limiting the number of classes with which one teacher

has to work at a given time.

Nevertheless, it seems

probable that for some years to come many teachers will

have to conduct two or more classes simultaneously.

Care-

ful instruction must, therefore, be given teachers in the
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organization of classroom routine, the planning of the
class schedule, and the preparation of lesson plans and

teaching devices which will release their time and

at-

tention for the varying needs of pupils of different
grades.
The wives of teachers, when not themselves

trained teachers, should be given special short courses

from time to time to prepsre them for responsibilities
among village women.

"Ability to conduct

a

village

women's Bible class, a knowledge of elementary hygiene
and nursing, and of Indian music" are suggested.

minimum essentials for the teacher's wife.

As yet, men

can do little or nothing for village women; but through

the teacher'

s

wife there is opened to them their one door

of opportunity."

In the preceding section suggestions were made
for the improvement of the candidates for teacher training.

There is hope of better preparation in elementary

schools because of the recent revision of curricula.
nphasis and exemplification of the service motive, raising the social prestige of the profession, and increasing

salary scales, would tend to better the quality of the
candidates.

A minimum age limit of eighteen at comple-

* Van Doren, Alice B.
Christian Education in the
Villages of India. p. 92-93.
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tion of training, and an academic training of niiddle

school graduation with agricultural and village craft
study was recommended.

A preliminary health exrnination

and high rating in character and religious life would be

required by the selection

corrnnittee.

In the interests of

the improvement of the training course it was recommended
that it be lengthened from one to two years, with a fur-

tuer

tvio

training.
as

year probationary period of special in-service-

Approval was given to emphasizing professional
It was suggested that

opposed to academic training.

specialization on either lower or upper stages of the
The need for modern

elementary curriculum be allowed.

methods in the teaching of arithmetic and reading and

increasing adult literacy was stressed.

It was pointed

out that the training school might well be asked to car-

ry on research work on problems of multiple class instruction,

nd the like.

Special training was urged in the

fields of science, child psychology, provision for in-

dividual differences,

and.

the teaching of appreciation.

The school teacher should be a community leader and the

school the center of village life.
a

The establishment of

Union Christian Oriya Elementary Training School for

Men, was regarded as important.

A tentative progrsm of

studies for this institution was given in some detail.
The courses recommended included:

Rural Life Problems,

1go

School Problems, Psychological Foundations of Teaching,

Principles

and.

Special Techniques of Teaching, Special

Methods in Teaching the Mathematics of Everyday Life,
Special Methods in Teaching Reading, Writing, Spelling
and Composition to Children and Adults, The Teaching of

Religion, Special Methods in Agriculture and Related
Science, Elementary Industrial Arts, Villege Sanitation
and Hygiene,

and the Study of Indigenous Culture, Fine

Arts and Recreational Leadership.

These courses were

to be given in two school years divided into three eleven

week terms, with an additional seven weeks of special

field work.

One-third or more of the time allotted to

each course was given to practical applications of

theory in the practice school or the village.

The pur-

pose of the training is to prepare teachers for leadership in building better homes, farms, villages, and a

unified national life through the processes

of

education.

The students of the training school were to live in groups
in cottages.

They were to receive stipends on the same

scale as in government schools.

The maintenance of a

placement service by the school was recommended.

Im-

proved conditions of service were to be obtained by making security of tenure a matter of professional effi-

ciency rather than political service.

Fsmily living

quarters and monthly papnent of salaries were to be
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Managing committees were expected to function

provided.

as parent teacher association

executive committees.

They would act as advisers to the school secretary and
guard against special service demands on the teacher by
individuals.

The school secretary was given a position

comparable to that of

a

principal or superintendent in

the American system, in that he would act as a buffer

between local board, government inspectors, mission
supervisors, the village committee, end the teacher who

would be responsible to the secretary.
possible

a

This would make

reconciliation of conflicting demands Imposed

by the four groups who contribute to the support of the
school.
It was

recommended that qualified experienced

teachers be appointed as supervisors of 16 to 25 schools
and requIred to make extended visits to each institution.
at least four times annually.

They would do all in their

power to help the professional growth of the teacher,

guide him in the improvement of the quality of instruction, and secure comnnnity support for the school in
its entire program of village reconstruction.

Lonthly

circle meetings of teachers and annual institutes and
conventions would be carried on through the cooperation
of area supervisors and the training school staff.

Special help would be given comnunities desiring to

l2
erect new schools in the selection of sites and in the

planning and erection of the buildings, and to other
communities in improving their school house and compound.

Economy of teacher time in view of multiple responsibilities would be secured by simplifying the reports to be

nade to administrative officers, extending monitorial
help in routine matters, and by better organization of
class work.

Special preparation of teachers' wives for

work with women was recommended.
Having given suggestions for the solutions of

many problems of elementary teacher training in the
present chapter there remains the necessity of summarizing the study which has been made and indicating needed

fuTther study.

This will be the function of the next and

concluding chapter.
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Chapter 1V

Summary and Recommendations for Future Study.

This chapter is divided into two sections:
summary of the investiation

(2)

(1)

a

recommendations for

further study.

Summary
The purpose of this study has been the analysis of
the proòlems which confront the elementary school teacher
in Orissa and South Western Bengal and to

detemine what

training and help they need to solve these problcms.

The

procedure in the study has been to analyze the Indian
milieu, trace the historical development of education in
India, describe the present status of the elementary

school and the elementary teacher training progran.

In

considering the Indian milieu the following factors were
presented:

Population and language, physical and

clLiatic conditions of the country, the health of the
people,

the agricultural and economic situation, the

social and reliGious life and the political and educational orkanizat:Lon of the country.

A considerable portion of

the factual data used in this analysis was drawn from a

Rural Suiey made in India in 1934.

The writer was

chairman and secretary of the Uiss ion Rural Survey

Committee and drafted their report.

The section in which
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the historicu1 developnent of elementary education and.
teacher training in IndLa wa reviewed is divided into
four period.s on a chrono1oica1 basis: Ancient or preBritish education, education under the East India Coriparly, education from the assur.iption al' direct Parliamentary
control until 1935, and. siivation of education in the new
oraflization of Ind.ia under the Goveniment of India Act
of 1935. Most of the material for this portion of the
study was drawn from official ovcrnrient d.ocuments and
other studies of Indian education. The third. section,
which deals with the present status of the teacher training prorarn, and. the typical rural elementary school,
present the methods of enlistment and selection of
candidates for traininC, the program of the training
school, placcrent, supervision, conditions of service
and a typical school situation. For these matters
official docuients o the Biliar and Orissa Education
Department, and the Government of India have served as
principal source materials. The writer's experience as
school supervisor and. in serving on a Mission Educational
Survey Coraittee was also used. Having analyzed the task
which confronts the elenentary teacher in India the
attempt was nade to meet constructively the problems

raised.
After presenting the writer's point of view regarding the meaning and. objectives of education in India, the
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in solving the problems are indicated. The
macle to brine together sug;estions for the
eolutìon of the elementary teacher's prob1ns derived from.
educational Philosophy afld history, present social trends,
educational theory and experirient, and the revision of
the content, supervision and administration of instruction.
The solutions suested are arranged in the order in which
the problem.s are discussed in the analysis described above.
JmonC the more important proposals ìuade are: an outline
of a su(gestivc program of studies for the proposed Union
Christian Oriya Elementary Trainino School for :aen; a
program of supervision and in-service-training; plans
for the enlist:ent and selection of candidates for training, placement and the adjustment which can be nade in
raectinC the probleus of nultiple class teaching.
Reuedies are proposed also for the probler-is of increasing
enrolirients, securing regularity of attendance and reduction of retardation and elimination. siission policies,
religious education and the community aim of rural education. are discussed. Educational finance and adìinistration also presented problens for solution. Village
problcns of health, population pressure, agricultural
and econoriic improvement, social stratification and the
degredation of women were met in the endeavor to fit the
teacher for constructive service to the entire community.
The study nade will be of spec.a1 value to those
sources of
attempt is

alci.
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interested in Indi3n elenientary education,

r1eachers,

supervisorEs, adn!nistrators and training school staff

members will finu suC5estions included which will help
them in their proule.s.
are

corrnnon

LTc.ny

of the problern.s discussed

to education in other parts of the vTorld.

For

these solutions used. in India may prove applicable in other
countries as well.

This analysis will have an irportant

function as a guide in the execution of mission educational
policies by the new predominately Indian Board., to which
the control of e1e:'entary education has been civen.

Amid

the chanCes necessary in the format ion of a department of

education for the recently formed Orissa Province, constructive suCestions vrill be readily received.

the most iIrniediate value

Probably

of this study is the preparation

it affords the writer for the

supervisory and adninistrative

responsibilities in mission elementary schools in India, to

which he will soon return.
Reconmiendations for Future Study.
In the course of this study of the problems of the

Indian elementary school teacher and the training he needs
to meet thea a considerable number of related questions

inve arisen which call for further study and experimentation.

A few of these are :ention in this section.

It

is re-

e oiiiended:

1. That

the program of studies of elementary train-
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ing schools be thoroughly revised and the content and.
relative time given each subject be detcrinined by more

detailed

and

careful study of the use value to the teach-

er and tue outcomes obtained in the use of the program
which has been outlined.

2. That proviicial govermnents be urged to appoint

comission to study and make recorendations for the
neede. reorganization of euucational finance and adnina

istrat ion.
3. That an intensive study be nade of the problem.
of securthg adequate financial s.pport for prary

education.
4. That a study be conducted of the possibility
of correlating the work of both governmental and
philanthropic public service agencies in a comprehensive
program of

village uplift.

5. That a research study be undertaken to determine

the methods and organization required to successfully
launch an adult education campaign for the elimination of

illiteracy.
That the problems of multiple class teaching in

India be

made

the subect of research and experimentation.
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Appendix

I.

I

In the following schedule an glish version of the
Bengali questionaire submitted to teachers and preachers

located in rural villages in which at least a few Christjans are living, is given. Forty four of these areas responded with sufficiently complete information to be tabulated. The resulting inforriation was tabulated and interpreted by a connittee composed of six missionaries vith an
average of approxnateJr eight yars experience in rural
India. The writer, serving as chairman of the conmittee,
has in his possession the unpublished report of this rural
survey committee and all the original docuraonts and data.
A further study was made of all the high and middle schools
carried on by the mission, and data collected to show how
far these institutions viere meeting rural needs. The
material from these studies has been dravm on for nudi
factual data used in the analysis of tue milieu of
education in Orissa and south western Bengal. There viere
seventy six questions in ten areas or village life fron
which information on l44 items has been secured.. The
special questionaire for the higher schools has not been
used in this thesis so it has not been included.
Village Survey Questionaire.
Adapted from a schedule prepared by the Educational

Secretary of the National Christian Council of India,

II.

Burma

Ceylon.

arid

Aim of Survey
1.

To get first-hand }aiowledge of conditions of life

Christian villages and partially Christian villages.
2. To

produce an attitude of rural-mindedness among

the preachers and teachers who cooperate in se-

curing the information.
3, To

see in what ways Christianity has affected the

life of Christians of depressed class origin.
4. To see in what ways we can help the people to im-

prove village conditions.
I, General

Descriptionof Village

1. Number of houses.
2.

Number of Christian houses.

3.

Number of families in the village.
a. Christian.

b. Non-Christian.

4, Average number of rooms in house.
5.

How many houses have windows.

II. Population.
1. Total Population.
2.

Castes or communities represented in the village,

with number of each.
3.

Languages spoken.

4, Average number of members in a family.

III.
5.

Numbers in the village of Christian:
a. Men.

b. Women.
c. Boys under 14.
d. Girls under 14.
6.

7.

Number of children who have died in each family.
niigration from the village:
a. Number of nien who have left village.
b.
e.

"

women

"

t,

t?

Places where each have gone.

d. Do they send:

III.

"

Money h )me?

Land and agriculture

Number of villagers who own land.
2.

Average area owned by each person:
a. Wet:

i.e. Lowland.

b. Dry:

i.e. Highland.

3.

Are holdings jointly held with relatives?

4.

What crops are grown?

5.

How many ponds or dams are used in irrigation?

6.

Is there any other method of irrigation?

'7

Number of those who work land on shares.

3,

Number who work as coolies.

9,

That proportion of manure produced is
a. fuel?

used, as:

b, fertilizer?

10. That fuel other than cow dung is available?
li. Number of animals owned in village?

Iv.
a.

cows

b. bullocks
C.

sheep

e.

buffaloes

a. goats

f. pies
g. domestic fowls

h. dogs

12. Number of agricultural implements owned
iniate cost

of each: a. ploughs

and.

approx-

b. harrows c. other

iniplements.
IV. Other occupations
1. Are the

following occupations found in the village?

If so, how many people are engaged in each?
a.

spinning

b. weaving
C

.

d.

h. carpentry
i, leather

brick

j

basketry

k. selling

e. mat weaving

.

2.

making

tailoring

1. renting out

f. broom making
g. rope

work

bulls and carts
ni.

raising vegetables

Are these full-time or seasonal occupations?

3. Are such occupations increasing or decreasing?

4. What forms of employment are carried on by children?

V. Sanitation and liealth
1.

How is drinking water obtained, from a
a. well?

b. pond or tank?
c.

river or creel:?

2. Do any families boil their

drinking water?

V.

3. Do

people bathe and wash clothes in the well,

and pond, or river frani which they get their

drinking water supply?
4. Are there any latrines
5.

6.

in the village?

Which of the following diseases are prevalent?
a.

malaria

e.

leprosy

b.

tuberculosis

f.

small pox

c.

sore eyes

g. typhoid

d.

itch

h. cholera

Which of the following sorts of medicine are made
use of?
a,

Aryvedic or Unani medicine

b. Quack doctors who practice charms
e.

7.

Western medicine and hospitals

Is there a village mid-wife?

VI. Education
1. Is there a school?
2.

If so, up to what standard?

3.

If not, do children attend any school outside the

village?
4. Number of children attending school:
a.
5.

boys

b. girls

Average durations of school life: of years present
in Class I.

6.

Number of adults able to

VI.

Read the Vernacular

a

b. Write the Vernacular

Speak a second language

c.

7. Number of adults who have

relapsed into illiteracy.

8. Number of children who have proceeded to higher

schools, Xission, ±3oard or Municipal.
a.
9.

boys

b.

girls

How have their expenses been met?

10. Have any gone to an agricultural or industrial

school?
11. Have any boys or girls educated elsewhere returned

to the village?

VII. Economic Conditions
1.

verage monthly income per family per person.

2. Average daily wage for man,
a. In

b. In kind

money

3. Average number of months in the year

when employ-

ment is available.
4. Average monthly expenditure on food per person.
5.

Average annual expenditure on clothing for
a. a

man

b.

a woman

c. a

6. Average expenditure on a wedding:

a.

by the groom's family

b. by the bride's family
7. Average indebtedness per family.

8. Total indebtedness of village.

child

VII.
9. Number of persons who are really serfs,

in servi-

tude to their creditors.
10. Sources from which money can be borrowed.

11. Amount of interest charged.
12. Number of persons belonging to a co-operative

Society.
13. how do they sell their produce?

14

How much

j

eweiry is owned by the average woman?

15. How many professional beggars are found in the

village?
VIII. Social Customs
1. VIha.t is the average age of marriage?

a. boys?
2. Are there any

b. girls?

unmarried adults in the village?

3. Have any widows remarried?

4. .ihat amusements are there in the village?
a.

Festivals

b

Drama

C.

Singing or recitation of poetry

d.

Village sports such as wrestling or cock
fighting

e.

Ix.

Children's games

ViUage Government
1. Is there a panchayat?
2.

What village officials are there, and what are their
duties?

VIII.
3.

What percentage of crop is paid in taxes?

4. Are any of the villagers involved in litigation?
5.

Are quarrels usually settled and punishments inflicted by the panchayat?

Give examples.
X. Morals and Religion
1.

How many people in the village have the habit of
dr inking?
a. Moderate drinkers

b. Drunkards
2.

How near is the toddy shop?

3.

What buildings for worship, or out-door shrines
are there?

4, Is there in the village a Christian catechist, or

Hindu priest, or LIohaedan Mullah who gives his
full time to religion?
5, If there are

Christians in the village, how much

has their Christian faith lessened their super-

stitious fears?

Ix.

Appendix II.
English Version of the Revised Governnent
Program of Studies for Lower and Upper Primary
Schools in Bihar and Orissa.
The 10th July 1934
No. 2469-E.-- In supersession of the curricula approved in notification no.2409-.E., dated the 4th August 1929 as

modified in notifications nos.2415-E., dated the 25th Iay
1926 and 389-E., dated the 18th Tanuary 1927, the following

revised syllabus for primary schools (infant class and classes I to V) for boys and girls in Bihar and Orissa is pub-

lished for general information.

The revised syllabus will

be introduced in the infant class and in classes I, II

and.

IV in January 1935 and in classes III and V in January 1936.

SThLABUS FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
General Instructions.
I. The syllabus and these notes must be studied with

the greatest care by sub-inspectors and teachers.

Vlhere a

selection from a number of suggestions is to be made, as in
handwork, they must consider what can best be done in a particular school and draw up a scheme of work that will adequate

-ly employ the pupils for the time
allotted throughout the
year.

This preparation of precise courses of work in all

subjects is the duty of the teacher, and the sub-inspector

X.

must, by means either of guru gathering, or visits, see
that this is done.

The syllabus simply states broadly

what has to be done by the end of the year and offers suggestions.

It is not a detailed guide for the year's work.

It does not relieve the teacher and sub-inspector from the

necessity of carefully planning out their work so as to
arrive at the desired result by the end of the year.
II.

The syllabus provides one hour a week in each

class for religious

instruction.

Note 1. -- In areas where the only school is one
in which religious instruction is given, such instruction

must not be made conpulsory for pupils who profess religions other than that in which such instruction is given

and whose parents or guardians wish them to be exempted.
Note 2. -- No teacher may be required to give

religious instruction in a faith other than his own,
Such instruction is not compulsory in nondenominational schools.

The question whether, in such

schools, religious instruction should or should not be

given either to the whole school or to any community therein is left to the discretion of the authority specified be-

low

--

Class of School.
Govt. Schools

Authority
The managing committee or, if

there is no such committee, the

inspector or inspectress of

XI.
schools.

Schools directly managed
by a local body.

The local body.

Schools aided by Govt. or

The managing committee.

by a local body.
The head teacher.

Stipendiary schools.

If the specified authority decided that religious in-

struction should be given to one coinnnmity only, the periods

during which that instruction is given should be used, in
the case of pupils of other communities, for moral instruction, organised games or physical exercise.

If religious

instruction is not given at all in the school, the time

now allotted to that subject may be devoted to any other
subject in the curriculum.
If more than one hoar a week is required for religioua instruction, such time may be found as follows:--

Name of class.

Subjects which may be
given less time than is

provided in the syllabus
Classes I & Infant

conversation; observation & stories.

class

Classes II

Play, including sense training;

and.

III.

Stories
Games

Reading
Classes IV & V

Optional subjects.

1!axinum amount of reduction adiuissible,

XII.

Class I & Infant Class

2

Classes II & III

1 hour

Stories
Gaines

-

Reading

-

Total

Classes IV & V
III.

hours,

hour
hour

2 hours.

Optional subjects

2 hours.

The times allotted to the different subjects are

important indications of their relative importance and
value, but need not be rigidly adhered to.

They may be

vari-

ed slightly according to the needs of different villages and

of different times of the year.

The syllabus is designed for children beginning

IV.

school at the age of five.

Such children should be admitted

at the beginning of the school year following their fifth

birthday.

For such children a six years' course is provid-

ed, but it should be possible for children coming to school

at a later age to complete the course in five years.

V.

Classes may be grouped. variously during the day in

different subjects according to the nature of the subjects
and the qualifications of the teacher, e.g. in environnent

lessons the infant class

and.

class I would naturally go to-

gether, and classes II and III, but in arithmetic, as

class III will be capable of doing much of their work by

themselves, they may for this subject be grouped with the
infant class.

XIII
VI.

Personal cleanliness as to teeth, hair, nails,

etc., and the cleanliness and tidiness of clothing should
be the subject of daily inspection in order to inculcate

Throughout the hygiene course the lessons

good habits.

must be practical and taught in connection with personal
and village conditions.

VII.

Teachers must take an active interest in the

cleanliness and neatness of the school and compound.

The

help of all the children should be actively engaged in this.

A school garden is most desirable.

VIII.

be the pride of the school

nature work.

and,

This should

the basis of much of the

Neat fences or hedges must be the work of and

must be maintained by, the pupils.

V/here a

garden is

i-

possible, boxes or pots may be used for growing flowers.
IX.

In all classes a portion of each days work in

arithmetic must be spent in oral work of two distinct
kinds:

-(a) Llechanical

practice to ensure ease, rapidity

and accuracy in the four fundamental opera-

tions.

'Jork

can be graded by combining pro-

cesses rather than by increasing the size
of the numbers used.
(b)

Varied practice

in problem forn with small

figures to ensure that the children can use

their knowledge.

It is most important that

the form of the question should be constantly

XIV.
changed.
It is important that there should be a close relation

between this oral work and the current vftjtten work of the
In classes III and IV, the arithmetic for boys sh-

class.

ould be largely connected with matters concerning the village and that for girls should be connected with matters

concerning the house.
X.

It is not intended that all the forms of hand-

work suggested in the syllabus should be done in every
school.

They are indications of the sort of work to be

organized into a regular
the year.

and,

progressive course throughout

If any pupil or teacher has special aptitude

for these or any other form of hand.work, that aptitude

should be fully utilized.
XI.

Classes II

and.

III should work for 4j hours a

day for five days in the week and for l. hours on another
day.

It is desirable that the Infant Class and Class I

should be dismissed
full days.

l-;

hours earlier on each of the five

Classes IV and V should work for half an hour

longer on each of the five full days.
on these hours are permissible.

Slight variations

Vihere it can be arranged,

two sossions per day are preferable to one long session.

If a school has two sessions, attendance at one session

only may be allowed between June 15th and November 1st
where local conditions so require, e.g., where pupils have
to help their parents in agricultural work, but in such

Xv.

cases the hours of attendance should be so fixed as to

enable the essential part of the day's work to be done

either in the morning or in the afternoon.
XII.

A detailed syllabus for sewing has been pre-

pared for circulation to girls' schools only (attached).
XIII. In one-teacher schools the syllabus in reading,

composition and writing and arithmetic must be taught.

If

religious instruction is given it may be given to all
classes simultaneously.

The teacher should attempt such

parts of the rest of the syllabus as he can find time for
and is able to teach.

XIV.

In schools for aboriginal pupils the sub-

inspector nay permit a smaller number of readers that that

prescribed in the syllabus.
XV. The following points should be borne in mind

when teaching subhaiikari:-(i)

The boys should be made to visualize the

processes involved in the formulae through
cppious examples.
(2)

The following units may be eliminated as being

antiquated

and.

almost useless:-- Kauri, bauri,

phauri, dhurki, phurki,

clthadain,

reuri, raflai,

kanai, adhpai, kharei, anupal, bipai.
(3)

Fractional parts like

,

,

,

etc. have been

omitted from subhankari as they are generally

XVI.
taught as part of Arithmetic.
(4)

Such simple measures as the following may be
retained because they are of use in every day
life:-- Man, pasen, ser, pavia, chhatak, tola,
rupiya, anna, taka, paisa, adhela, bigha, katha,
dhur, gaj, hath, girah, anguli, baras, niahina,

saptah, din, pal, dand.
(5)

Town schools which do not feel the need of teaching subhankari, may devote the time thus set free
to any form of arithmetic which will be useful

in the locality.

SYLLABUS:
Infant Class.

Reading and writing. -- 5- hours, -- By the end of the
year the children should be able to read and write any
simple sentence containing no compound letters except that
the commonest compound. letters nìay be taught,

Some method

designed to secure and keep the interest of the children
must be used.

The use of charts and pictures is desirable.

each child should have a slate or takhti from the beginning
No book need be used till the last few months of the year.
Arjtbxnetic.--3 hours.--By the end of the year the child-

ren should be able to use freely and accurately any number

combination within 20.

Recognition and writing of the

XVII.

numbers up to 50 may be taught.

All numbers taught must

at the time of first teaching be in concrete torni before

the class and all number work must normally be done with

concrete objects.

Some of these objects should be such as

can be tied up, grouped and handled as tens.

These groups

should invariably be used for numbers greater than 20.

Serial addition and subtraction of 2's, 3's, 4's, 5's, 6's

within 50.

This can be done in on interesting way with

bricks, beads,

sticks, seeds, and other common objects

and in connection with games.

Play, including sense training.---4 hours.--Suggestions-

Easy construction with small clay bricks made in school.
idiaking a

ball by winding strips of clean rag.

Clay model-

Ing of natural objects in connection with nature talks and

of common objects.

Simple drawing on blackboard or in a

sand patch or on the floor of easy leaves or common objects

based on

(a)

the square, oblong or triangle, e.g.,

slate,

flag, frame, envelope, kite, etc., and (b)

circle or oval,

e.g., wheels, buttons, eggs, fruits, etc.

íaking and

stringing of clay beads coloured with school or home-made
dyes.

(See Class V.)

stories.

Môdels in a sand patch to illustrate

Play with grass straw and pa

leaves.

Common

games; singing gaines; sense-training games, e.g., blindfold

recognition

ol'

shapes and sounds.

Recognition of colours,

shapes, smells, etc.

Conversation, observation and stories.-- 3 hours--The

xv-III

Children must take an active part in this, as one of the
objects in view is to help the children to ecress their
Talks and stories about birds, animals,

ovm thoughts.

insects, water life, plants and weather.

The teachers

should go out into the fields or jungle where possible.

Suitable seasonal opportunities must be taken.

Folk

stor-

ies, fairy stories and any story that is likely to interest

small children.

No book is prescribed.

The teacher must

have his own stock of stories.
Religious instruction.--1 hour.
Class I.

Reading and writing.--

5

hours.-- by the end of the

year the children should be able to read simple stories
and to write any simple sentence from dictation.

At least

two simple, childish, clearly printed books to be read.

The cost of the two books combined should not exceed five

aimas. Recognition and writing of compound

letters.

At

the end of the year the alphabet must be thoroughly known.

Arithmetic.--3 hours.-- The four simple rules within
loo.

Recognition and writing of numbers to 100 to be taught

carefully.

Place value of figures to be taught with the

help of bundles of ten.

The children should be able to write

accurately from dictation simple examples of addition,
e.g.

27
6

Recogniition and writing of figures containing

three digits may be taught.

liultiplication

XIX.
lo
7

tables up to lo X 10.

It is essential that

these tables should be used with ease and aceuracy.

Varied practice

-

both oral and written

--on these tables to ensure rapid and accurate

use is necessary, e.g. (oral) 5x7- 35, 3x6- 18
(written) 4x23- 92,

72- 3x24.

Any

gaines or

competitions that can be devised for this purpose will be useful.

(See also general note DC)

Play, including sense training.-- 4 hours.-- As in the
infant class paper tearing, leaf platter-making, and simple

weaving with strips of palm leaf may be added,
vanced grass and straw work,

training is needed.

Sewing for girls.

Lore

ad-

Less sense-

The extra time may be given to new

games and songs.

Conversation, observation and stories. --3 hours.-- As
in the Infant Class gardening may be begun here for obser-

vation of the growth of flowers and fruits.

Religious instruction.-- 1 hour.
Class II.

Reading.--4- hours.-- One hour at least to be devoted
to silent reading.

The reading must always be so conducted

as to secure that the children's minds are occupied with

the thoughts expressed rather than with the words.

In

reading aloud correct and clear pronunciation must be
insisted on, but silent reading should occupy a considerable

xx.

part of the available time.

Two or three books, to cost

al-

together not more than nine annas, written in simple language, and containing interesting stories are to be read dur-

Ing the year.

Coxmnission to memory of GO to loo lines of

suitable poetry in simple language.

Composition and writing.-- 4 hours.-- In

al].

oral les-

Sons children should be encouraged to talk freely and to use

correct forms of speech.

In the oral composition lessons

children should be encouraged to speak at greater length.

They should tell in their own words stories they have heard
They should make up stories themselves.

or read.

Interest-

ing sights and local happenings are good subjects.

In the

latter half of the year simple exercises of this sort may
be written, each child writing his own thoughts.

exercises must not be copied from the blackboard.

These

Very

simple informal letters should be taught in order to make
the learning of letter-writing iniediately useful.

In all

written work well formed and neat handwriting (with clear
separation of words) must be exacted from the first.

Trans-

cription exercises are useful for spelling and writing.
Dictation.

Arithnetic.--4 hours.-- The four simple rules within
1,000.

Recognition and writing of numbers may be taught

up to 10,000.

Place value must still be carefully taught.

Numbers involving the use of zero such as 304 or 3040
should frequently be dictated for recognition and writing.

XXI.

Indian tables of money and weights to be taught, and practical work done with them in a play-shop.
to be kept.

Simple accounts

Balances, weights and all material used in

the shop to be made in the school.

ddition and subtraction

of these measures arc to be taught.

Only denominations of

weights and money which are in common use in the locality
The fractions in common use such as

are to be taught.

derh, arhai, pau, etc. to be explained and learnt

ad.ha,

practically.

Tables -- il time, 12 times and 16 times.

Vlhere clocks are in use --

how to tell time by them.

Study of environment.--3- hours-- Collections of local flowers, grasses and leaves.

Gardening -- a simple

record of observed growth in the school garden to be kept.

Keeping silk-worms.
and their care.

Lessons on domestic animals and birds

Kindness to animals and birds,

School

rmnbles for the observation of the work of water in the

formation of small water-courses, nalas and the removal
and deposition of earth; ideas of mountains, river, the
sea and other land and water forms.

pass.

The points of the corn-

First idea of plan-making; first done in sand,

later on slate or paper.

Rough plans of the room, school

house and compound to be made in sand or drawn.

Hygiene.-- In connection with plan drawing and house
building (see handwork), the practice of ventilation,
cleanliness and the care of the house and surroundings must
be taught.(See general instructions VI and VII.)

XXII.

hours-- Suggestions-- The type of house
colrnnon in the locality may be built in miniature. Vleaving
with palm leaves, straw or string, of articles for this
house. Further models in clay and in sand; simple illustrations of stories. Simple decoration of rough pottery.
The making of simple bamboo or wooden tools for this and
other purposes. Hand pankhas or other useful forms of
basket-work in care split bamboo, palm leaves, aloe or jute
fibre or straw. Spinning and netting. Sewing for girls.
Drawing should be done in connection with nature work, etc,
and in this class can be done on slates. Such simple objects as padlocks, keys, buyes, khurpis, gharas, might be
drawn. Lemory drawing of such objects.
Stories.--2 hours-- Stories of children of other parts
of India and other countries to broaden sympathies. Stories from history and, literature with special reference to
India and its heroes. Stories l'or the children's own enHandwork.--

3

joymnent, amusement and wonder.

physical training.--2 hours-- Rules for
local games must be carefully codified. Any system of
physical training laiovm to the teacher may be practiced.
N.B. (i) No English words to be used in orders.
(2) In any one period the parts of the body must
be exercised in turn, but care must be taken
that all exercises for any one part of the body
are not done at one time, e.g., all arm
Gaines and

XXIII.

exercises must not be taken together.
(3) The

year's course must

be so graded

anount done in any one period

that the

is adjusted to

the child's development in strength and dex-

terity.
may

if

well organised and keenly-played,
be played in the tine allotted for phy-

(4) Gaines,

sical training.
Religious instruction.-Class

1

hour.

III.

Reading--4 hours-- One hour at least to be devoted to
silent reading as in Class II.
The two or three books to be read must be entirely different from those used in Class II: - 60 to 100 nev.r lines
of poetry to be cornnitted to memory.
Composition.-- 4 hours-- Some oral composition, but
much of the work in this class will be written. At least
one composition a week must be written by each child expressing his own thoughts in his own words. Useful types
of subjects are:-(i) Giving the beginning and end of an iniaginary
story and leaving the child to complete it.
(2) Building a story round four or five key words,
(3) Description of a scene before the eye; excur-

sions or local happenings.

XXIV.
(4)

Vlhat

you would do in a sudden emer(ency, e.g., a

boy falls into a well.
(5)

Reproduction in the children's own words of a

s

story read or heard.
(6)

If any stories are dramatised, the composition and

writing of the dialogue is a useful exercise.
Correction of

coirnuon

errors--simple exercises in the

change of number and gender should be given.

Letter writing.-- The correct current forms of beginnings and endings of various kinds of letters.

The teacher

must tell the class clearly to whom the letter is to be
written and about what.

The mode of addressing envelopes

in the clearest form to be taught.

n actual interchange

of letters between schools is stimulating.
to relatives and friends,

Desides letters

simple lettcrs to a shopkeeper,

placing orders, or of enquiry to the postmaster or doctor
or co-operative society and simple applications for posts

should be written.
exacted.

Composition in correct language must be

Dictation and transcription.

The script used

locally in documents should be taught.
Àritbrnetic --4 hours.-- The system of numeration must

be fully understood.

Practice in writing and recognition

of figures containing the symbolizing is still needed.

The

four compound rules in Indian money, weights and measures
of length and area.

Ieduction, Revision of, and constant

practice in, the tables learnt in Classes I and II.

All the

XXV.
fractional parts of these should be knovm thoroughly and
used with ease.

practical notion of the acre and its re-

lation to local measures.

Subhankari in its co]amonest and

most useful forms, the reason for each formula being ex-

Simple jama kharach. (See also note LC) Interest

plained.

as used in the locality to be ecplained.

hours.-- As in Class II.

Study of environment.--3

The collections should be fuller and better arranged and

classified.

Gardening:

the records kept should be more

detailed, carefully vritton, dated and illustrated with
sketches.

Records should be kept of the development of the

frog, caterpillar and mosquito.

A higher standard of work

in composition and illustration in connection with rambles

and the observation of the work of water should also be exacted.

A simple weather chart should be kent.

ing to scale must be taught.

Plan-draw-

Careful plans to scale must

be drawn of (a) the class room, (b)

the school house,

the compound with the buildings in it.

(c)

In the case of rural

boys' schools rougher plans to scale should also be drawn,

showing- (a)

the compound

and.

its inmiediate environment within

about 50 yards, with two or three other buildings
or wells

and.

roads or paths, if existent;

(b)

An irregular-shaped paddy field;

(e)

a group of three irregular-shaped paddy fields.

and.

A plan of the village should be done by co-operative work

:ccvi.

of (a) the area within a mile of the school showing the

school, roads and paths, streams, if an, wells, any other

group of houses and any other prominent feature, and (b)
the area, within the inediate knowledge of the boys,

cluding all neighbouring villages.

in-

This can be constructed

roughly from village knowledge on some such scale as would
correspond to two inches to a mile.
local map should be studied.

In tovm schools the

Â rough plan of a portion of

a town might be prepared.

Hygiene--Continue and develop the work of Class II.
Importance of a dry site of a house.

Viells or tanks for

cattle and vrashing clothes to be separate from those used

for drinking purposes.

Jater-borne diseases--cholera,

enteric, dysentery and their prevention.

Danger of flies.

Avoidance of stagnant water and dark

corners with reference to mosquitoes.
S:iall-pox and vaccination.

vention.
sore eyes.

line, earth,

Simple sanitation.

Lialaria and its pre-

Prevention and care of

The use of disinfectants,

ash, sunlight the cheapest and best.

ing of refuse.
rines.

Care of food.

Eanure pits away from houses.

Proper care of domestic animals.

The buxn-

Trench lat-

Kindness to ani-

mal s

Handwork.--3 hours-- Suggestion.-- A well-made, wellventilated and well-lit house of sun-dried bricks, big
enough for a small boy to stand up inside, to be built. Relative position of cowhouse to be indicated.

Continuation

rrTr-r
V J

and development of work done in Class II.

r

L.

The children

must be taught to be dissatisfied with their first crude
efforts in all forms of handwork and strive to "do it better'

rough wood work with village tools.

Drawing-II.

Connrion

Sewing.

objects and memory drawing as in Class

Simple ideas of decorative design should be given and

the chiidron encouraged to make their own original designs.

In nature-drawing leaves and flowers must be drawn in sprays

and fruits with twine and leaves.

Subjects must be graded

in difficulty throughout the year.

Stories.--2 hours.-- The work of Class II continued
and developed.

The stories from Indian history should be

arranged in chronological order.

Games and physical training.--2 hours.--

s

in Class II.

Religious instruction.-- 1 hour.
Class IV.

Reading--4 hours.-- At least three books must be read
during the year, the total cost of which should be about a
rupee.

Reading and explaining manuscripts such as khasras,

rasids, and simple tamasuks.

Recitation of 80 to 120 lines

of good but simple poetry or prose.

In this class the pro-

portion of time devoted to silent reading should be increased.

The forms of compound words must receive attention.

This work should be concentrated at the beginning or end of
the reading lesson, and should not interrupt the main work

xxviii.
o:t

the reading lesson which is concerned with the matter

read..

Composition, grammar and. viriting.--4 hours.--Oriinai
compositions in varied. forms continued. and developed. Better and slightly longer compositions to be expected. A high-

er standard in letter writing. Filling in connon post office foms. Dictation. L. period each week might be used
for transcribing interesting matter from newspapers or elsewhere for use in the lower classes. This should be in clear
and neat script. Oral composition may be developed by boys
telling of interesting individual experiences. The discovery
and naming of the conimonest parts of speech. The analysis
of simple sentences and granmiatical agreement to be taught
in close connection with the correction of errors in com-

position.
Aritbmetic--4 hours--Simple unitary method, practice,
interest by Indian methods in conmion use. Factors and the
use of factors in multiplication and divisions Jamabandi
in boy's schools. Constant practice in all useful tables
such as 6x16 must be given, but tables like 13 times need
not be taught at all. Subhankari, Serkasa, mankasa,
masmahina and din. Simple cloth measurement-- Oaj and
girah. Land measurement by the Indian method, as current
in the locality, and sums relating to it. 'urther simple
accounts. Great importance to be attached to neat and
methodical work.

OED,
Hygiene and Sanitation.--13- hours-- The chief laws of
health.
(1)

Fresh air. Oxygen.

Effect of breathing.

Necessity

for sleeping with open windows and uncovered head.

Ventilation.
(2) Exercise.

VJhy

trees and gardens are beneficial.

How exercise in fresh air gives

niore

oxygen, develops muscles, gives appetite, induces

healthy sleep and keeps the doctor away.
(3)

Cleanliness:-(a)

Personal.

Necessity for baths; the need for

frequent and regular washing of clothes, sun-

ning and airing of bedding, mats, etc.
(b)

Food-Necessity for cleanliness in the kitchen
and the careful cleaning of utensils.

why they come and their danger.
milk and water.
(c)

C-erius

House and compound.

Flies,

Boiling of

come from dark and dirt.

Burning rubbish, Avoid-

ance of stagnant water, darkness and dirt.

Value of whitewash and of regular and thorough

cleaning of insides of houses.
Prevention of tuberculosis, cholera, malaria, plague,
small-pox, enteric and of bad eye-sight

and.

blindness.

Deal-

Ing with conimon emergencies such as burns, sn&ke-bites,

wounds and falling into water.

These matters must be taught

in the closest connection with local conditions.

Geography--l-

hours.

Very elementary information about

-r--U

India as a whole and its position in the world and in Asia.
Llore detailed. 1mow1ede about the natural area in which the
school is situated, i.e., Chota Napur, Oiissa, the Ganges
Valley. The relation of this area to India as a whole must
never be lost sigtit of. A study of all the means of cornraunication, e.g., roads, railways, is important. Present-

i.e.,

railways and the development
of new industries, must always be kept in sight. Side by
side vîith this study must go careful instruction of what a
map is and the different things that may be shown by colours
and otherwise on maps, e.g., physical features, crops, and
rainfall, climate, railways, roads and canals, administrative boundaries. Representations of natural features are
much more important than those of artificial boundaries
and must not stop short of them, School excursions. A
collection of illustrations from old newspapers, etc.,
should be aimed at.
History--lj hours. The history of India in stories up
to Babar. Every opportunity must be seized to illustrate
from local history; and imaginative detail to make this real
to the children is permissible.
Physical exercise.--1 hours. As before. Lore advanced games and deshi kasrat should be taught. If a trained
scoutmaster is available, scouting may be begun in this or
day development,

an

new

earlier class.
liandwork and drawing. --2 hours-- a) Handwork- -one hour,
C

xx1i.

Rough carpentry. Sewing. Extrction oí dyes for use in the
lower school.

Construction of relief maps.

ìy

form of

handwork in which sny available teacher or pupil is skilled
should be developed to the utmost.
(b)

Drawing.--1 hour.

Líore

on geomatrical or natural forms.

elaborate designs based
iore difficult drawings

or sprays of leaves, flowers and fruits.

Elementary notions

of model drawing as applied to objects based on the cube,
e.g., a bos;

circle and sphere, e.g., ghara, places in

different positions.
scenes from nature.

Attempts should be made to draw little
The object of this is to encourage

self-expression and great accuracy should not be expected.

Gardening and nature study.--2 hours.-- Continue the
keeping of records.
and silkworm.
and dal.

Add observation of bee, ant, white-ant

Life history of typical plants, such as rice

Special work of the various parts of plants.

Care

of, and kindness to, animals.

Optional subjects--3

hours.

(a)

Additional religious instruction.

(b)

English (if qualified teacher available.)

Cc)

Further work in any of the above subjects.

hand-

work and gardening are especially recommended.
Experimenting with vegetables and fruit not
rnonly grown in the locality

Religious instruction.--1 hour.
Class V.

corn-

II
Entirely
difficult written

Reading - 4 hours - ;.s in Class IV.

different

books to be used.

Llore

docunents to be read.

Recitation of 80 to 100 or more
lines of poetry or prose. Reading of reputable newspapers
to be encouraged. If psiaphiets on agricultural topics,
veterinary or medical subjects or any oter subject
liì:eiy to interest and oc of use in the neighborhood,
can be obtained; these should be studied.
Composition,

granar

viting

hours- A
continuation and development of the work of Class Iv.
Again there should be developnont in the original
compositions and a higher standard in the correct use
of 1anaage must be obtained. Development o the
analysis of simple sentences. iore careful stuty of
those portions of grarinar whiCh are necessary to ensure the correct use of language and to correct errors
in composition.
Dictation and transcription - s in Class IV.
Soue schools may begin the preparation in manuscript
of a simple

village

news

and

-

4

sheet.

Aritliraetic - 4 hours- Llore probleus in the unitary
iiethod. Ïntcrest by current Indian methods, siuplo and
compound. Reference to coo:erative societies and comparison of rates of interest. Llore work on factors.

Siìiple fractions and their application in simplifying

calculations. Practice in the use of the subhankari

learned in Classes III and IV.
Salana.

Tola, ratti and masha.

SLaple interest by the deshi method.

work on land measurement
scbôols only)
(for girls'

.

Practical

its record (for boys'

and.

More practice in household accounts

schools only).

Hygiene and sanitation.--l- hours- Continuation and
development of the work of Class IV.

The evils of the

abuse of dnigs such as opium, bhang, ganja, tobacco, and
alcolhol.
infants.

For girls, the proper care and handling of
For boys, village sanitation, more advanced

work on the course outlined in Classes III and IV,
Geography

- l

hours- Study of the three natural

areas making up the province

The provino e as a

.

political unit with special reference to its products,
industries and communications

.

Throughout the

vrork the

use of wall maps and naps dravrn by the boys is of the

first iiportance.

The districts should not be clrai as

isolated maps, but must be shown in the natural area in
their relative position.

Further study of the geography

of India with knowledge of the monsoon.

Very elementary

knowledge about the world, e. g., the position of India
in relation to other parts of the world.

V/hat

India gives

the world and how and what she gets and how.

History- lj hours- Complete the history of Indian
stories.

A simple outline of the administration of the

village or town, district, province and country.
erative societies.

Coop-

Physical exercisework of Class 1V.

l

hours- Continuation of the

hours-

Handwork and drawing - 2

A

further develop-

ment of the work of Class IV.

Gardening and nature study -2 hours - &perimenting

with crops and manures where possible.
simple channels.

The garden should be

ing and the sale ot

its

Irrigation by
fully self-support-

produce should provide funds for

Observation of nature to be continued.

new

experiments.

The

rearing of the silk

worin

to he encouraged in suitable

localities.
Optional subjects -

3

Religious instruction -

hours 1

s in Class IV.

hour.

NEDLL'JORK SYLLABUS (FOR GThLS' SCHOOLS ONLY)

syllabus is planned for children coning to school
at five years of age; girls coming later nay do the sewing
oe the class one or two years ahead.
Too great regilarity in stitches must not be expected
before Class IV.
Infant Class - 1ro needlework, but girls coming into
the inÍant class at the age of six may do the needlïork
of Class I.
Class I. Large needles and colored thread to be used
with any cloth where the threads can be seen easily, e. g.,
coarse canvas, gunny, khadda, dusuti, niotiya, etc. Bags
can be made out of these materials to hold arithmetic
The

sewing, pencils, books, etc.

apparatus,

Running, top sewing and herviing; the use

Class II.

of these stitches must be taught in connection with the

making of such articles as dusters, bags, dolls and
their clothes.

Running and felling and back stitching;

Class III.

these stitches must be taught in connection with the making
of some

siple article such as suggested for Class

gainent such as a simple frock.
stitch,

g.,

e.

II or a

Some simple ornomental

cross stitch, chain stitch, etc.

Darning

a straight tear.

Class 1V. Gathering loops or button holes.

haking a

simple garment such as a jhula, kurta, frock or chemise.
These may be ornamented with brnds of pipings of another
color.

Cross stitch marking in vernacular characters.

Darning a three cornered tear.
Class
garment.

web

IT.

Cutting out and making a jacket or similar

kaaking buttonholes.

or a knitted garment.

similar material.

Darning a hole in stocking

Sewing a patch on markeen or

I'.itting plain and purl.

Time.
In Class I.

One hour may be taken from the four hours

given to play.

Class II.

ïo

hours, vix. half an hour from environ-

ment, half an hour frani stories,

Class III.

and one hour from handwork.

Two hours as in Class II.

Class IV. Two hours, viz: half an hour from hygiene,

:cvi

half an hour frani optional subjects, half an hour from
handwork and a half hour from gardening and nature study.
Class V.

ïo

hours as in Class 1V.

List of Text books, etc. Reciuired to be Purchased
Pupils in Each Class.
Infant Class:

One

Reading book and one

by

the

slate or

takhti.

I,

reading books and one slate or takhti.
Classes II and III. Two or three reading books;
one arithmetic book with examples only; blank paper for
writing on.
Classes DT and V. Three reading books, viz, one
general reading book containing also poetry, one
geographical reader containing matter dealing with village
Class

uplift

and

Two

agriculture,

and one

historical reader.

Arithmetic book with examples only. Blank writing paper.
Hand maps of the natural area in which the school is
situated, of India and of the world, One foot rule.
(No other mathematical instruments necessary.) Sewing

materials for girls.
1. The

ilotes Regarding the Readers.
imer for the infant class must be clearly

printed and in large type.
2. The books to be read in Classes II and III should
contain matter which is both interesting and instructive,
e.g. stories about children of other parts of India and of

D:çT II
other lands, matters of village interest, e.g. markets,
and of wider interest,

e.g.

ships, trains,

a big town;

stories from history and tradition not necessarily of
India only.

how we are fed and clothed.
Books Reauired by Teachers.

1.

A book or books on school method and organization.

2.

book containing suitable stories.

3.

book on the study of environment.

4.

book on the geography of Bihar and Crissa and

India

5

see the Syllabus for Class V.

One vernacular Grarraar and Composition and one

Vernacular dictionary.
By order of the Govt. of Bihar and Crissa.
(I.Iinistry of Education.)
B.K.Gokhale,
Secretary of Government.
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Appendix III
Program of Vernacular Studies for Class VI and VII of
Boy's and Girl's Middle Schools in Bihar Orissa,

Government of Bihar and Orissa.
(Ministry of Education.)

The 25th of March,l935.
No. 1511-E- The following curriculum for the middle

classes of boys' and girls' schools should be substituted

with effect

frî

the 1st January, 1937, in class VI and

the 1st January, 1938, in class VII in place of the curri-

culum approved in notifications nos. 2416-E and 2417-E,
dated the 25th May, 1926:-

Number of hours
weekly.

Curriculum.
Class VI.

READING

A11D GIWJIMAR.

A reader containing

6

bore difficult parsing and

prose and poetry.

analysis; the indeclinables; combinations of

words and letters.

Recitation of 80 to 120 lines

of poetry.

COIvOSTI'ION

IUTI)

DICTATION,

Writing letters,

essays and simple business documents.

2

Writing on

paper ftoei dictation.
ARIT1V1L'TIC AND SUi3HANKARI.

(1)

Aritbmetic;

detailed treatment of factors and multiples.

5

H.C. F. and L. C. M. Detailed treatment of vulgar

fractions.

Unitary method, with free use of

fractions.

Thiglish tables and measures,

Reduction

and simple practice involving both Indian and

English measures.

(2)

Subhankari: detailed treat-

ment of jama-kharach, serkasa, mankasa, mahawari,
salana, din. Simple mahajani and zamindari accounts.

Ideas of the solid, the surface, lines

GEOLIEiRY.

and points.

measurement.

The straight line,

its directions and

The angle, its measurement, test of

perpendicularity.
of parallelism.

Parallel straight line

,

tests

The circle, measurement of its

circumference and diameter.

Straight line figures.

Triangles and their simple construction with a scale,
a ruler and a protractor when (1)

three sides,

(2)

two sides and the included angle (3) one side and two

angles at its ends are given.

Q,uadrilaterals,

parallelograms, rectangles, squares and their simple

construction with a scale, a

mler

and a protractor.

Lleasurement of area of any plane figure bounded by

straight or curved lines by counting square units in
it. Area.

measurement of a rectangle, a square.

drawing of simple plans.

Scale

Application of the above to

simple field work (measurement of lengths by pacing,

measurement of rectangular fields, finding of a hidden
coin when its distances from two places are given, etc.)

1

XL

En1ish eorietrica1 terns, e.c.
trianGle, circle, etc., should be used in nithUe
En1ish and hi11 schools.
EYGIE2TE. Village sanitation. Iecapitulation
or the 'jork done in the previous classes.
The
causes of the unsanitary condition of villaCes,
ueasures for improved sanitation. The treatment
of malaria.
DRAWIIIG.
The drawing of siple natural objects in perspective. Pupils to be encouraged to
prepare simple designs for themselves. Dra.win
from memory. Llore advanced Ceonetrical figures
and calculations of area.
NOTE.

LEOGRAPHY.

Elementary general geography of

the worlc3. vrith special reference to the }rjtish
ipire ipire. sketch maps to be used frecuontly.
A relief :aap of India to he prepared by the boys
in the school compound. Map drawing. School
excursions.
i.tTORY. Indian history in outline frOEl the
earliest tine to the battle of Panipat (1526) The
teacher should make special reference to the history
and monuments of the district and province.

2

2

.

YSICAL

OE2CISE.

Deshi

asrat, Drill

and

games.
OPTIONAl SÌJ]3JECTS.

See note (2)

5
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Curriculun

Number of
hours weekly

Class VII.

GRAiR. Reading and recitation
as for class VI. Grajinar as for Class VI, but in
greater detail, and including derivation of nouns
from other parts of speech, and the elements of
READING ÎLI\D

6

prosody.
COi.TOSITIOI iflD DICTATION.

and simple business documents.

from

Letters, essays
Jriting on paper

2

dictation.
RITEI

IC ÁID SUBIJMiKARI .

(

1 ) Ar

it hmet i e

:

fractions, excluding recurring decimals.
Simple trea1ient of square and cubic measures.
Square root. Simple interest by the English
method. Compound practice involving Indian and
decimal

English measures. Unitary method, use of
decimals. (2) Subhankari: Simple and compound
interest, lend ineasureront and jenabandhi, simple
nahajani and zeinindari accounts (continued) . Oral
exercises on the foregoing topics.
EOMM'RY. Aail es at a point. Fundamental

facts about parallel straight lines and transversals.
Internal ailes of a trianr,le, of a quadrilateral,
of a polygon. Uonruent triangles and the application of their properties.
Ruler and compass construction. Bi-section of

5
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an angle, bi-section of a finite straiht line,

construction of perpendiculars, construction of
angles

with given conditions,

(1)

(2)

of different

magnitudes, construction of parallel straight lines
with

given conditions, construction of triangles with

given data.

Fundamental facts about a parallelogram..

Division of a straight line into equal parts,
construction of a parallelogram and a quadrilateral
with given data.

Areas of a parallelogram snd a

triangle, a quadrilateral,

a

polygon.

sides of a right-angled triangle.

Squares on the

Pythagoras theoreri,

Application of the above to s±uple field work (simple
cases of heights and distances, calculation of areas
of a triangular or a polygonal field,

etc.)

In-

equality of angles and sides in trianles only.
NO

(1)

The whole course must be done through

intuition and experimentation, e. g. cardboard cutting,

making of solids, measurement of lengths and areas in
the open field, etc.
(2)

The instrients and apparatus required for the

course are a tape, a flat ruler graduated to inches and
tenths and centimetres and millimetres, two set squares,
a hard pencil,

a protractor,

incil compasses, dividers,

scissors, a knife, pieces of card-board,

tracg

paper,

squared paper, pins, wooden models of various mathematical shapes, a number of inch cubes, flag staves and
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strinCs.
hYGIE.

treatment of ordinary
ailments such as couch, cold, fever, etc. Sick diet.
DRAwrnG. As for Class VI, but more advanced.
Symptoms and

GEOGRAPHY.

be continued.
HISTORY.

As

for Class VI.

Map

l

drawing to

2

School excursions,
Complete the

history of India in

2

outline.
PHYSICAL

CISE.

0P11101IAL

SUBT1XJTS.

As

f ' Class VI.

See Note (2)

5

Total
NOTE. (i) The above curriculum is intended
for middle vermcular schools for boys.
(a) In all middle
glish schools English
should be tau1it for six hours a week and the
tine asined to the following subjects should
be curtailed as shown below:
Reading and grammar

Arithmetic
Drawings
Optional subjects

2
2

l

;-

28

hours
hours
hour

hours.
hours.

Total
6
(b) In all middle schools for girls sewing and
spinning should. be taught for three hours a week and
the time assigned to the following subjects should
be curtailed as shown below:
Arithmetic (subhankari to be omitted altogether)
Optional subjects.
Total

1 hr.
2 1-ir,
3 hr.
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Cc)

In middle English schools for girls the

six hours required. for English and the three hours

required for sewing and spinning should be found
by curtailing the time assigned to other subjects
as indicated in clauses (a)

(2)

and

(b)

together.

The following optional subjects are

p e rjii tt e J:
(a)

Religious Instruction.

(b)

A second language to be taught up to

the lower Drimary standard (in middle

vernacular schools only.)
Cc)

Urdu (in schools where instruction is

not given through the medium of that language.)
(a)

Nature study.

(e)

First aid.

(f)

Manual work,

'eference to be given to

work which will resuit in the preparation of
articles useful in the house or for agricultural
operations.
(g)

Additional

v.rork

on any subject included

in the curriculum.

(3)

(h)

Any other subject approved by the Director.

(a)

The question whether, in non-denominational

schools, religious instruction should or should not be

given either to the whole school or to any cormaunity therein
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rests at the discretion of the authority specified below:
Class of school.

Govcrnent School s

Authority.
The managing coniittec or,
if there is no such

committee,

the inspector

or inspectress of

schools.

Schools directly managed by
a local body.

The local body.

Schools aided by U-ovornment or
by a local body.

(b)

The managing committee,

If the specified authority decides that religious

instruction should be given to one community only, the
periods during which that instruction is given should be
used, in the case of pupils of other communities,

for

moral instruction, organised games or physical exercise,
(c)

In areas where the only

school is one

in which

religious instruction is given, such instruction must not
be made compulsory for pupils profess religion other than

that in

which

such instruction is given and whose parents

or guardians wish them to be exempted.
(a)

No teacher nay be required to give religims

instruction in a faith other than his own.
(4)

ir Nature study is taught as an optional subject

the syllabus should be as follows:

Class VI.
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Plant J.i.fe. The two main divisions of plants.
iudiments of germination. The parts of the plant and of
the flower; life history of the plant and its means o
existence; making a collection of plants from the garden
and of wild plants from the neighborhood; simple
classification of these, as a result of observation,
Vork in the garden.
iinial life. General characteristics of the
(2)
different classes of vertebrates and invertebrates,
(1)

Class VII.
The soler system, the chief constellations, comets
and falling stars; eclipses. The sun as the source of
light and heat. Simple atmospheric phenomena, fog, cloud,

the rainbow, etc. The diurnal motion, observation
of time by the sun; the annual motion, the seasons, the
effect of the sun on plant and animal life, (to be taught
dew,

as

far

as possible by experiment and observation).

Work

in the garden.
By

order of the Govt. of Bihar
and Crissa
(Liinistry of Education)
Bd

B

K. Gokhale,

Secretary to Government.

